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Attachment theory suggests that the nature of the 
infant's first relationship with its primary caretaker is 
the foundation of normal development and influences 
adjustment in various domains throughout the life-span. 
Temperament research also indicates a relationship between 
temperament attributes and adaptation to change. The 
research in attachment and temperament has primarily 
focused on young children and adolescents. This research 
project sought to investigate the relationship of the 
constructs of attachment and temperament with initial 
adjustment to· college. A total sample of 261 first 
semester college freshmen from two college/universities 
completed a series of questionnaires. The questionnaires 
included indices of students' perception of past 
attachment relationships (Parental Bonding Instrument; 
Parker, Tupling, & Brown, 1979), temperament profile 
(Revised Dimensions of Temperament Surv
ey; (Windle & 
Lerner, 1986) and adjustment to college
 (Student 
Adaptation to College Questionnaire; Ba
ker & Siryk, 198 6); 
Perceived Social Support Scale- Friends
; Procidano & 
Heller, 1983). Through multiple regres
sion analyses, 
results indicated that temperament (po
sitive mood, low 
distractibility, and rhythmicity/ posit
ive mood 
flexibility, rhythmicity-eating and per
sistence) 
correlated with attachment (care/low ov
erprotection). 
Temperament was found to correlate with











goal attainment: mood flexibility, per
sistence, approach; 
perceived social support: mood, approa
ch, rhythmicity-
eating). Post hoc analyses indicated s
chool and gender 
differences within specific domains of 
attachment and 
adjustment. High school grade point av
erage was best 
predicted by the temperament dimensions
 of flexibility, 
mood, and persistence whereas first sem
ester college grade 
point average was best predicted by the
 low 
distractibility, rhythmicity-sleep and 
activity level-
sleep. For the relationship of attachm
ent to college 
adjustment, care was the most significa
nt predictor for 
the five aspects of adjustment. The re
sults of this 
research are supportive of the earlier wor
k with children 
and adolescents and validates that attachm
ent and 
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The nature of human relation
ships has been a source 
of intense investigative res
earch that spans several 
decades. Theories well docu
mented in developmental 
psychology suggest that the
 foundation for interperson
al 
relationships begins in ear
ly childhood (Erikson, 1950
, 
1959; Freud, 1949). Attachm
ent theory has served as the
 
springboard for empirical in
vestigations in an attempt t
o 
examine the infant's first 
relationship with its prima
ry 
caretaker (Bowlby, 1969). A
ttachment research maintains
 
that the nature of the infa
nt's first relationship is t
he 
foundation of normal develop
ment and influences other 
aspects of child developmen
t. Social competency (Matas
, 
Arend, & Sroufe, 1978; Waters, 
Wippman, & Sroufe, 1979), 
persistence (Frodi, Bridges
, & Grolnick, 1985) social 
motives (Sroufe, 1983), pro
blem-solving (Joffe & Vaugh
n, 
1982; Matas, et al., 1978), 
time spent in exploratory p
lay 
(Arend, Grover, & Sroufe, 19
79; Henderson, 1978), 
attractiveness to peers (Jac
obson & Willie, 1986) and p
eer 
leadership (LaFreniere, 198
3) are but a few of the 
developmental domains empir
ically researched as correla
tes 
of attachment. 
The construct of attachment 
varies in its 
conceptualization. Models 
defining the initial 
relationship include an eth
ological paradigm (Bowlby, 
1 
1969), a psychoanalytic model (Blatt
, 1974; Freud, 19 49; 
Kernberg, 1972) and social learning 
theory (Gerwirtz, 
1976). Regardless of the conceptua
lization espoused, the 
underlying assumption of all the mo
dels is that the 
initial relationship of the infant w
ith its primary 
caretaker sets the stage for future 
social interactions 
from infancy to adulthood. Investiga
tions have revealed a 
relationship between insecure attach
ment and 
psychopathology (Bowlby, 1977; Keste
rbaum, 1984). The 
literature abounds with research inv
estigating the 
relationship between depression and 
parental loss (O'Neil, 
Lancee & Freeman, 1986; Perris, Holmg
ren, Von Knorring, & 
Perris, 1986); separation in early c
hildhood (Roy, 1981, 
1986) and the role of parent-child r
elations in the 
etiology of depression (Blatt, D'Af
fitti, & Quinlan, 1976; 
Blatt, Wein, Chevron, & Quinlan, 1979;
 Burbach & Borduin I 
1986; Parker, 1979, 1981, 1983; Per
ris, Arrindell, Perris I 
Eisemann, Van Der Ende & Von Knorring, 1
986; Radke-Yarrow, 
Cummings, Kucznski, & Chapman, 1985
). With adequate 
attachment behavior, Bowlby (1977) p
ostulates that there 
exists a significant correlation bet
ween the infant's 
experiences with parents and the ind
ividual's later 
capacity to develop affectional bond
s. He adds that the 
individual has developed a "represen
tational model" 
(p.206) that elicits self-confidence
 in times of stress 
and the ability to accept help from 
others in time of 
need. Bowlby explains that whatever
 the representation 
2 
3 
model of attachment figures and of s
elf that are 
established during the developmental
 stages of childhood 
and adolescence, these representatio
ns are likely to 
remain relatively unchanged througho
ut adulthood. In 
terms of inadequate attachment, Bow
lby emphasizes a causal 
relationship between pathological de
velopment of 
attachment behavior and the inabilit
y to maintain 
affectional bonds with others. 
More recently, developmental psycho
logists and 
researchers have focused on temperam
ent or behavioral 
style as a variable influencing the 
quality of human 
relationships. Temperament has been
 defined as the 
characteristic style of an individua
l in regard to how an 
individual approaches and responds t
o people, situations 
and tasks (Thomas & Chess, 1977). C
hess (1986) emphasizes 
that temperament differs from abilit
y, which underscores 
the what and how well of behavior. 
Further, temperament 
differs from motivation which, expla
ins the why of 
behavior. Nine dimensions of tempera
ment or behavioral 
style outlined by Thomas & Chess (19
77) include 
rhythmicity, activity level, adapta
bility, 
approach/withdrawal, mood, threshold
 of responsiveness, 
intensity of reaction, distractibili
ty, and 
attention-span. Temperament helps to
 understand how 
individuals approach and respond to 
new social situations, 
tasks, and physical environments in 
regard to ease of 
adaptation, the intensity and charac
ter of their mood 
expression and persistence (Chess, 1
986). Further, 
Thomas, Chess and Birch (1963) rejec
t the "dichotomy of 
child versus environment" (p.184) hy
pothesis and focus on 
an interactionist framework that rec
ognizes that 
psychosocial adaptation is the produ
ct of "goodness of 
fit" between intraindividual charac
teristics and the 
demands present in the environment. 
Simplistically 
speaking, if the physical and social
 demands and the 
expectations of the environment are 
in line with the 
individual's capabilities, abilities
, motivations and 
temperament, good adjustment and dev
elopment will result 
(Chess, 1986; Lerner, 1984). Likewi
se, if there is not a 
good fit between intraindividual ch
aracteristics and 
environmental demands and expectatio
ns, poor psychological 
functioning and development will occ
ur. 
Research by Dunn and Kendricks (1980
, 1982) supports 
the supposition that temperamental d
ifferences in early 
childhood are related to the develop
ment of 
psychopathology and to differences i
n children's 
vulnerability to stress as well as t
he quality of an 
infant's relationship with mother. 
Analyses of the data 
indicated that differences in temper
ament were associated 
with differences in interaction betw
een mother and child 
over time. Temperament cannot be co
nsidered a 
"characteristic of the child indepen
dent of his or her 
particular family relationships" (p.
495) but rather 
closely tied to his or her relations
hip with the mother. 
4 
Systematic investigations along this
 line also indicate 
that children with specific temperam
ents are more 
vulnerable to the effects of change 
in the family 
environment, such as the birth of a 
sibling. 
5 
Using the "goodness of fit" paradigm
, Dunn and 
Kendricks' (1980, 1982) work provide
s a different 
perspective in which to view the eti
ology of attachment or 
the quality of relationship between 
the infant and 
mother. Dunn and Kendricks' (1980) 
data indicated that 
mothers who rated their children as 
negative or "not 
fitting in the family system" were h
elped less, received 
less attention and interacted less w
ith their own mothers. 
The presence or absence of these ma
ternal/infant 
interactions can be considered to ha
ve a key role in 
determining the quality of the moth
er/infant relationships 
and how the developing infant will r
eact to the demands 
and expectations set forth in the fa
mily environment and 
how the developing infant will estab
lish patterns of 
social interaction. In essence, te
mperament plays a key 
role in determining maternal respon
ses toward the 
signaling infant and the development
 of the representation 
model of the mother/attachment figur
e by the child. This 
research shows the importance of con
sidering the interplay 
of the two concepts, temperament and
 attachment, on human 
development. 
The surge of interest in researching
 the role of 
temperamental attributes in child de
velopment stems from 
6 
its predictive power as 
a variable in adjustmen
t (Martin, 
et al; 1983; Garrison, 
Earls & Kindlon, 1984), 
achievement 
(Martin, Nagle, & Paget, 
1983) and developmental 
psychopathology (Barron
 & Earls, 1984; Korn, 198
4; Thomas 
& Chess, 1984). Dimens
ions of temperament iden
tified as 
factors related to posi
tive personal and social
 
functioning for early an
d late adolescents (11 a
nd 20 
years of age) include rh
ythmicity of biological 
functioning, high atten
tion span and persistenc
e, low 
distractibility, low in
tensity reactions, high 
approach 






negative mood are the te
mperamental attributes 
associated 
with negative social an
d personal adjustment 
(cf., M. Windle, K. Hoo
ker, K. Lenerz, P. East,
 J. Lerner 
& R. Lerner, 1986). 




n early parental bonding
 or infant 
attachment and the role
 of temperamental attrib
utes in 
regard to the implicatio
n for adult development
 
(Antonnucci, 1976; Balte
s, Reese & Lipsitt, 1980
; Chess, 
1986; Kalish & Knudtson, 1
976; Lerner, 1982; Lern
er & Ryff 
1978; Pruchno, Blow & Sm
yer, 1984; Troll & Smith,
 1976; 
Weintraub, Brooks & Lew
is, 1977). The life-span
 approach 
to development, or life-
span developmental psyc
hology as 
labeled by Baltes and h
is associates (Baltes, 1
973; Baltes 
& Schaie, 1973; Goulet & 
Baltes, 1970; Huston-St
ein & 
Baltes, 1976), is defined as an orientation which is 
concerned with the "description, explanation, and 
modification of developmental processes in human life" 
(Baltes, et al., 1980, p.67) spanning from birth to 
death. The assumptions underlying this orientation 
proposes that behavior-change processes can occur at any 
point in life and that although behavior-change can be 
influenced by biological growth, it is not the sole 
impetus for behavior-change. The framework of the 
life-span perspective centers around determining the form 
and course of behavioral changes as they occur during the 
life course and to "establish the pattern of their 
temporal order and interrelationships" (p.70). Life-span 
proponents do not accept the theoretical perspective that 
developmental dynamics are unidirectional but rather that 
there are both continuities as well as discontinuities in 
the developmental process (Lerner & Ryff, 1978). Further, 
it is the "continuation of processes whose directions and 
quality were determined in earlier childhood periods" and 
the discontinuity due to cultural/historical development 
as well as environmental influences that account for 
intra-individual differences and multidirectionality of 
change processes. 
Lerner (1987) uses the terms embeddedness and dynamic 
interactionism to explain that development occurs in the 
context of both developmental and nondevelopmental levels. 
Further, development at one level is influenced by 
7 
development at other levels. The th
eoretical and 
practical implications of such an or
ientation, Lerner 
proposes, is that there is a potenti
al for plasticity and 
a potential for intervention and tha
t the individual is 
seen as a producer of his/her own gr
owth (Lerner, 1987). 
Adjustment to novel situations is th
e cornerstone to 
both the theory of attachment and to
 the construct of 
temperament. Attachment theory post
ulates that there 
should be a positive relationship be
tween the quality of 
the initial infant-caregiver relatio
nships and adjustment 
to new interpersonal situations (Wa
ters & Sroufe, 1979, 
1983). Proponents of intra-individu
al styles suggest that 
temperamental attributes which are c
onsonant with 
environmental demands and expectatio
ns predict 
psychosocial adaptation and adjustme
nt (Chess, 1986; 
Graham, Rutter & George, 1973; Klein &
 Rennie, 1985; 
Thomas & Chess, 1977; Thomas, Chess & B
irch, 1963) and 
these differences may modify the qua
ntity and quality of 
relationships with significant other
s (cf., M. Windle and 
R. M. Lerner, 1986). 
As stated earlier many researchers i
nvestigating the 
constructs of attachment (Antonnucci
, 1976; Knudston, 
1976; Lerner & Ryff, 1978; Pruchno, Blow
 & Smyer, 1984; 
Troll & smith, 1976) and temperament
 (Antonnucci, 1976; 
Chess, 1986; Korn, 1984; Lerner, 198
2; Thomas & Chess, 
1984) have employed the life-span pe
rspective in the 







the process of attachm
ent and the role of te
mperament in 
adulthood. Defining 
and unifying the comp
onents of the 
as a 
attachment process fro
m infancy to adulthoo
d stands 







e with maturation whic
h makes it 
difficult to establish
 a definitive course t
hrough 
development (Chess, 1
986; Waters & Sroufe, 
1983). 
Investigative efforts
 continue despite the 
problems. 
Advocates of this lin
e of research stress 
the importance 
of understanding the 
developmental influenc
e of attachment 
and temperament and i
ts implications for la
ter adult 
social interaction (B
owlby, 1977, 1982, 198
4; Chess, 1986; 
Lerner & Ryff, 1978; Tho
mas & Chess, 1977; Weiss
, 1982). 
The present study was
 an attempt to clarify
 the role of 
attachment and tempera
ment in adulthood. I
t is only 
recently that serious
 empirical efforts hav
e been made to 
validate the existenc
e of behavioral refere
nts 
theoretically describe
d as components of ad
ult 
attachment. Likewise
, research efforts to 
investigate the 
implication of tempera
ment on attachment ar
e few and 
generally focus on mo
ther-infant dyads. Em
pirical 
examinations of the r
ole of temperament as 
it relates to 
adaptation or adjustm
ent in childhood are g
rowing in 
numbers but efforts to
 extend the developme
ntal research 
into adulthood are slo
w in coming. 
10 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this re
search was to examine
 three 
areas regarding the im
plications of early re
lationships 
and temperament on yo
ung adult development
. Specifically, 
the relationships of 
interest were the rela
tionship 
between temperament a
nd the perceived qual
ity of the early 
attachment relationsh
ip, the relationship b
etween 
temperament and initia
l adjustment to colleg
e and the 
relationship between 
the perceived quality 
of early 
attachment relationsh
ip and adjustment to c
ollege For the 
purposes of this inve
stigation, adjustment 
to college is 
the ability to adjust
 to novel situations. 
As such, this 
research was an attem
pt to investigate and 
extend two 
important development
al constructs into adu
lthood based on 
the framework of life-
span psychology. 
Research Questions 
There were three broad
 areas of inquiry set 
forth in 




n adult development. 
The first area 
addressed the relation
ship between temperam
ent and the 
perceived quality of 
the early attachment r
elationship. 
The second area addre
ssed the relationship 
between 
temperament and initia
l adjustment to colleg
e. The third 
area explored the rela
tionship between the p
erceived 
quality of early attac
hment relationship an
d adjustment to 
11 
college. Exploration
 of the three relation
ships were made 
through specific hypo
theses related to each
 area. 
The research and deve
lopment on a model fo
r 
attachment and the ef
fects of temperament i
n adulthood is 
in an exploratory pha
se. Verification of t
he research 
questions set forth in
 this project will add
 supportive 
evidence to the theor
y that there exists a 
significant 
relationship between 
parental bonding and t
emperament 
which in turn predict
s positive social fun
ctioning in 
interpersonal relation
ships in adulthood. 
CHAPTER II 
Review of the Litera
ture 




 relevant to the qu
ality of adult 
interpersonal relati
onships warrants a 
thorough and 
critical investigati
on of the major the
ories of human 
attachment through 
infancy to early adu
lthood. It is 
imperative that such
 an investigation in
clude an intense 
examination of the e
ffects of individual
 behavioral style 
on the process of at
tachment in early ch
ildhood 
development. Furth
er it is necessary t
o explore the 
impact of temperame
ntal attributes to 
psychosocial/socioem
otional functioning 
through infancy to 
early adulthood. T
o understand the imp
ortance of 
evaluating these co
nstructs during the 
developmental stage 
of early adulthood, 
it is essential to p
review the 
life-span view of hu
man development. W
ith this in mind, 
the format of the li
terature review wil
l begin with the 
major theories of a
ttachment through in
fancy to early 
adulthood. Followin
g attachment, the co
ncept of 
temperament will be 
addressed as it infl
uences child, 
adolescent and adul




 development, (b) 
attachment: theorie
s and empirical rese
arch, and (c) 
temperament: theor








tive of human developm
ent 
postulates that there
 is potential for chan
ge in the 
developmental process
 throughout the human 
life cycle. 
such, change is multi
directional and multid
imensional 
stemming from the bio
logical and ecological
 features 
inherent to humans (B
altes, 1979). The mod
el recognizes 
both continuities and
 discontinuities in th
e developmental 
process. Lerner and 
Ryff (1978) propose th
at human 
development is a cont
inuous process "whose 
directions and 
quality were determin
ed in earlier childhoo
d periods" and 
the discontinuations 
of developmental patte
rns are related 
to cultural, historic
al, and environmental 
influences 
(p.4). The model is re
ciprocal and recognize
s that 
individuals act on th
e environment and prod
uce novel 
behavior outcomes (Ba
ltes, 1979). Lerner (
1982, 1987), a 




 that individuals, acr
oss the life 
span, are both produ
cts and producers of t
he multi-level 
contexts within which
 they exist. As produ




''goodness of fit" betw
een person and contex
t (Lerner, 
1984; Thomas & Chess, 
1977, 1980, 1981). B
ehavioral 
characteristics which
 define individuality 
promote 
differential reaction
s during the socializa
tion process of 
the developing child. 
Reactions of others se
rve as 








ing is a result of th
e match between 
a child's characteri
stics of individualit
y and the demands 
of the setting. Lern
er (1982) adds that e
vidence of 
"goodness of fit" com




The life-span view o
f human development i
s useful to 
investigate the conc
ept of attachment (A
ntonnucci, 1976; 
Knudston, 1976; Lern
er & Ryff, 1978; Pruch
no, Blow & 
Smyer, 1984; Troll & 
Smith, 1976) as it is
 influenced by 
temperament (Antonnu
cci, 1976; Lerner, 19
82; Lerner & 
Ryff, 1978). Antonn
ucci (1976) postulate
s that "accepting 
the concept that atta
chment develops over
 time does not 
necessarily commit o
ne to the view that b
ehaviors 
manifesting attachme
nt will be unitary or
 only 
quantitatively diffe




t must be traced 
ontogenetically in o
rder to assess qualit
ative as well as 
quantitative changes
 .... it is essential t
hat any analysis 
of the development o
f attachment includes
 the many factors 




t perspective to inve
stigate 
attachment and tempe
rament has important 
implications in 














logies and research d
esigns that 




 of human developmen
t espouses that 
there exists a poten
tial for change and c
hange can occur 
by individuals acting
 as producers of the
ir development in 
order to produce a m
atch between the indi
vidual and the 
environment. 
Attachment: Theorie
s and Empirical Resea
rch 
Freud's (1935) psych
oanalytic theory of d
evelopment 
provided the framewo
rk for research on at
tachment. His 
early lectures under
score the importance 
of the 
"mother-infant bondin
g" process in the tot
al development 
of personality (Noam
, Higgins & Goethals,
 1982). It is in 
Lecture XX that Freu
d (1935) directly add
resses the 




when he stated "the d
esire to suck 
includes within it th
e desire for the mot
her's breast ' 
which is therefore th
e first object of sex
ual desire; r 
cannot convey to you
 any adequate idea of
 the importance 
of this first object
 in determining every
 later stage 
adopted, of the profo
und influence it exe
rts, through 
transformation and s
ubstitution upon the 
most distant 
fields of mental life
" (p. 275). Freud's 
theoretical 
format was defined a
s an intrapsychic m
odel of 
development; nonethe
less, his theory laid
 the foundation 
for future developme
ntal theorists to inc
orporate social 
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dynamics into the de
velopment of persona
lity and to 
acknowledge the impo
rtance of early develo
pmental patterns 
as a template for the







d's theory of interna
l psychological 
forces into a social 
context. It was Erik
son's 
psychosocial theory 
of development that p
ut the spotlight 
on the meaning of the
 mother-infant conta
ct because it is 
the first interperson
al experience for the
 developing 
infant which sets the
 stage for all relati
onships in life 
(Noam et al., 1982). 
As a stage theorist, 
Erikson 
maintained that succ
essful resolution of 
issues pertinent 
to each psychosocial 
stage charted the cou





r development could b
e expressions of 
earlier difficulties
 with the initial soc
ial relationship 
established between 
the infant and its pr
imary caretaker. 




e ramifications of ea
rly child 
development on later
 adult functioning, n
oted researchers 
in child psychiatry 
systematically inves
tigated the nature 
of the infant-caregiv
er relationship. In 
studying infants 
in a foundling home, 
Spitz (1945) noted th
at infants who 
had been separated fr
om their mothers at 
age three months 
demonstrated progres
sive deterioration in
 cognitive and 
social development. 
Further, a follow-up 







tely one-third of 
the original infa
nts 
involved in the s
tudy died by the 
end of their firs
t 
year. Spitz (194
6b) reported the 
remaining sample 
population to be 
severely arrested






to be a byproduct
 of the early sep
aration and the a
bsence 
of the primary nu
rturing relationsh
ip. The term ana
clitic 
depression was co
ined by Spitz (19
46a) when he obse
rved 
that infants in a





eir mothers in th







 of anaclitic dep
ression was a res
ult of 
the withdrawal of
 the initial moth
er-infant relation
ship. 
Spitz has been cr
edited with advan




hment to the mot
hers 
and the importanc










s research on the
 adverse effects 
of 
institutional and
 hospital care on







veloped as an alte
rnative to 
psychoanalytic th













y of attachment 
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developed around
 the construct o
f evolutionary t
heory. 





r serves the fun
ction of reducin
g the risk 




1984). It is th
e "attachment be
haviors" that re
sult in an 
infant acquiring












viors are most li
kely manifested 
when the 
infant is sick, 
fatigued or frigh








ons are the ini
tial 
signaling behav
iors of the infan




 Bowlby argued 
that human 
infants must be 

















iors of the infa
nt and 
caregiver are ad




















y 12 weeks of ag
e. During 
this phase the i






rs in an 
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attempt to secure proximit
y. Orientation, tracking,
 
grasping and reaching, sm
iling and babbling are incl
uded 
in the repertoire of behav
iors to increase the amoun
t of 
time the infant is in prox
imity. During Phase II, 
Orientation and Signals D
irected towards One (or Mo
re) 
Discriminated Figures(s), 
the infant "continues to b
ehave 
towards people" (p.266) as
 it did in Phase I but 
demonstrates differential 
responsiveness toward the 
mother-figure. Phase II co
ntinues until approximately
 6 
months of age. Between 6 
and 7 months of age, the b
aby is 
said to enter Phase III, M
aintenance of Proximity to 
a 
Discriminated Figure by me
ans of Locomotion as well a
s 
Signals. Bowlby (1969) po
stulates that it is during 
this 
Phase that attachment to t
he mother-figure is clearl
y 
visible. The infant is m
ore discriminative in its 
responses to others and mo
re active in the process of
 
securing and maintaining p
roximity. It is during th
is 
stage that the primary atta
chment figure is used as a
 
secure base from which to 
explore the environment. 
During 
this time frame of develop
ment, behavioral systems o
f the 
infant are "goal corrected
". Bowlby (1969) uses 
"goal-corrected" to define
 behavioral systems that a
re 
based on set-goals (Ainsw
orth, Blehar, Waters, & Wa
ll, 
1978). At this level the 
behavioral systems are 
"purposive and flexible" (
Ainsworth et al., p.10). 
What 
this means is that the set
ting of the set-goal (degr
ee of 
Proximity) to the mother-f
igure may vary depending 
on 
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specific circumstances. However when the infant exceeds 
the specified set-goal or proximity boundaries, attachment 
behaviors come into play to re-establish specified degrees 
of proximity. Phase IV marks a heightened sophistication 
and increased flexibility in the infant's ability to 
interpret the attachment figure's feelings and motives. 
Bowlby (1969) labelled the last phase of attachment 
Formation of a Goal-Corrected Partnership. During this 
phase there is a understanding by the young child of the 
attachment figure's set-goals. Bowlby (1969) estimates 
that this stage starts at around age two or three, marking 
the beginning of the partnership between the child and the 
caregivers. 
Bowlby (1969, 1984) maintains that the child builds a 
representational model of self and attachment figure based 
on the nature of their partnership. A child's confidence 
in the mother-figure's accessibility and responsiveness 
greatly affects the setting of the set goal 
(cf., Ainsworth, Blehar, waters & Wall, 1978). That is, 
if a child is secure in his/her expectations of mother's 
accessibility and responsiveness to his/her signaling, the 
infant can be "bold in his exploration of the world, 
cooperative with others .... and sympathetic and helpful to 
others in distress" (Bowlby, 1984, P· 13). He adds that 
if attachment behavior is not responded to in a supportive 
manner (i.e., reluctantly or delayed) and the attachment 
figure is perceived as inaccessible or unresponsive, the 
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child is likely to become anxiously attached and 
apprehensive. The child will therefore set narrow 
set-goals that interfere with progressive exploration of 
the environment then in turn affect cognitive and social 
development (cf., Ainsworth et al., 1978). In sum, the 
central tenet of Bowlby's theory of attachment is that 
individual differences in the quality of attachment are 
the byproduct of early care (availability and 
responsiveness of caregiver) and that infants who have 
access to the primary caregiver whose responses were 
prompt, reliable and geared to the infant's signals of 
need or distress are more secure in their attachment 
relationship. The implications of secure attachment then 
are that the infant develops confident expectations 
regarding the caregiver and the environment. 
While Bowlby's attachment theory was hailed for its 
contemporary view of the development of primary 
relationships in infancy, presenting an alternative to 
psychoanalytic theories of object relations and the 
concept of dependency (Bowlby, 1982), it was also 
criticized for its limitations. The major limitation of 
Bowlby's model appears to be in narrowness of its function 
(Joffe & Vaughn, 1982). The behavioral system espoused by 
Bowlby (1969) does not account for other behaviors nor the 
interactions and motivation infants have toward their 
environment, which are not activated for the sole purpose 
of seeking or maintaining proximity (Waters, 1980). Engel 
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(1971) states that primary stimuli for determination of 
the set-goal in the behavioral system are external events 
pert i nent to the mother-infant relationship. Ainsworth 
(1973) postulates that the most important function of the 
attachment behavioral system is to monitor the active 
process of exploration of the environment and to find a 
balance between the behaviors of exploration and proximity 
seeking in response to various contingencies (cf., Joffe & 
Vaughn, 1982}. Further, Ainsworth (1975) adds that as 
maturation occurs there are phases in which the infant 
moves away from the primary attachment figure in order to 
explore the world. 
Bowlby's (1969} formulation of attachment behavior 
was influential in Ainsworth's (1963, 1972, 1973) 
development of a model of attachment that accounts for an 
interplay of behavioral systems. Ainsworth's 
reformulation of the tenet of attachment makes clear that 
there is a distinction between attachment as a bond 
between mother and child and attachment behaviors which 
serve to mediate the relationship between mother and child 
(Ainsworth, Blehar, waters & Wall, 1978). She also 
observed that, despite the striking vicissitudes of 
attachment behaviors, attachment behavior appears 
relatively stable over time and distance (cf. Joffe et 
al., 198
2
}: Ainsworth (1972) states "We must infer the 
existence of an attachment bond from a stable propensity 
over time to seek proximity and contact with a specific 
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figure, even though attac
hment behavior may appea
r only 
intermittently or, in the
 case of major separation
s, be 
absent for long periods. 
The term attachment refer
s to 
the class of diverse beh
aviors which promote prox
imity and 
contact, at first withou
t discrimination of the f
igure, 
but later with increasing
 specificity in regard to
 the 
figure to whom the child 
is becoming attached" (p.
123). 
Further, she emphasizes t
hat "attachment as a con
struct 
must be viewed as an inn
er organization of behavi
oral 






onal, receptor process -
to 
activate, terminate, and 
direct attachment behavio
r in any 
specific situation" (Ain
sworth, 1972, p. 123). T
he 
construct of attachment f





ical research efforts wer
e 
directed toward investiga










and the implication of em
erging attachment patterns
 on 
later development. In an
 effort to systematically
 assess 
these research tenets, A
insworth and associates d
eveloped 
and employed a laboratory
 procedure known as the S
trange 
Situation (Ainsworth et a
l., 1978, Ainsworth & Bel
l, 
1969). The structure of 
the Strange Situation inv
olves a 
standard series of eight episodes in which infants are 
observed in an unfamiliar playroom. In an effort to 
assess the balance between attachment behaviors and 
exploration, the infants are 
provided an opportunity to 
explore toys and to interact 
with an unfamiliar adult in 
the presence and in the absence
 of the mother under 
increasingly stressful condition
s. An outline of the 
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episodes utilized in the strange situation is presented in 
Table 1. The strange situation as a research technique 
measures behaviors reflective of the attachment 
relationship under standardized conditions. That is, if 
an adequate relationship exists between the infant and 
caregiver, the infant should demonstrate feelings of 
comfort during episodes of low stress (mother and 
experimenter present), and heightened levels of discomfort 
during episodes of high stress (infant and experimenter 
alone, infant alone). conversely, apathy during stressful 
episodes or discomfort during episodes of low stress would 
be indicative of non-optimal attachment between infant and 
caregiver. Three patterns of behavior emerged during the 
reunion episodes of the strange Situation that allowed for 
attachment behavior to be organized on qualitative 
dimensions (secure vs. anxiety) defining the attachment 
relationship to the caregiver (see Table 2). 
Infants 
securely attached to the parent demonstrated proximity 
seeking and contact upon reunion with a gradual return to 




Episode Person(s) Present Descri
ption 
1 mother and child mother and 
child are 
introduced to the room by the 
observer 
2 mother and child 
3 mother, child, 
and stranger 
mother and child left alone 
stranger is introduced to 
to room with mother and baby, 
stranger initially is quiet 
then converses with mother 
and subsequently with baby 
4 child and stranger mother leav
es and stranger 
5 mother and child 
6 child 
interacts with baby 
mother is reunited with baby 
and stranger leaves 
mother leaves, child is left 
alone 
7 child and stranger stranger is
 reunited with 
8 mother and child 
child 
mother and child are reunited 
with stranger absent 
Note: Table adapted from Ainsworth e







 a secure base fo
r exploration 
1. readily sepa
rates to explore 
toys 
2. affective sha
ring of play 
3. affiliative t





a return to play)
 
B. Active in see























A. Poverty of e
xploration 
1. may mix cont






2. may simply co
ntinue to cry and
 fuss 
3. may show stri
king passivity 
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ore extreme on 
second reunion 
4. no avoidanc














ity to the care
giver. Anxiety
 is not 
characteristic
 of this group 








 old children i
n terms of 
size and chara
cteristics (Jof
fe et al., 1982
















classified under Group C if they demonstrate angry 
resistance toward the caregiver upon reunion. It is the 
insecure-ambivalent behaviors of the infant toward the 
caregiver that characterize Group C. Avoidant behaviors 
demonstrated by infants in Group A ignore caregiver or 
actively avoid the caregiver during the reunion episodes. 
Group A are classified as anxious and insecure as 
manifested through avoidant behaviors (Main, Kaplan & 
Cassidy, 1985). 
The implications of infants classified as resistant 
(Group C) or avoidant (Group A) toward the primary 
caretaker are nicely summarized by Joffe and Vaughn 
(1982). They state that resistance toward the mother in 
that strange situation inhibits exploration of the 
immediate environment and subsequent learning because of 
the focal concern with the mother. This group of infants 
continues to show interest in others in their environment 
and are able to express their anger. 
On the other hand , 
avoidant infants may be at risk for losing the capacity 
for closeness or intimacy and for forming relationships. 
Sroufe and waters (1977) are more specific in their 
predictions. They suggest that avoidant infants are 
likely to be self-isolates while resistant babies may not 
be well-received by their peers in preschool because of 
their low self-esteem, social hesitancy and lack of object 
skills. securely attached infants, on the other hand, are 
expected to be competent and confident in their 
interactions with oth
ers and well-liked an
d sought after 
by their peers. 
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Main et al. (1985) a
gree that the interna
l working 
model of the infant-p
arent relationship ev
olves out of the 
''attempts and outcom
es" (p.75) of the inf
ant's efforts to 
regain proximity of 
the parent. They def
ine internal 




ive components that a
re influential in 
determining behavior
. Internal working m
odels of 
attachment relationsh
ips are said to form 
at some level 
around the first yea
r of life with a part
icular parent. 
More importantly, in
 terms of later devel
opment, Bretheron 
and Waters (1985) hy
pothesize "internal w
orking models of 
relationships define
 rules for the direct
ion and 
organization of atten
tion and memory, rule
s that permit or 
limit the individual
's access to certain 
forms of 
knowledge regarding 
the self, the attachm
ent figure, and 
the relationship betw
een the self and the 
attachment 
figure" (p. 77) . F
urther, these rules w
ill be "reflected 
in the organization 
of thought and langua
ge as it relates 
directly and indirec
tly to attachment" (p
.77). This 
conceptualization of
 an internal represen
tation of the 
parent-infant relatio
nship emphasizes tha
t the internal 
representation is a 
working model that ca
n be altered only 
in response to chang
es in concrete experi
ence and that 
they serve to modula
te the accessibility 
to information. 
Empirical research by Ainsworth
 and associates 
(Ainsworth, 1972; Ainsworth & B
ell, 1970; Ainsworth , 
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Blehar, Waters & Wall, 1978; Ains
worth & Wittig, 1969, 
Bell & Ainsworth, 1972; Bell, 1
970) to investigate the 
construct and predictive validi
ty of attachment is 
expansive and beyond the scope 
of this literature review. 
Therefore, a selective review o
f studies will be presented 
that relate to the hypothesis th
at the quality of 
attachment relations forms the 
foundation for an 
Understanding of self and of wa
ys in which attachment 
relations influence the developm
ent and quality of 
relationships with others. The
 research efforts by 
Ainsworth and associates (e.g., 
Ainsworth et al., 1978) 
established a framework for emp
irical investigation of the 
theory of attachment. Findings
 demonstrating similar 
categorical groups of attachmen
t behaviors in both the 
naturalistic setting of the hom
e as well as in a 
laboratory environment validated
 the perspective that 
attachment behavior was related
 to the enduring bond which 
developed through the caregiver
-infant relationship 
(Ainsworth, 1979). Further, sig
nificant relationships 
between feeding patterns, mothe
r's availability and 
responsiveness to infants' sign
als and security of 
infant's attachment strengthens
 the belief that attachment 
is a complex interactional proc
ess between the 
mother-infant dyad. While Ains
worth (Ainsworth, 1982; 
Ainsworth et al., 1978) asserts
 that there is stability in 
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the quality of attachment 
patterns and that early 
experiences are influentia
l in both cognitive and 
emotional development, th
e question remains as to h
ow 
patterns of attachment are
 manifested through later 
stages 
of development. 
Research by Belsky, Garduq
ue and Hrncir (1984) 
assessed the associations 
between security of attachm
ent 
and the quality and quanti
ty of exploration by measu
ring 
six levels of play. Usin
g the Strange-Situation, 6
0 
infant-parent dyads were t
ested when the infants wer
e 
between 12 and 13 months o
f age. As predicted, disti
nct 
differences were found bet
ween all three classificat
ions 
of infants in regard to in
dividual differences in 
attachment. secure infant
s (Group B) demonstrated g
reater 
levels of competency and 
flexibility in play than G
roup c 
infants (anxious, ambivale
nt). Group C infants evide
nced 
the largest discrepancy be
tween levels of play as th
eir 
interest in exploration wa
s limited by their preoccu
pation 
with their caregiver. Inf
ants classified as Group A
 
(anxious, avoidant) demon
strated competence and 
flexibility but to a lesse
r degree then secure infan
ts. 
The results of research in
dicate a positive relations
hip 
between performance and co
mpetency as a function of 
secure 
attachment. Belsky and hi
s associates state that th
ese 
results "support the conte
ntion that infants whose 
attachments to their paren
ts provide a secure base fr
om 
Which to explore experienc




 were able to engage in 
cognitively sophisticated 
exploration and to spontan
eously 
deploy their cognitive com
petence in free play in low
 and 
high stress situations (p.
 415). 
Sroufe (1983), in his rese
arch on infant-caregiver 
attachment and patterns of
 adaptation in preschool, 
underscores the importance
 of understanding that all
 
infants attach, all toddle
rs individuate, all presch
oolers 
relate at some level to ot
hers and develop concepts 
of 
themselves. However, what
 is of particular interest
 is 
the quality of adaptation 
with respect to these 
developmental issues. He 
adds in regard to a 
developmental phase of atta
chment that no stage is pa
ssed 
or failed. Rather "behavi
or organization evolved wi
th 
respect to an early develo
pmental issue lays the gro
und 
work for subsequent behavi
oral organizations. The na
ture 
of earlier behavioral orga
nization, with attachment 
promoting exploration, mak
es the smooth movement to m
ore 
autonomous functioning vir
tually inevitable" (p.46). 
In 
addressing maturation, Sro
ufe maintains that "a proto
type 
behavioral organization w
ill be manifest in differen
t, 
though coherent forms, in 
different circumstances at
 
different points in develo
pment" (1983, p.45). 
Waters, wippman and Sroufe
 (1979) agree that in 
relation to attachment and
 adaptation, continuity in
 
development is best measur
ed in patterns of individu
al 
adaptation in regard to ag
e appropriate issues. The
ir 
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efforts at construct valid
ity of attachment consisted
 of a 
two part research design. 
This design focused on the
 
evaluation of positive aff
ective correlates of secur
e 
attachment in infancy and 
the relationship between s
ecure 
attachment in infancy and 
competence at age three an
d one 
half years. Videotapes of
 36 subjects at age 18 mon
ths in 
an expanded version of Ain
sworth and Wittig's (1969) 
Strange Situation procedur
e were analyzed as a part 
of the 
research. Thirty of the o
riginal subjects were video
taped 
in a free-play situation a
t age 24 months. The resu
lts at 
both the 18 and 24 month i
nterval indicated that the
re was 
more positive affective sh
aring between securely atta
ched 
toddlers and their mothers
 than between anxiously att
ached 
toddlers and their caregiv
ers. The authors' maintain
 
that, based on their resea
rch data, affective sharin
g was 
a salient characteristic t
hat distinguished securely
 
attached infants from anxi
ously attached children. 
The second part of the res
earch by Waters and his 
associates (1979) was desi
gned to measure continuity
 in 
individual adaptation acro
ss development (15 months 
to 3 
1/2 years) by relating ind
ividual differences in the 
quality of attachment to tw
o dimensions of competency
 in 
preschool. Data indicated
 that those infants rated 
securely attached at age 1
5 months demonstrated grea
ter 
social adaptation or compe
tency in a preschool settin
g at 
age three and one half tha
n their peers coded within
 the 
anxiously/avoidantly attac
hed dimension. The result
s of 
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this study are supportive of the hypothesis that 
individual differences in quality of attachment are 
predictive of individual differences in peer competency 
and ego strength in peer groups at three and one half 
years. Further a secure attachment relationship in early 
infancy equips the child for later development, with the 
"ability to generate and coordinate flexible adaptive 
responses to demands'' (Waters et al., 1979, p.828) of the 
environment and to act on opportunities for social 
interaction and learning. 
As research on attachment as a construct gained 
empirical momentum, the importance of identifying accurate 
attachment behaviors in young children commensurate with 
their development level was a primary goal. Jacobson and 
Wille (1986) measured the influence of attachment patterns 
on developmental changes in peer interactions from the 
toddler to the preschool period. Knowing that the 
development of peer interactions increases in degree of 
social complexity as children mature cognitively and 
physically, and that securely attached preschoolers are 
said to have greater confidence and effectiveness in 
dealing with people (Sroufe & waters, 1977), their 
research examined age-related changes in the child's 
response to an unfamiliar peer in an unfamiliar setting. 
It was hypothesized that, given the influence of 
attachment patterns on the infant's capacity to explore a 
novel environment (Ainsworth et al., 1978), preschoolers 
3 5 
differing in attachment ma
y be expected to differ in
 their 
response to an unfamiliar 
peer. Jacobson and Willie
 
(1986) studied 24 focal ch
ildren who at 18 months had
 been 
selected to represent the 
three attachment patterns 
under 
the Strange Situation para
digm (Ainsworth et al., 19
78). 
At age two years, each foc
al child engaged in a free 
play 
session together with a sa
me-sex, securely attached 
yet 
unfamiliar playmate. The 
children returned for a sec
ond 
play session at age three.
 The results reflected th
at by 
age three, secure children
 received the greatest num
ber of 
positive responses by thei
r peers while avoidantly 
attached children elicited
 fewer positive responses 
in 
their interactions. Ambi
valent children, on the oth
er 




 from the unfamiliar peer. 
Further, secure preschoole
rs spent more time in 
exploratory play of novel 
stimuli and demonstrated lo
wer 
levels of interaction with
 their mothers. Informall
y, it 
was noted that secure pres
choolers were more creativ
e and 
innovative in their free p
lay. The results of this s
tudy 
have important implication
s for understanding the 
influence of early attachm
ent patterns on quality of 
peer 
interactions and relations
hips in later development.
 
Arend, Gove and Sroufe (19
79), like other 
developmental researchers,
 were concerned about the 
continuity of individual a
daptation beyond the infanc
y 
stage. In their work, the
y postulated that secure 
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attachment, effectiveness in problem-solving and 
ego-resiliency were indicative of competency. With this 
in mind, Arend and his colleagues hypothesized that 
development was a coherent process and that the quality of 
adaptation was consistent across developmental stages 
within a stable environment. The sample population 
included 26 children who had previously participated in a 
study on quality of adaptation at ages 18 months and 
effectiveness at problem-solving at 24 months (Matas, 
Arend, & Sroufe, 1978). In the original study, the 
subject's quality of attachment had been identified using 
Ainsworth's strange situation paradigm. These children 
were assessed again between four and five years of age, in 
a nursery school setting, to determine the relationship 
between ego-control (containment of impulses), and 
ego-resiliency (flexibility, persistence and 
resourcefulness in problem-solving) and quality of 
attachment. Children classified at 18 months as securely 
attached were significantly higher on ego-resiliency and 
curiosity than anxiously attached children at five-years. 
Likewise, toddlers identified at 24 months as securely 
attached, competent problem-solvers scored higher on 
measures of ego-resiliency. The outcome of this study 
suggests that competent preschoolers are enthusiastic 
participants socially and academically and that they are 
"organized, persistent and flexible" (p.958) in 
problem-solving and in dealing with stress. As a result 
of the positive primary relationship (infant-caretaker), 
the developing child explores and masters a complex 
environment independently while securing resources when 
needed. 
Extension of the construct of attachment beyond the 
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preschool years into adulthood has been limited to 
conjecture and has lacked consistent and conclusive 
agreement among researchers/theoreticians. Research in 
adult attachment has been hampered because of the lack of 
clearly defined components or behaviors indicative of 
attachment in the adult stages of development. Research 
by Caro (1985) attempted to define the constructs of 
attachment in adulthood by investigating the influence of 
attachment on adjustment in early adulthood. She 
maintained that an adequate definition of attachment in 
adulthood must include the experience of a satisfactory 
initial relationship, the persistence of adequate and 
available adult affectional attachment relationships, and 
the ability to respond competently within novel 
interpersonal settings. It was hypothesized that there 
should be a positive relationship between the quality of 
initial infant-caregiver relationships and adjustment to 
new interpersonal situations. Caro (1985) conceptualized 
adjustment to college as a developmental phase within 
early adulthood which was analogous to the demands the 
infant faced in Ainsworth'S strange Situation and the 
young child must experience in adjusting to the new school 
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situation. College freshmen completed questionnaires 
assessing students' perceptions of current attachment 
relationships, past attachment relationships and 
adjustment to college. The results of Caro's (1985) 
research are complex; however, she found that loneliness 
(conceptualized as the absence of continued attachment 
relationships) was predicted by high social anxiety, unmet 
interdependency needs, and lack of availability of 
attachment figures. Adjustment to college was mediated by 
low levels of social anxiety and perceived social support 
from friends. Despite these findings, Caro reported weak 
support for a direct linear relationship between early 
attachment experiences and adult behavior and suggested 
that further studies should consider the possibility of 
other intervening variables. 
In an attempt to clarify the behavioral and 
affective dimensions of attachment in young adulthood I 
Armsden and Greenberg (1986) investigated the relationship 
of attachment to parents and peers to well-being. Using a 
college sample of students (n=86} ranging in age from 17 
to 20, they hypothesized that adolecents with 
qualitatively different attachment to parents and peers 
would differ in proximity seeking and well- being. These 
authors also addressed the association between negative 
life change and psychological symptomatologies. They 
predicted that the association for the secure group would 
be weaker. To assess attachment of young adults, Armsden 
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and Greenberg (1986) developed th
e Inventory of Parent and 
Peer Attachments. The data sugge
sted that the quality of 
attachment to parents and peers w
as strongly related to 
Well-being, particularly to self-e
steem and life 
satisfaction. The quality of the
se attachment 




classified as highly securely atta
ched reported greater 
satisfaction with themselves, a h
igher likelihood of 
seeking social support and less sy
mptomatic response to 
stressful life events. 
To understand the strength of fam
ily ties in late 
adolescents, Kenny (1986) develop
ed a parental 
relationship questionnaire, design
ed in accordance with 
Ainsworth et al. •s (1978) concep
tualization of attachment. 
Kenny's questionnaire surveyed th
e following content 
areas: perceived parent availabil
ity, understanding, 
acceptance, respect for individua
lity, facilitation of 
independence, interest in interac
tion with parents and 
affect towards parent during visi
ts or reunion, student 
help-seeking behavior in situation
s of stress, 
satisfaction with help obtained fr
om parents, and 
adjustment to separation. One hu
ndren seventy-three first 
Year college students from a larg
e university completed 
the Parental Relationship Qestion
naire and self-reports of 
assertion and dating competency. 
The results of the 
research indicated that securely 
attached young men and 
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women described positive affect and an interest
 in 
interacting with parents at reunion. Students 
also 
reported low levels of stress at separation. O
verall 
parents were described as available for suppor
t and 
encouraged independence. A difference in gende
r was noted 
in that first-year women reported greater help-
seeking 
behavior from parents and friends than males. 
Males were 
reported as more likely to work out problems on
 their own. 
The association between parental attachment and
 assertion 
was found to be signficiant for females only. 
Kobak and Sceery's (1988) investigation of the 
attachment was an effort to examine the coheren
ce of 
attachment organization in later stages of deve
lopment. 
Using the construct of representational or work
ing models 
(Bowlby, 1973; Bretherton, 1985; Main, et al., 
1985), 
Kobak and sceery investigated affective and 
representational correlates of attachment organ
ization. 
Attachment organization was defined by three w
orking 
models which paralled the strange Situation 
classifications, secure, avoidant (dismissing) 
and 
ambivalent (preoccupied). In a sample of 53 fi
rst-year 
college students these authors reported the sec
ure group 
of students as more ego-resilent, less anxious 
and 
Perceived higher level of social support than t
he 
dismissing group or preoccupied group. The fi
ndings 
Kobak and sceery (1988) parallel the adjustment
 correlates 
reported earlier for infants and young children
 using the 
Strange Situation classfication. The results of th
is 
research validate the importance and necessity of 
investigating the impact of attachment throughout th
e 
life-span. 
Temperament: Theories and Empirical Research 
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The results of years of comprehensive, empirical 
research conclude that the organizational construct 
of 
attachment holds predictive power as a determinant o
f 
later development, both normal and pathological (Go
ldsmith 
& Alansky, 1987; Rutter, 1987). However, it cannot 
be 
ignored that attachment is not defined as a static t
rait 
but rather as an intervening variable that interacts
 with 
and is mediated by other behavioral systems in deter
mining 
the quality of the affectional bond (Ainsworth, 198
2; 
Sroufe & waters, 1977). As such, both classical and
 
contemporary developmental theorists (Chess & Thoma
s, 
1977; Goldsmith & Alansky, 1987; Goldsmith, Bradshaw & 
Rieser-Danner, 1986; Goldsmith & Campos, 1982; Windle, 
Hooker, Lenerz, East, Lerner & Lerner, 1986) agree that 
temperament is both a powerful mediator in the devel
opment 
of early social relationships and a valid predictor 
of 
later psychosocial/socioemotional functioning. Fur
ther, 
Crockenberg (1986) postulates that one can see the 
relationship of temperament to attachment theory, w
ithout 
altering the original constructs set forth by Bowlby
 and 
Ainsworth. He suggests that the relationship can b
e 
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understood by interpreting temper
ament as a mediator in 
the social interactional process 
that underlies the 
development and maintenance of th
e attachment bond between 
the infant and primary caretaker. 
Differences in 
temperament can serve to elicit, 
inhibit or modify the 
responsiveness of the primary car
etaker to the infant's 
signaling, thereby influencing th
e quality of the initial 
social relationship (Goldsmith & 
Campos, 1982). 
A review of the current definition
s of temperament 
and relevant research efforts wil
l follow in an attempt to 
understand the role of temperamen
t in child development 
and its predictive value in psych
osocial functioning. The 
thesis of this research project i
s based on the 
theoretical underpinnings of life-
span development, 
therefore, the format of the liter
ature review on 
temperament will spring from a de
velopmental orientation. 
Adult personality theorists have 
long been interested 
in the influence of temperament o
n the structure of 
personality. Allport (1937) hypo
thesized that 
"temperament refers to the charac
teristic phenomena of an 
individual's emotional nature, in
cluding susceptibility to 
emotional stimulation, customary 
strength and speed of 
response, the quality of prevailin
g mood, and all 
Peculiarities of fluctuation and 
intensity in mood; these 
Phenomena being regarded as depen
dent upon constitutional 
make-up, and therefore largely he
reditary in 
nature." (p. 54). Cattell (1946) 
also took the position 
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that temperament could be perceived as hereditary 
characteristics including excitability, sensitivity, 
perseveration and impulsiveness and that such temperament 
traits were resistant to changes within the environment. 
Buss and Plomin's (1975) approach in defining 
temperament parallels Allport's (1937) in regard to the 
issue of heritability. From a biological or developmental 
perspective, Buss and Plomin make four assumptions in 
outlining a model for temperament. First, is that 
children begin life with some inherited personality 
dispositions. second, inborn dispositions define many 
individual differences in personality. Third, these 
inherited dispositions are modified by the environment, 
and last, temperament traits influence or modify the 
environment. Their interaction temperament model suggests 
that the environment is influenced on a social level in 
three ways. First, temperament sets the tone for initial 
interpersonal interaction and in turn structures the 
environment in the general way the individual presents 
themselves to others. second, the initiating behavior 
determines the social configuration of the environment. 
Buss and Plomin (1975) provide the example that a social 
person will select group activities whereas an individual 
low in sociability will gravitate toward more solitary 
tasks. The example of sociability is extended to 
illustrate the third assumption which states that if the 
response to feedback an individual offers to others within 
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a social context is reinforc
ed, the reinforcement 
increases the probability th
at those responses will occu
r 
with greater frequency. In
 other words, if upon meetin
g 
an individual for the first 
time, the feedback is 
rewarding (e.g. smiling, eas
y conversation), one is like
ly 
to seek out that individual 
again. Although this model 
indicates that there is rec
iprocity between temperamen
t 
and environment in regard to
 modifications, there is a 
limit to the impact the env
ironment can have on changin
g 
temperament. 
Buss and Plomin used five c
riteria to establish what 
they consider to be valid d
imensions of temperament. T
he 
criteria demand that tempera
ment be 1) inherited, 2) 
stable across childhood, 3) 
predictive of adult 
Personality, 4) adaptive in
 value, and 5) present in ou
r 
animal forebears. Emotiona
lity, activity, sociability, 
and impulsivity (EASI) are t
he four elemental temperame
nts 
prescribed by them. A pare
ntal-report questionnaire, t
he 
EASI, was developed by these
 theorists to operationalize
 
the four behavioral styles. 
Goldsmith and Campos (1982),
 
in a review of Buss and Plo
min's conceptualization of t
he 
construct, point out that th
ere are practical problems 
with the criteria. It is f
elt that these criteria are 
in 
actuality only hypotheses ra
ther than defining elements 
of 
temperament and present prob
lems in measurement. 
Rothbart and Derryberry (198
1) on the other hand 
interpret temperament as ind
ividual differences in 
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reactivity and self-regul
ation. Assumed to have a
 
constitutional basis, rea
ctivity refers to the 
excitability, responsiven
ess or arousability of th
e 
Physiological system of t




of attention) implies th
at the neural and behavio
ral 




 further elaborate that 
reactivity and self-regul
ation are expressions of 
the 
somatic, endocrine and au
tonomic response systems 
including motor activity,
 facial expressions, voca
l 






latency of response, and 
rise time of response (in
terval 
from onset to peak intens
ity), are the contributin
g 
characteristics to indivi
dual differences within t
he 
construct of temperament.
 Unlike Buss and Plomin 
(1975), 
Rothbart and Derryberry d
o not stand firm on the i
ssue of 
stability since each dime
nsion can vary across eac
h 
response system. They do
, however, agree on the 
importance of temperament
 in understanding social 
development. criticisms 
of this psychobiological 
approach 
are based on the confound
ing effects created when 
systems 
interact. Goldsmith and 
Campos (1986) in articula
ting the 
complexity of this approa
ch note that the "explic
ation of 
the theory is so wide-ran
ging (i.e., the theory re
fers to 
cognition, social interac
tion, motivation, and em
otional 
development at neural, physiological, and behavioral 
levels) that it is difficult to determine just which 
individual differences in the infant's behavioral 
repertoire are not temperament-related" (p.170). 
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The most recognized research on temperament is by 
Thomas and Chess (1968, 1977, 1984) and their associates 
(Thomas, Chess & Birch, 1968; Thomas, Chess, Birch, 
Hertzig, & Korn, 1968) out of New York University Medical 
Center. Data collected from the New York Longitudinal 
Survey (NYLS) served as the framework for many of the 
current predictive studies on child development. In the 
early stages of their work, Thomas and Chess (1968) 
recognized that both normal and abnormal development 
resulted from interactions between the child and 
environment. Further they surmised that from their 
clinical practice, environmental factors alone could not 
explain the variability exhibited in individual children 
during development. Temperament, as the main variable in 
the behavioral scheme, was perceived as the behavioral 
style of the individual child. Conceptually distinct from 
the content/abilities and motivation of behavior, 
temperament, according to these researchers, emphasizes 
the "how" rather than the "what" of behavior. Thomas and 
Chess (1968) state that as a phenomenologic term, 
temperament described the characteristic tempo, 
rhythmicity, adaptability, energy expenditure, mood, and 
focus of attention of a child, independent of the content 
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of any specific behavior. 
The impetus for their 1956
 
study was the need to inve
stigate the relationship o
f a 
child's individual charac
teristics in the developmen
t of 
behavioral disturbances. 
Thomas and Chess (1986) ar
e 
clear in their proposition
 that temperament is "only
 one 
attribute of the person an
d must at all times be 
considered in its internal
 relations with abilities 
and 




 stresses" (p.135). Withi
n this 
theoretical framework, nor




goodness of fit" between t
he expectations and demand
s of 
the environment and the ch
ild's own temperament 
characteristics, capacitie
s and motivations. Distur
bed 
behavioral functioning is 
likely to result, along an
y 
level of development, when
 the demands of the environ
ment 
are not consonant with the
 child's own characteristi
cs and 
style of behavior. This c
onceptualization does not 
imply 
that the environment is vo
id of stress or stress-rela
ted 
f actors but rather that wh
en stress or demands are 
introduced it is a matter 
of internal reorganization
 and 
adaptation. Chess and Tho
mas (1968) postulate that,
 like 
0 ther characteristics, temp
erament is subject to 
developmental change as a 
result of environmental 
interaction. An infant re
ared in a dysfunctional 
environment with poorness
-of-fit between infant and 
caregiver is at risk for p
sychopathological developm
ent 




experiences may change the impact on the course of 
development such that psychopathology is reversed in a 
positive direction. As such, the issue of 
continuity/discontinuity of temperamental traits is 
reflected back to the intervening variables suggested in 
their ''goodness of fit model" (Goldsmith & Campos, 1982). 
The New York Longitudinal study (NYLS) originally 
included 85 families contributing 141 children to its 
sample population (Chess & Thomas, 1968). The behavioral 
development of the subjects was followed from infancy to 
early adult life in an effort to identify and categorize 
temperamental characteristics as they influence normal and 
pathological development. Data were gathered through in-
depth parent interviews, surveying individual 
characteristics of each subject including routine 
functions of daily living, responses to changes in routine 
and reaction as well as special events or life , 
situations. Teacher evaluations were used to measure 
adjustment to school and overall functioning each year of 
school. Direct observations of each child in the school 
environment were made yearly while play and 
problem-solving activities were observed during 
psychological testing at ages three and six. 
Through inductive content analysis using parent 
interview protocols, chess and Thomas (1968) established 
nine categories of reactivity. The nine dimensions of 
temperament are outlined in detail below: 




2. Rhythmicity (regularity): predictabili
ty or 
unpredictability in time of a biological fu
nction 
3. Approach or withdrawal: nature of the 
initial 
response to a new stimulus (e.g., food, toy
 or 
person) 
4. Adaptability: ease with which response
s are 
modified 
5. Threshold of responsiveness: intensity
 level of 
stimulation necessary to evoke a response 
6. Intensity of reaction: energy level of
 response 
7. Quality of mood: amount of behavior, e
ither 
positive or negative 
8. Distractibility: effectiveness of exte
rnal 
environmental stimuli interfering with or a
ltering 
direction of behavior 
9. Attention span and persistence: Attent
ion refers 
to time spent in activity; persistence refe
rs to 
time involved in activity in face of obstac
les. 
Three temperament constellations or pattern
s of child 
characteristics evolved from the factor an
alysis of data 
gathered from NYLS (Thomas & Chess, 1968, 1984
). The 
''easy child" was ·characterized by regularit
y, 
adaptability, positive mood, moderate inten
sity and 
approach responses to new situations/stimu
li rather than 
Withdrawal. The easy child is the child w
ho is regular in 
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his/her eating and sleeping r
outine as an infant and 
adjusts easily to school. As
 school-aged children, they 
are flexible to changes and h
ave a moderate threshold for 
frustration. Thomas and Ches
s (1984) indicate that 40% of
 
the NYLS represented this con
stellation. At the lower end 
of the temperamental continuu
m are those who are 
identified as the "difficult 
child". The characteristics 
associated with this group in
clude irregularity in 
biological functions, difficu
lty in adapting to change and 
intense mood often in a negat
ive direction. This child 
can be described at home and 
in school as needing 
Prolonged periods of time to 
adjust to new situations, 
routines and periods. Their 
frustration level is low and 
often manifested in a negativ
e manner (e.g., tantrums). 
Ten-percent of the NYLS were 
classified as difficult. The
 
third constellation defined a
s the "slow-to-warm-up child" 
represented 15% of the sample
. As expected, this group 
falls in the middle of the tem
peramental spectrum. The 
Slow-to-warm-up child's initi
al response to novelty is 
Withdrawal with slow adaptab
ility after repeated 
exposure. Their reactions ar
e mild in intensity (negative
 
or positive) and they are rel
atively regular in biological
 
functioning. Chess and Thoma
s (1984) point out that not 
a11 children fit into one of 
these three temperament 
constellations (35%). They c
redit this to the fact that 
individual children can manif
est different combinations of 
temperamental traits. 
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The importance of the dat
a presented by the NYLS 
research group has had a 
profound effect on the st
udy of 
child development both fr
om a theoretical and 
methodological perspectiv
e. The study was not wit
hout 
Problems. The primary c
riticism is the lack of g
uidelines 
for replication of the te
mperamental categories. 
However, 
the ramifications of this
 problem leads to questio
ns 
regarding the validity o
f the dimensions at diffe
rent 
developmental stages, ov
erlap within constructs a
nd the 
Validity of the assessme
nt measures based on the 
nine 
dimensions (Goldsmith & C
ampos, 1982). A secondar
y 
concern is the practical 
merits of the temperament
 
constellation "difficult 
child" as it has negative
 
connotations for both the
 parent (childrearing) an
d the 
child (Rothbart, 1982). 
In spite of these difficu
lties, 
Thomas and Chess's formu
lation of temperament has 
clinical 
relevance to pediatrics, 
education, psychology, an
d 
Psychiatry (Keogh, 1986) 
spanning from infancy to 
adulthood. 
Empirical research findin
gs show strong support th
at 
Particular clusters of te
mperament attributes are 
Predictive of psychopatho
logy into adulthood (Thom
as & 
Chess, 1977). Further, d
ata exist which support t
he 




, 1982), at home (Dunn & 
Kendrick, 
1980a, 1980b) and in coll
ege (Klein & Rennie, 1985)
. 
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Chess and Thomas' (1977) NYLS is most recog
nized in 
the literature for investigating the genes
is and evolution 
of psychopathology throughout childhood, a
dolescence and 
into early adult life. As participants of
 the research 
study, parents of subjects were informed th
at they could 
refer their children if the parent perceive
d the child to 
be experiencing emotional difficulties. A
t the time the 
subjects were five years of age, 45 had bee
n identified as 
clinical cases. statistical analyses of th
e temperament 
attributes revealed a strong correlation b
etween 
behavioral maladjustment and the "difficul
t" temperament 
constellation particularly attributes of lo
w rhythmicity, 
Poor adaptability, low approach, negative 
mood and high 
intensity. Of the original sample populati
on evaluated at 
infancy, 133 were interviewed at 16 and ag
ain in depth at 
18 and 22 years (Thomas & Chess, 1984). Thoma
s and Chess 
(1984) reported that the greatest number of
 clinical cases 
appears between ages three and five years 
and six and 
eight years with the diagnosis of adjustme
nt disorder. By 
adolescence, 25 recovered with increased im
provement by 
early adult life (29). However, approxima
tely 30% of the 
clinically identified continued to experien
ce emotional 
disturbance into early adulthood. Those c
linical cases 
emerging in adolescence (13-16 years old) 
presented more 
severe symptoms than those manifested in c
hildhood. 
Thomas and Chess (1984) do not identify an
xiety as the 
etiology in the development of behavioral 
disturbances but 
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rather the poorness of fit or dissonance b
etween the 
individual and the environment that result
s in maladaptive 
functioning. 
Barron and Earls' (1984) research investiga
ted the 
relationships between social correlates an
d temperament 
attributes in the development of behavior 
problems in 
three year old children. With a sample siz
e of 90, parent 
and child interviews were conducted in whi
ch an measures 
of stress, parent-child interaction and ch
ild temperament 
survey were completed. Nine temperament c
haracteristics 
of the child, the quality of the parent-ch
ild interaction, 
total family stress and demographic charac
teristics served 
as independent variables for predicting be
havior problems 
in three year old children. Correlational 
and 
multivariate analyses indicated the direct
 effect of 
temperamental inflexibility and negative p
arent-child 
interaction on young children's behavior pr
oblems, with 
total family stress having an indirect effe
ct. Barron and 
Earls' (1984) suggest that the negative ef
fects of family 
stress can be reduced by the flexible temp
erament of the 
child and improvement in parent-child relat
ionship. 
Temperament as a moderator of stress for yo
ung 
children was examined by Wertlieb, Weigel, 
Spring, and 
Feldstein (19 87). rt was hypothes
ized that temperament 
may serve as a buffer or mediate the i mpac
t of stress as 
observed in behavioral symptoms. School-ag
ed children 
(six and nine years old) and their mothers 
were visited in 
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the home over a 12 month period. The L
ife Events Scale ' 
the Hassles Scale, Middle Childhood Tem
perament 
Questionnaire, and Child Behavior Chec
klist were completed 
by mothers to assess stress, temperame
nt, and behavioral 
symptoms, respectively. The findings i
ndicated that 
higher levels of stress (either undesir
able life events or 
daily hassles) were associated with hig
her levels of 
behavioral symptoms. Multiple regressi
on analyses 
reflected a significant relationship be
tween behavioral 
symptoms and temperament attributes of 
high activity, low 
adaptability, withdrawal from new stimu
li, 
distractibility, high intensity, negati
ve mood, low 
persistence, and unpredictable behavio
ral style. 
Interestingly, the temperament data dif
ferentiated 
internal and external behavioral sympto
matology. 
Attributes of high activity, high distr
actibility, and low 
threshold of stimulation were related t
o externalizing 
Problems while withdrawal was more rele
vant to 
internalizing. 
Findings relating the relationship betw
een 
temperament and mental health in early 
and late 
adolescents were reported by Windle, H
ooker, Lenerz, East 
Lerner, and Lerner (1986). The primar
y question of 
concern in their research centered on t
he functional 
significance of temperament during adol
escence. Both the 
early-adolescent sample (11 years) and 
the late-adolescent 
sample (19 years) were administered the
 Dimensions of 
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Temperament Survey-Revised (DOTS-R),
 Center for 
Epidemiologic studies-Depression Sca
le (CES-D) and the 
Perceived Competence scale (PCS) wit
hin their classroom at 
their home school. A positive corre
lation between 
perceived competency and temperament
 (approach, 
flexibility, positive mood, high per
sistence, high task 
orientation and low distractibility)
 was hypothesized as 
Well as a negative correlation betwe
en those temperament 
attributes and the depression subsca
le of the CES. The 
results were as expected for both th
e early-adolescent and 
late adolescent group suggesting tha
t the relation between 
temperament and psychosocial functio
ning identified in 
infancy and early childhood literatu
re also hold for early 
and late adolescence. 
Studies investigating the correlatio
n between 
academic achievement and temperament
 have found the 
behavioral attribute of adaptability
 to be significant in 
Predicting achievement in school. C
hess and Thomas (1977, 
1984) reported that the NYLS researc
h group examined 
correlations between temperament rat
ings at five years of 
age and achievement test scores in r
eading and arithmetic 
during elementary school. Low adap
tability and low 
approach/withdrawal levels were pred
ictive of low academic 
achievement whereas rhythmicity, dis
tractibility, and 
quality of mood were unrelated to ac
hievement. Lerner, 
Chess, and Lenerz (1985) in a follow
-up of the NYLS sample 
summarized that it was the difficult
 temperament (low 
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rhythmicity, withdrawal, poor adaptability, ne
gative mood 
and intensity of reactions) in the preschool y
ears that 
correlated with low academic achievement in ad
olescence. 
Pullis and Cadwell (1982) investigated task 
orientation, reactivity, and adaptability in a 
correlational study between temperament and aca
demic 
achievement. using first, second, and third g
raders, 
these researchers also found adaptability to be
 
significantly related to academic achievement. 
Martin, 
Nagle and Paget (1983) conducted a threefold re
search 
design to identify processes affecting student
-teacher 
interaction and student performance in the clas
sroom. 
With reading and mathematics achievement as cr
iteria, 
adaptability and persistence were found to be s
ignificant 
contributors to academic success. 
In a longitudinal study by Hegvik (1984), the 
academic progress of 58 children was monitored 
in grades 
two through five. Math concepts, math computa
tion, 
Vocabulary and reading achievement were measure
d using 
standardized achievement tests. The dimension 
adaptability significantly correlated to all fo
ur content 
areas for the younger students while adaptabil
ity 
correlated only with the cluster score for the 
middle 
school students. Interestingly, but not surpr
ising, was 
that distractibility was significantly related 
to the math 
scores. Keogh (1986) points out that differenc
es in 
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patterns of relationships in tem
perament research may be a 
factor of the domain under stud
y and the age of the child. 
Recently researchers Martin, Dr
ew, Gaddis, and 
Moseley (1988) investigated the
 utility of using 
temperament ratings to predict 
academic achievement over 
time. In an effort to assess t
he reliability, three 
separate studies were conducted
 with variance in time 
intervals between collection of
 the predictor variables 
and the criterion variables. I
n study one, 117 
kindergarteners were rated on te
mperament using a teacher 
rated temperament measure and a
cademic achievement was 
Predicted by a standardized ach
ievement screening 
instrument. The three achievem
ent criterion measures were 
teacher grades, a standardized 
achievement test and a 
criterion referenced test. The
re was approximately a one-
Year interval between the predi
ctor and criterion 
variables. Multiple regression
 analysis found the 
temperament dimensions of distr
actibility and persistence 
Were most predictive of standar
dized measures of 
achievement. Persistence, dist
ractibility and activity 
Were strongly correlated to tea
cher assigned grades. The 
second study involved 22 presch
oolers who were rated for 
temperament using a teacher rat
ing temperament measure. 
The preschoolers were also adm
inistered two measures of 
intelligence. After aapproxima
tely two year interval, 
students were evaluated for aca
demic achievement. The 
results of the second study fou
nd a positive relationship 
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between approach/withdrawal and the achieve
ment subtests 
of reading recognition, reading comprehens
ion and spelling 
as wll as teacher assigned grades in numbe
r concept and 
written performance. The temperament dime
nsions of 
Persistence and distractibility were found
 to 
significantly correlate with teacher assign
ed grades in 
reading, number concepts and written perfor
mance. The 
third study surveyed teacher rated temperam
ent profiles 
for 104 first graders. Mid-semester of the
 first grade, a 
mental abilites measure was administered. 
Four years 
later achievement scores were obtained. T
he results of 
the third study found that the temperament
 dimensions of 
distractibility, activity and persistence 
were found to be 
the strongest predictors of standardized a
chievement test 
Performance. clearly the findings of Mart
in, et al. 
(1983), have tremendous implications for th
e utility of 
temperament ratings in predicting achievem
ent over time. 
Social adjustment in school also appears to
 be 
sensitive to the influences of temperament 
as perceived by 
teachers and peers. cumulative data exist
 suggesting that 
teachers' perceptions of student's behavio
ral style 
influence the teacher-student relationship 
as well as 
evaluations of performance, grades and per
ceptions of 
ability level (Keogh, 1986). Using first 
graders, Martin 
et al. (1983) asked teachers to rank stude
nts in terms of 
social adjustment with consideration of pe
er relations, 
relationships with adults and emotional sta
bility. 
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Temperament was assessed b
y the teacher using the 
Temperament Assessment Ba
ttery-Teacher Form. A stro
ng 
correlation was found betw
een reading and math grade
s and 
social adjustment and temp
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t three years of age and so
cial 
adjustment at school entry
 (6 years). Using the Par
ent 
Temperament Questionnaire,
 mothers of subjects rated
 
temperament on the nine di
mensions outlined by Chess
 and 
Thomas (1977). After appr
oximately three years in a 
school setting, subjects a
nd teachers and mothers we
re 
asked to complete the Chil
d Behavior Checklist (Ache
nbach 
& Edelbrock, 1980). Altho
ugh these researchers foun
d a 
low association between pr
eschool temperament 
Characteristics and adjustm
ent at school entry in the
 
group as a whole, high per
sistence, low rhythmicity 
and 
high intensity were found 
to be significant in predi
cting 
increased risk for maladju
stment at school entry. 
Dunn and Kendricks (1980a, 
1980b, 1982) investigated 
the relationship between t
emperament and adjustment 
in the 
home environment. Specifi
cally, they were interested
 in 
how individual differences
 in children influenced th
e 
quality of the mother-chil
d relationship. To answer
 this 
research question, 40 firs
t-born children were follow
ed 
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one to two months prior to
 the birth of a second chi
ld and 
until the second child was
 14 months of age. Indivi
dual 
differences were measured 
through parent interviews 
and 
direct observations at fou
r points: (1) during the 
mother's pregnancy with th
e second child, (2) 2-3 we
eks 
after the birth of the sib
ling, then (3) at eight mo
nths, 
and (4) 14 months after th
e birth of the second chil
d. 
The longitudinal results i
ndicate that mothers do be
have 
differently with children 
of different temperaments 
and 
that the temperamental cha
racteristics tend to be 
associated with difference
s in the quality of the fa
mily 
relationship. specificall
y, the data showed that 
first-born children report
ed to have ''difficult" 
temperaments show more str
ess-related behaviors (fea
rful, 
ritualistic behavior) 14 m
onths after the birth of th
e 
sibling. Additionally, it
 was documented that the 
"difficult" first-born chi
ldren received less attenti
on 
from their mothers. The c
linical implications of the
se 
results are that temperam
ental attributes may be var
iables 
in determining levels of v
ulnerability to stressful e
vents 
(Dunn & Kendricks, 1982). 
In a structured laboratory
 setting, Webster-Stratton
 
anct Eyberg (1982) investig
ated the interrelationship
 
between child temperament 
variables and the mother-c
hild 
relationship. Thirty-five
 mothers of three to five 
year 
Old children were asked to
 complete pencil and paper
 
inventories measuring thei
r child's temperament and 
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behavior problems, and each mother-child pair w
as observed 
in a free play situation. Analysis of the data
 reflected 
correlations between high activity and low atte
ntion and 
behavioral problems at home. Further, these ch
ildren were 
independently described by observers as more 
nonaccepting/noncompliant in their interactions
 with their 
mothers. Mothers of low attention, high activ
ity 
children, in turn were more negative in affect,
 more 
nonaccepting and more submissive with their ch
ildren. 
These researchers suggest that perhaps children
 with 
difficult temperaments are more demanding on m
others yet 
provide little reinforcement relative to the e
ffort. The 
results of this study underscore the importance
 of the 
concept of goodness of fit for the mother-child
 
relationship. That is, when mothers of difficu
lt 
temperament (high active, low attention) childr
en respond 
in a negative and submissive manner, it increas
es the 
likelihood for stressful interactions and the d
evelopment 
of behavioral problems. Lastly, it is interest
ing to 
note, that when examining the relationship betw
een child 
temperament attributes and mother-child interac
tion 
behaviors, child temperament attributes were m
ore 
correlated to mother behaviors than to child be
haviors. 
Few studies have investigated the construct of 
temperament and its implications for adulthood.
 Klein 
(1987) and Rennie (1985) have focused their res
earch on 
adaptation to change in young adulthood as it r
elates to 
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temperament. Temperament as a mediating factor
 in 
adjustment to college residence living was exp
lored by 
Klein and Rennie. The central tenet of their r
esearch was 
based on the notion that young adults who leave
 home to 
attend college are faced with transitional stre
ss. 
Separation from friends and family, academic p
ressures and 
new personal responsibilities are a few of the 
stressors 
young adults encounter as they begin their coll
ege 
career. Specifically, Klein and Rennie were in
terested in 
the relationship between temperament and affect
ive 
adjustment, temperament and campus involvement 
patterns, 
and temperament and satisfaction with college a
nd 
residence hall life. The Dimensions of Tempera
ment 
Survey, The Multiple Affect Adjective Checklis
t, the 
College Activity scale, and the College Satisfa
ction Scale 
were completed by 100 entering freshmen at a st
ate 
university after completion of the first eight 
weeks of 
the fall semester to assess the questions posed
 by these 
researchers. The results were significant and 
supportive 
of the findings stated in child-temperament lit
erature. 
Adaptability was negatively correlated with aff
ective 
measures, with the more adaptive students being
 less 
anxious, less depressed and less hostile. Ada
ptability 
was related to campus involvement patterns with
 more 
adaptive students participating in more activit
ies, with 
greater frequency, and spending more time with 
others. 
The dimension of attention correlated positivel
y with 
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t. Multiple regression an
alysis 
for the relationship betwe
en temperament and satisfac
tion 
With college and residence
 hall selected adaptability
 as 
the only predictor variabl
e. The results of researc
h 
investigating the influenc
e of temperament attribute
s on 
school adjustment show con
sistency for both 
Young children in elementa
ry school and young adults 
in 
college. 
Klein (1987) continued to 
research the role of 
temperament and adaptation
 among young adults during
 the 
transition from high schoo
l to college. The core of 
Klein's research is based 
on the assumption that 
"temperament is an active 
mechanism by which the 
individual achieves adapta
tion after change ..... the 
Pattern of adaptation to c
hange from interpersonal to
 
intrapersonal is, in part 
a correlate of individual 
temperament" (p. 121). Th
e three relationships were
 
investigated: the relation
ship between temperament a
nd 
lonel i ness; the relationsh
ip between temperament and
 
satisfaction and activity;
 and the relationship betw
een 
temperament and affect. T
he Revised Dimensions of 
Temperament scale, The Di
fferential Loneliness Scale
, The 
College Activity scale, Th
e College Satisfaction Sca
le and 
The Multiple Affect Adject
ive Checklist were complet
ed by 
167 college freshmen from 
two different insitutions 
(state-supported university
 and a private college). 
The 
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sample included both resid
ential and non-residential 
students. During the firs
t week of orientation, stud
ents 
completed the temperament 
survey along with several 
other 
measures. At the eighth w
eek of the quarter, studen
ts 
completed the loneliness s
cale, scales of satisfactio
n and 
activity and the affect ch
ecklist. Multiple regressi
on 
analysis for the relations
hip between temperament an
d 
loneliness found lonelines
s with friends was predicte
d by 
flexibility-rigidity. Lon
eliness in group relationsh
ips 
Was predicted by approach-
withdrawal and mood while 
loneliness in relation to 
family was predicted by 
rhythmicity, attention-dis
tractibility, mood, and act
ivity 
level-general. The relatio
nship between activity and
 
temperament found that the
 very active student is mo
re 
likely to aproach new situ
ations, show flexibility, 
high 
attention span and positiv
e mood. Satisfaction corr
elated 
With approach, positive mo
od and flexibility. In reg
ard 
to the relationship betwee
n temperament and affect, 
affect 
Was defined by the dimensi
ons of depression, anxiety
, and 
hostility. The temperamen
t attributes of approach, 
flexibility, attention spa
n and positve mood all 
correlated significantly w
ith the three affective 
components. Clearly the r
esults of Klein's (1987) s
tudy 
support the premise that t
emperament is related to t
he 
interactional style and su
ccess of transition and 
adaptation. The findings 
also fit with the work on 
temperament and adapation 
in infancy and early childh
ood 
and supports that temperam
ent does have a role in 
development across the lif
e-span. 
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In studying the literature
 on both attachment and 
temperament, several possi
ble relationships between 
attachment and temperament
 emerge. The construct 
attachment refers to the a
ffective bond between the 
infant 
and mother dyad; this bond
 is the first of many soci
al 
relationships that will de
velop over a lifetime. 
Temperament, on the other 
hand, is not interactional
 in 
that it exists independent
 of the interactional proc
ess 
(Goldsmith & Campos, 1982)
. However, the individual 
differences or temperamen
tal attributes brought into
 the 
relationship by the infant
 influence the quality of 
the 
attachment relationship. 
As reported in Bowlby's th
eory 
(1969, 1973, 1980), matern
al responsiveness to the 
infant's signaling is para
mount in determining the 
directions and expression 
of the affective bond. If
 
maternal perceptions are t
hat the infant is easy, 
difficult or slow-to-warm-
up, the type of relationsh
ip 
established within the dya
d is a consequence of moth
er's 
responsiveness to the indi
vidual differences of the 
infant. The parameters of
 expression of temperament
 may 
also be influenced by the 
individual differences in 
maternal social responsive
ness (Goldsmith et al., 19
82). 
Campos and Stenberg (1980)
 illustrate this parallel 
when 
they suggest that an infan
t may learn from observing 
his/her mother that there 
are features of the environ
ment 
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of Which to be fearful and if
 the learning is internalized 
sufficiently, the child will 
demonstrate 
cross-situationally stable th
resholds for fearfulness. A 
third relationship between tem
perament and attachment 
exists when infants' individu
al differences are factored 
into the classification of se
curity of attachment. Kagan 
(1971) adds that differences 
in the quality of the 
attachment relationship descr
ibed as either avoidant, 
ambivalent or secure accordin
g to the Strange Situation 
(Ainsworth & Wittig, 1969) are
 not clearly reflective of 
the history of the dyad relati
onship but perhaps 
individual differences in sen
sitivity to stress 
(i.e., separation). In other 
words, it may be the 
infant's threshold for stress
 that is inadvertently 
measured as security of attach
ment. For example an 
"avoidantly attached" infant 
may be more flexible and 
amenable to change hence not 
easily distressed by repeated 
maternal separations, appeari
ng unattached. Likewise, the
 
"ambivalently attached" infan
t may be more sensitive to 
change and easily upset, there
by appearing clingy and 
resistant within the same con
text (Goldsmith & Campos, 
1982). Therefore, it is poss
ible that temperament 
influences the classification
 of attachment under the 
context of the strange situati
on without measuring the 
quality of the infant/mother 
relationship. Rothbart and 
Derryberry (1981) succinctly 
state the complexity and the 
influence of attachment and te
mperament when they cite 
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that "as important as th
e mother's sensitivity a
nd 
flexibility may be, the
 role of the child's co
nstitutional 
capacities and limitatio
ns in shaping her behav
ior should 
not be underestimated. ·
 Nor should the sensitiv
ity and 
flexibility of the infa
nt be neglected, for inf
ants vary 
greatly in their capaci
ty to augment or reduce 
their own 
reactivity, and to bring
 distress or pleasure to
 their 
care-givers. rt seems 
essential that the moth
er-infant 
interaction and the res
ulting attachment proces
s be viewed 
as a function of two in
tricate and flexible int
eractional 
systems, which can achie
ve a "balance" in a num
ber of 
ways." (p.68). Lastly, 
as we have seen through 
this 
literature review, emp
irical evidence exists, 
demonstrating that both
 temperament and attachm
ent are 
Predictive of adjustmen
t from infancy to adulth
ood. 
summary 
This study represents an
 attempt to empirically 
investigate the constru
cts of attachment and te
mperament 
in adulthood. Temperam
ent and its influence on
 attachment 
Were investigated as it
 related to adjustment t
o college 
among freshmen students
. The first line of que
stioning 
Was to address the relat
ionship between temperam
ent and 
the perceived quality o
f the early attachment 




icity, approach, mood, lo
w 
distractibility and per
sistence would be relate
d to 
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reports of attachment with parental 
figures. Secondly, 
this research project investigated t
he relationship 
between adjustment to college, tempe
rament and attachment. 
According to attachment theory, the
re should be a 
positive relationship between the qu
ality of the initial 
infant-caregiver relationships and a
djustment to new 
interpersonal situations. Temperame
nt dimensions of 
rhythmicity, approach, mood, low dis
tractibility, and 
persistence are expected to reflect 
a positive adjustment 
to college . The inclusion of colleg
e freshmen as a sample 
Population to study the aforemention
ed constructs in early 
adulthood is essential as it affords
 an analogous paradigm 
Used to study attachment in infancy.
 It can be said that 
the freshman's initial relationships
 with the college 
environment are parallel to the situ
ation that young 
children encounter when they move fro
m their relationships 
With the primary caregiver to explor
e the world (Caro, 
1985). For both developmental phase
s, satisfactory 
adjustment would be predicted by the
 adequacy of past and 
Present attachment relationships and
 adequate fit between 
the individual and the environment. 
Empirical support for the two predic
tions outlined by 
this research design aids in clarify
ing the components or 
behavioral referents of adult attach
ment and underscores 
the importance of identifying temper
amental patterns 
indicative of adaptive psychosocial 
functioning in early 
adult life. clarification and iden
tification of the role 
of attachment and tempera
ment on adjustment in adu
lthood 
also has significance fo






The purpose of this study 
was to investigate the 
relationship between perce
ptions of early attachment
 
relationships and temperam
ent in adulthood. Further,
 the 
relationship between adjus
tment to college, temperam
ent 
and attachment were examin
ed. 
This chapter outlines the 
methodology used in the 
Present study. rt is orga
nized as follows: (a) sam
ple 
and sampling procedures an
d data collection procedur
es, 
(b) operational definition
s of the variables used in
 this 
study, (c) instrumentation, 
and (d) research design. 
§ample and sampling Proced
ures 
The participants in this s
tudy were freshmen student
s 
enrolled at a large state 
university (University of 
Maryland, College Park Cam
pus) and a small private co
llege 
(Mount Saint Mary's Colleg
e, Emmitsburg, Maryland) d
uring 
the Fall 1988 semester. A
 summary of demographic da
ta on 
the sample is presented in
 Appendix A. The criteria
 for 
selection into the subject
 pool were as follows: 
(a) students were first se
mester freshmen enrolled f
or the 
first time at the universi
ty of Maryland or Mount Sa
int 
Mary's as of September 198
8, and (b) they were living
 in 
the residence halls on cam
pus. 
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Out of the 1,950 freshmen (1600 - Univ
ersity of 
Maryland; 350 Mount saint Mary's Colleg
e) initially 
contacted, a total of 263 freshmen (119
 from the 
University of Maryland, and 144 from M
ount Saint Mary's 
College) participated in the study. Tw
o students were 
eliminated from the study because of in
complete 
questionnaires. 
Permission to recruit students was requ
ested through 
the Residence Life Program at both the 
University of 
Maryland and Mount saint Mary's College
. Students were 
contacted during the third week of the 
Fall semester. A 
letter requesting their participation w
as sent through 
campus mail (See Appendix B). The lett
er briefly 
described the research project and prov
ided the dates, 
times and locations of data collection 
and described the 
incentives offered for participation. 
Light refreshments 
(cookies, chips, nuts and sodas), disco
unt coupons for 
Pizza (at University of Maryland campus
 only) and drawings 
for free movie tickets, and dinner at l
ocal establishments 
Were the incentives offered to voluntee
rs. Attached to 
the letter was a postcard requesting th
e final results of 
the study. students were asked to com
plete the card (name 
and mailing address) and to return it t
o the researcher. 
Two follow-up letters were sent two wee
ks apart reminding 
students of the time, date and location
 of data collection 
for the research project (see Appendix 
C). Several days 




research specifics (time, 
date, and location) were p
osted 
in each participating resi
dence hall lobby. Residen
t 
directors and resident ass
istants also reminded stude
nts 
on the day of data collect
ion of the time and locatio
n of 
the research . 
.Ilata Collection Methods 
Data collection took place
 in the freshmen residence
 
halls (University of Mary
land: Ellicot, Denton and 
Cumberland Halls; Mount Sa
int Mary's: Sheridan and 
Pangborn Halls). students
 from each residence hall 
were 
gathered as a group in the
ir respective community 
recreation rooms and/or re
sidence hall lobby. At th
e time 
of data collection, a brie
f verbal presentation was g
iven 
addressing the nature of t
he research; assurance of 
confidentiality; instructio
ns for completing data pac
kets; 
general questions; and pro
cedures for receiving resu
lts of 
the research. The student
s were given a packet cons
isting 
of the following: Informe
d Consent Form, Informatio
n 
Sheet, Release Form, Pare
ntal Bonding Instrument (P
BI), 
Dimensions of Temperament 
survey - Revised (DOTS-R), 
Student Adaptation to Coll
ege Questionnaire (SACQ) a
nd 
Perceived social support S
cales (Friends) (see Appen
dix 
B) • The students were ask
ed to complete the data pa
ckets 
on site, leaving the data 
packets with the researche
r. 
Piloting procedures indica
ted it would take approxim
ately 
3 0 minutes to complete the 
data packets. The range o
f 
time for completion of th
e data packet was approxi
mately 
30 to 60 minutes. 
Qperational Definitions 
of Variables used in this
 Study 
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Chapters I and II discuss
ed the theoretical basis 
for 
the selection of the speci
fic variables for the pre
sent 
study. This section presen
ts the operational defini
tions 
of the variables and vari
ous measures, as well as 
available information wi
th respect to the psychom
etric 
Properties of the measur
es used. 
V . _ariables of Interest 
Predictor variables. The
 predictor variables for 
this study were temperam
ent and attachment. Temp
erament 






defined by ten dimensions
 on the Revised Dimension
s of 
Temperament survey (Wind
le & Lerner, 1986). The t
en 
dimensions of temperamen
t included: activity lev
el -




od; rhythmicity - sleepin
g; 
rhythmicity - eating; rhy




ally defined as perceptio
ns 
of parental bonding as m
easured by two dimensions 
on the 
Parental Bonding Instrume
nt (Parker, Tupling, & Br
own, 
1979). The two dimensions of parent
al bonding are care 
and overprotection. 
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Criterion Variables. Criterion vari
ables for this 
research were adjustment and perceiv
ed social support. 
For the purposes of this study, adju
stment to college was 
perceived as adjustment to the initi
al transition from 
home to college. The initial transi
tion period was 
defined as the first eight weeks of 
the first semester. 
Adjustment was operationally defined
 as adaptation to the 
academic, personal and social demand
s of the college 
environment as well as the attachmen
t to the institution 
as measured by the student Adaptatio
n to College 
Questionnaire (Baker & Siryk, 1984). Th
e four principle 
categories defining college adjustme
nt included: academic 
adjustment to the educational demand
s specific to the 
college experience; social adjustmen
t to 
interpersonal-societal demands withi
n a residential 
community; personal-emotional adjustm
ent to the college 
experience and goal commitment/inst
itutional attachment. 
Perceived social support, as measure
d by the Perceived 
Social Support scale (Procidano & H
eller, 1983), was 
operationally defined as the extent 
to which individuals 
Perceive that their need for support
 was met by 
information and feedback provided by
 family and friends 
and as such is a measure of adjustme
nt. 
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Descriptive Variables. Descriptive variables w
ere 
age, sex, race, friendships, relatives in area,
 and visits 
home as measured by demographic information she
et. 
Instruments 
Information sheet. This form was used to colle
ct 
relevant demographic data (Appendix B). 
Release form. This form (Appendix B) consisted
 of a 
statement giving permission to the University o
f Maryland 
and Mount Saint Mary's College Records Offices 
to release 
the student's high school grade point average (
GPA), first 
semester grade point average, and Scholastic A
ptitude Test 
(SAT) scores to the investigator. Students wer
e asked to 
sign and date the form, and to provide their So
cial 
Security Number. The form consisted of two du
plicate 
halves since the Records Office is required to 
retain a 
copy for their files. SAT scores were compute
rized and 
accessible through the Record's Office at both 
the 
University of Maryland and Mount Saint Mary's C
ollege. 
High school GPA's were available only for Univ
ersity of 
Maryland students. 
Parental Bonding Instrument. The Parental Bon
ding 
Instrument (PBI) is a self report measure cons
isting of 25 
items (Parker, Tupling, & Brown, 1979), (see A
ppendix B). 
The instrument was designed to investigate "the
 parental 
contribution to a parent-child bond" (p.l) as p
erceived by 
the child. Based on the findings of extensive 
research of 
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Parental behaviors and att





versus allowance of autono
my and independence", were
 
identified by the authors 
as being influential in the
 
Parental contribution to t
he bonding process. The "
care" 
subscale is comprised of 1
2 items, with 13 items 
representing the "overprot
ection" subscale. A four p
oint 
Likert rating scale is use
d where 3 = "Very like", 2 = 
"M d 
· 
0 erately like", 1 = "Moderately un
like" and O = "Very 
Unlike". A maximum score 
of 3 is possible on both s
cales. 
After reversal of negative
ly worded questions, items 
were 
summed and averaged across
 items so that scores on e
ach 
scale ranged from zero to 
three. Missing data on the
 PBI 
subscales was recoded to t
he mean of the scale for t
hat 
Particular student. 
The affective parental bon
d as measured by the PBI 
Provides two subscales, ca
re and overprotection. Ca
re was 
defined as affection, emo
tional warmth, empathy and 
closeness while overprotec
tion was defined as contro
l, 
overprotection, intrusion,
 excessive contact, 
infantilization and preven
tion of independent behavio
r. 
Parker, Tupling, and Brown
 (1979) determined the 
Characteristics of the par
ental bonding relationship
 by 
taking the mean of possibl
e scores on the care (Mean
=l8) 
and overprotection (Mean=l
9) subscales. They catego
rized 
the bonding relationships 
as follows: Optimal bondi
ng is 
representative of a high c
are score (>18) and low 
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overprotection score (<19)
 while absent or weak bond
ing is 
reflected by a low score o
n care (<18) and a low sco
re on 
the overprotection subscale 
(<19). For the purposes o
f 
this study, however, the t
wo subscales of care and 
overprotection were used a
s continuous data rather th
an 
categorizing subjects as d
id Parker, Tupling, and Bro
wn. 
This approach was taken as
 predictor variables in th
e 
multiple regression analys
is treated as continuous w
as 
more appropriate and made 
better used of the varianc
e 
among subjects then catego
rical data. 
Test-retest reliability wa
s established by Parker and
 
his associates (1979) by a
dministering the inventory
 on 
two occasions within a thr
ee week interval. A Pears
on 
correlation coefficient of
 .76 resulted for the care
 scale 
and -62 for the overprotec
tion scale. Split-half 
reliability was measured a
t .87 for the care scale an
d .73 
for the overprotection sca
le. 
Concurrent validity was de
termined by a correlation 
between independent raters
' scores of "care" and 
"overprotection" obtained 
during an interview with th
e 
subjects and scores obtain
ed on the Parental Bonding
 
Instrument. The Pearson c
orrelation between self-rep
ort 
care scale and interviewed
 care dimension were .77 f
or 
each of the two raters. T
he correlations between the
 
Self-report overprotection
 scale and the interviewed
 care 
dimensions were .47 and .so for the
 two respective raters. 
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Revised Dimensions of Temp
erament Survey. The 
Revised Dimensions of Tem
perament Survey - Adult (DO
TS-R 
Adult) is a 54 item self-r
eport measure (Windle & Le
rner, 
198 6) which is a revision of 
the Dimensions of Temperam
ent 
Survey (DOTS) developed by
 Lerner, Palermo, Spiro and
 
Nesselroade, (1982) (see A
ppendix B). The developmen
t of 
this measure is based on the
 definition of temperament
 as 
the "characteristic behavior
al style that individuals 
manifest" (p.214) and that
 these characteristics wer
e 
influential in psychosocia
l development and behaviora
l 
adjustment. Windle and Le
rner (1986) assert that the
 
adult scale of the DOTS-R 
assesses ten attributes: 
Activity Level - General; 
Activity Level - Sleep; 
Approach/Withdrawal; Flexi
bility/Rigidity; Mood; 
Rhythmicity - Sleeping; Rh
ythmicity - Eating; Rhythm
icity 
- Daily Habits; Distractib
ility; and Persistence. 
Temperament scores are obt
ained within each category
 by 
summation of the students'
 responses after the rever
sal of 
negatively worded question
s was completed. Missing 
data 
on the DOTS-R were recoded
 to the mean for that item
 for 
all subjects. A four poin
t Likert scale was used wi
th 
each item where 1 = "usual
ly false", 2 = "more false 
than 
true", 3 = 11 more true than false
", and 4 = "usually true" 
(Windle, Hooker, Lenerz, E
ast, Lerner & Lerner, 1986
). 
For each category, with th
e exception of distractibi
lity, 
h ' igher scores reflect a pos
itive direction for each 
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attribute. However, on th
e distractibility subscale
 a 
high score indicates more 
attention, less distractib
ility. 
The range of possible scor
es for each temperament 
dimension were as follows:
 7-28 for activity 
level-general (7 items), 4
-16 for activity level-slee
p (4 
items), 7-28 for approach/
withdrawal (7 items), 5-20
 for 
flexibility/rigidity (5 ite
ms), 7-28 for quality of m
ood 
(7 items), 6-24 for rhythm
icity-sleep (6 items), 5-20
 for 
rhythmicity-eating (5 item
s), 5-20 for rhythmicity-d
aily 
habits (5 items), 5-20 for
 distractibility (5 items)
, and 
3-12 for persistence (3 item
s). 
Internal consistency coeff
icients (Cronbach's Alpha) 
for the DOTS-R Adult are r
eported by Windle and Lern
er 
(l986) ranging from .62 to
 .89. Because limited stu
dies 
have been conducted using 
the DOT-R, a Cronbach's Al
pha 




cients for each scale follo
ws: 
activity level - general .





· 8 8, rhythmicity - eating 
.69, rhythmicity - daily h
abits 
• 54, distractibility .75, 
and persistence .65. Wind
le and 
Lerner (1986) obtained tes
t-retest reliabilities rang
ing 
from .59 to .75 with a tim
e interval of six-weeks (W
indle 
& Lerner, 1986). Windle, 
Hooker, Lenerz, East, Lern
er, 
and Lerner (1986) state th
at construct validity was 
established by Windle in a
n unpublished manuscript i
n an 
inter-inventory study amon
g college students. Conver
gent 
- --- ... - · .--1--4..__...c.,f~ ,, _ .. ,.. - -- -· 
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a nd discriminant relations
 were also reported to hav
e been 
assessed by the DOTS-Rand
 Emotionality, Activity, 
Sociability, and Impulsiv
ity-II, and Eysenck's Perso
nality 
Inventory; however statist
ical coefficients were not
 
Provided. 
Student Adaptation to Coll
ege Questionnaire. The 
student Adaptation to Colleg
e Questionnaire (SACQ) (Ba
ker 
& Siryk, 1986) (see Append
ix B) is a 67-item self-rep
ort 
Likert-type scale designed
 to measure student adjustm
ent 
to college. Four principl
e categories delineate col
lege 
adjustment including: (1)
 academic adjustment to 
educational demands specif
ic to college experience, 
( 2 ) social adjustment to i
nterpersonal-societal dema
nds 
associated within a reside
ntial community, (3) perso
nal-
emotional adjustment to th
e college experience, and 
( 4 ) goal commitment/instit
utional attachment. A 9 po
int 
scoring scale, ranging from
 9 = "Very closely applies to 
me" to 1 = "Doesn't apply to m
e at all", provides an inde
x 
of adjustment for each cat
egory. Half of the items 
are 
Positively keyed, half are
 negatively keyed. Missin
g data 
on the SACQ were recoded t
o the mean of the subscale
 for 
that particular item across 
subjects. Baker and Siryk
 
(l986) determine the overa
ll adjustment as the summa
tion 
of all subscale scores, w
ith higher scores indicatin
g 
better adjustment. For th
e purposes of this study, 
in 
order to make the scores m
ore meaningful, a mean rath
er 
than a sum was computed th
us returning the scale val
ues to 
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the nine point scale. The first three 
subscales mentioned 
contain items that are specific to that
 subscale. 
However I the fourth subscale
 (goal commitment-attachment) 
included eight items from the social su
bscale and one item 
from the academic subscale. Baker and 
Siryk (1986) note 
that the goal commitment/ institutional
 attachment 
subscale was developed based on attritio
n figures for 
Clark University (freshman samples), an
d therefore may not 
be appropriate at other institutions. 
Noting the caution 
reported on the attachment subscale by 
its authors, it was 
Used in this study as has been widely u
sed in adjustment 
research (Baker & siryk, 1986; Caro, 19
85). 
Cronbach's coefficient alpha values ran
ge from .77 to 
-91 for the four subscales and from .92
. to .95 for the 
full scale. criteria used to establish
 discriminant and 
convergent validity were selected by B
aker and Siryk 
(1986) based on relevancy to the indivi
dual subscale. 
External criteria used for measures of 
validity for each 
subscale are as follows: the Academic 
subscale used 
freshman year grade point average and e
lection to an 
academic honorary society; Social Adjus
tment subscale used 
social activities checklist and outcome
 of application for 
dormitory assistant positions; Personal
-Emotional 
Adjustment subscale correlated requests
 for campus 
psychological services; and Goal Attach
ment/Institution 
Attachment subscale used attrition as a
 validity 
criterion. significant correlations in
 the expected 
- --- ; - -·-- - .... """..r~- ,., ...... .,. - ·-
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direction were found betwe
en the academic subscale an
d 
freshman GPA and election 
to an honorary society (Ph
i Beta 
Kappa), between social adj
ustment and social activit
ies 
checklist and determinatio
n of dormitory application
s 
(i.e., accepted for positio
n). Significant relations
 in 
the expected direction wer
e found between 
Personal-Emotional Adjustm
ent Subscale and requests d
uring 
the freshman year to a cam
pus psychological services 
center. 
Perceived Social Support S
cale (PSS). The Perceived 
Social Support scale was d
esigned by Procidano and H
eller 
(1983) to measure "the ext
ent to which an individual 
Perceives that his/her nee
ds for support, information
, and 
feedback are fulfilled by 
friends and by family" (p.3
). 
The 40 item self report me
asure consists of two 
subscales: Perceived Soci
al Support from friends (P
SS-Fr) 
and Perceived social Suppo
rt from family (PSS-Fa) (se
e 
Appendix B). Each subscal
e contains 20 items, some 
of 
Which are identical except
 the identification of "fri
ends" 
or "family". The two subs
cales are independent and d
o not 
Provide an overall perceiv
ed social support score. 
For 
the purposes of this study
 only the subscale Friends
 was 
Used as a criterion measur
e of adjustment to college
 as 
the students were living a
t college, away from home. 
rt 
Was hypothesized that the 
perceived support provided
 by 
the family at home would t
ransfer to perceived suppo
rt 
from peers at college as a
 measure of adjustment. I
tems 
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Were keyed such that 1 = "yes",
 0 = "no", and O = "don't 
know". Missing data was
 not recoded but given a 
zero 
Value. The subscale sco
re was obtained by summin
g the 




cale scores range from 20
 (maximum 
Perceived social support)
 to O (no perceived socia
l 
support) . 
Validation studies by Pro
cidano and Heller (1983) 
report alpha coefficient
s of .88 for the PSS-Fr a
nd .90 
for PSS-Fa. Factor analy
ses indicated that each s
cale is 
composed of a single fac
tor. Construct validity 
was 
established by correlatin
g the PSS-Fr and PSS-Fa w
ith the 
Life Experience survey (L
ES) (Sarason, Johnson, & 
Siegel, 
1978); Social Network Quest
ionnaire (SNQ) (Liem & Li
em, 
1977); and Langner screening
 instrument (1972). 
statistical analyses found 
the PSS-Fr and PSS-Fa to 
be 
Positively related to ass
essments of social assets
 and 
negatively related to me
asures of psychopathology
. 
Procictano and Heller (198
3) report the PSS-Fa and 
PSS-Fr 
to be related (r = .24) bu
t measure separate and va
lid 
constructs of social sup
port. 
An.alysis and Design 
The research design of th
is investigation was 
correlational. statistica
l procedures used to anal
yze the 
data included stepwise m
ultiple regression in ord
er to 
determine the relationsh
ip between the predictor 
variables 
- --- - --- -. ..... ,__ _ ~..,, .,. 1,r.. .... ,,,., .. , .. - --- ;, .. .,.., __ 
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of Temperament (Revised D
imension of Temperament Sur
vey) 
and Attachment (Parental B
onding Instrument) and the 
criterion variables of Ad
justment (Student College 
Adjustment Questionnaire a
nd Perceived Social Suppor
t -
Friends). Means, standard
 deviations, and frequencie
s 




ations between measures we
re 
calculated. Finally, t-te
sts and chi square analyse
s were 
conducted to determine the




The literature suggests th
at infant temperament may 
influence the early parent
-child relationship and lat
er 
developmental adjustment. 
Care and low overprotection
, 
the two components of attachm
ent, are hypothesized to 
Predict childhood adjustme
nt. The hypotheses were fo
rmed 
on the basis of the litera
ture and the seemingly log
ical 
nature of these relationsh






The Relationship Between T
emperament and Attachment. 
The temperament clusters o
f rhythmicity, approach, 
positive mood, low distrac
tibility and persistence 
Will predict care. 
The temperament clusters o
f rhythmicity, approach, 
positive mood low distrac
tibility and persistence , 











s of approach, flexibilit
y, 
positive mood, persistenc
e, and low distractibilit
y 
will predict academic ad
justment. 
The temperament dimension




positive mood will have a
 positive relationship to
 
social adjustment. 




y and persistence will h
ave a 
positive relationship to 
personal-emotional 
adjustment. 




low distractibility and 
persistence will have a p








od, low distractibility, 
approach, and persistence
 will relate positively t
o 





 and Low Overprotection a
s 
Components of Attachment 
and Adjustment. 
Attachment dimensions of 
care and low overprotecti
on 
Will relate positively to
 academic adjustment. 
Attachment dimensions of 
care and low overprotecti
on 
Will relate positively to
 social adjustment. 
lO. Attachment dimension o
f care and low overprotect
ion 
will relate positively to 
personal-emotional 
adjustment. 
ll. Attachment dimensions 
of care and low overprotec
tion 
Will relate positively to 
goal commitment/ 
institutional attachment. 
12 - Attachment dimension of 
care and low overprotectio
n 
will relate positively to 
perceived social support 
from friends. 
Additional post hoc analys
es were conducted on an 
exploratory basis to furth
er investigate influence o
f 
temperament on academic ac
hievement in early adultho
od. 
The relationship of temper
ament on h i gh school GPA, 
first 
semester college GPA, and 
SAT scores was of particul
ar 
interest. The relationshi
p between temperament and 
achievement (SAT's and GPA
) is difficult to predict 
since 
the focus of past literatu
re has been on young child
ren 




., distance from home, prio
r 
friendships, relatives in 
area, and frequency of trip
s 
home) and independent (tem
perament and attachment) a
nd 
dependent variables (adjus
tment and perceived social
 





The purpose of this research
 was to investigate three 
general areas regarding the
 implications of early 
relationships and temperame
nt on young adult developmen
t. 
Specifically, the three are
as were: (1) what is the 
relationship between tempera
ment and the perceived qual
ity 
of the early attachment rela
tionship, (2) what is the 
relationship between tempera
ment and initial adjustment 
to 
college, and (3) what is the
 relationship between the 
Perceived quality of early 
attachment relationship and 
adjustment to college. Bas
ed on the three areas of 
investigation, specific hyp
otheses were formulated to 
address each relationship. 
This chapter reports the res
ults of this research. 
The results of the analyses
 are organized as follows: 
(a) 
characteristics of the samp
le, (b) the relationship of 
temperament to attachment (
hypotheses 1 and 2), (c) the
 
relationship of temperament
 to adjustment (hypotheses 3
, 
4, 5, 6, and 7), (d) the re
lationship of attachment to 
adjustment (hypotheses 7, 8
, 9, 10, and 11), (e) 
supplementary post hoc anal








naires from 261 colleg
e freshmen 
Were used in the data
 analyses. All partic
ipating 
students were first sem
ester freshman student
s living on 
campus (See Appendix 
A, Table A-1 for Summ
ary of 
Characteristics of To
tal Sample). One hund
red sixteen 
freshman students wer
e from a large state u
niversity 
(University of Marylan
d) and 145 freshman st
udents were 
from a small private 
college (Mount Saint M
ary's College). 
s · ixty-two percent of the fre
shman students were f
emales 
and 38% were male. T
he age range of freshm
en was 16 years 
to 20 years of age wi
th the mean age being 
18 years. Race 
Was classified as wh
ite (81%), black (12%) 
or other (7%). 
The classification of
 "other" included Hisp
anics, Native 
Americans, and Asians
. Since all freshman 
students were 
l .. 
iving away from home 
for the first time, in
 a residence 
ha11 on campus, the d
istance between school
 and home was 
measured. Miles from
 home was divided into
 four 
intervals: o to 50, 50
 to 100, 100 to 250 an
d over 250 
miles. Twenty-nine p
ercent of the students
 lived within 
so miles of home, 20% lived bet
ween 50 to 100, 25% were 
100 to 250 miles from home, 
and 26% lived over 250 miles
 
away from home. Visits home
 were classified as ever
y 
Weekend, every other 
weekend, on l y on holid
ays, and other. 
Seven percent of the 
students reported goin
g home every 
- - -- ·- -- - - · -- .. - ------ .- _ ....... - --,I .. ----· 
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Weekend and 12% respon
ded every other weeken
d. Fifty-nine 
Percent of the freshme
n reported going home o
nly on the 
holidays while 21% rec
orded at other times o
r when 
necessary. Students w
ere asked to report whe
ther they had 
high school friends wh
o were also attending t
he same 
College. Seventy-seve
n percent indicated the
y had friends 
attending the same col
lege while 23% reported
 not knowing 
other high school clas
smates at college. Th
ose freshmen 
Who reported having pr
ior friendships were as
ked to 
e st imate the number of
 friends from high scho
ol they knew 
on campus. The range 
of pre-college friends 
ranged from 
one to 70 with the mea
n of six. Ninety-nine 
percent of 
the students reported th
at since being at colle
ge, they 
had made new friends. 
Lastly, students were a
sked if they 
hact relatives in the a
rea. Seventy-one perce
nt reported 
having no relatives in
 the area. 
£.h.a.racteristics of sam
ple by School 
In order to determine 
sample bias by school i
n 
relation to the colleg
e attended, comparison
s by school 
Were made for demograp
hic variables (See Appe
ndix A, Table 
A-2 ) • Additionally, for 
each school, the sample
 
Population was compare
d to the total populati
on of 
freshmen students on s
ex, age, and race to d
etermine 
sample representation.
 It was found that th
e sample 
Population was represe
ntative of the total po
pulation for 
each instituation on t
hose three variables. 
The student 
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sample at the University of Maryland include 71% females 
(n=82) and 29% males (n=34). Mount saint Mary's College 
had 55% females (n=79) and 45% males (n=65). The mean age 
for University of Maryland students was 17.89 (SD=.52) and 
the mean age for Mount saint Mary's College students was 
18.00 (SD=.46). Race classification for Maryland student 
was as follows: 72% white, 17% black and 11% other. 
At Mount Saint Mary's college, 88% of the freshmen sample 
were white, 9% black and 2% other. Miles from home was 
divided into four intervals of distance (0-50, 50-100, 
100-250 and over 250). The modal distance interval for 
Maryland students was 50-100 while the modal interval 
distance for Mount saint Mary's College students was 100-
250. At the university of Maryland, 50% reported living o 
to 50 miles from home, 12% reported 50 to 100 miles, 16% 
reported 100 to 250 miles, and 23% reported living over 
250 miles from home. Twelve percent of Mount Saint Mary's 
College students reported living Oto 50 miles from home, 
2 8% reported 50 to 100 miles, 32% reported 100 to 250 
miles, and 28% reported living over 250 miles from home. 
The differences between school on the variable of distance 
from home was statistically significant with Mount Saint 
Mary's college students being further away from home (t=-
4.45, df= 1,259, ~<.001). Visits home for University of 
Maryland students were as follows: 15% every weekend, 22% 
every other weekend, 33% on holidays, and 31% other. For 
Mount saint Mary's college students, 2% visited every 
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weekend, 4% visited every other weekend, 80% went home on 
holidays, and 13% visited at unspecified times. Eighty-
four percent of the University of Maryland sample reported 
having prior friends at Maryland while 16% did not know 
anyone attending Maryland. For Mount Saint Mary's 
College, 71% reported knowing other students also 
attending while 28% of the students did not know anyone. 
The difference between schools was statistically 
significant. university of Maryland students reported 
having more friends from high school attending the same 
college (t=2.99, df=l,179.82, g<.01) than Mount Saint 
Mary's College students. There was little variation 
between schools in regard to making new friends. 
Ninety-nine percent of the students from each school 
reported making new friends since arriving at college. In 
regard to relatives in the area, 46% of the University of 
Maryland students reported having relatives in the area 
While only fifteen percent of the Mount Saint Mary's 
College students reported having relatives in the area. 
Academic characteristics of Sample 
High school GPA's, SAT scores, and first semester 
GPA's were also collected. Range of scores, means and 
standard deviations are presented both for the total 
population and by school (See Appendix A, Table A-3). 
High school GPA's were only available for the freshmen at 
the University of Maryland. Mount Saint Mary's College 
does not use high school G





The range of high school G
PA's for Maryland students 
1.93 to 4.0 with a mean o
f 3.05 (SD=.51, n=l08). 
Eight GPA scores were not 
included in the analysis b
ecause 
students did not sign the 
consent form to release th
ese 
scores. The mean high sch
ool achievement level for 
the 
University of Maryland fre
shmen sample was above ave
rage. 
For the total sample, SAT 
scores were available for 
only 
2 06 of the students in the 
sample population. Fifty-
five 
cases were missing for thi
s analyses. The breakdown
 for 




 forms for scores and five
 
unrecorded scores; Mount S
aint Mary's College, 36 no
-
release forms for scores a
nd six unrecorded scores. 
The range of SAT scores fo
r the total sample was 630
 
to 1500 with a mean of 100
8 (SD=160). University of
 
Maryland freshmen had a m
ean SAT score of 1081 (SD=
l61) 
With Mount saint Mary's C
ollege mean SAT score being
 936 
(8 D=l22). This difference
 between schools on the va
riable 
Of scholastic achievement 
proved to be statistically
 
significant (t=7.37, df=l,
194, ~<.001). Students at
 the 
University of Maryland sco
red higher on SATS than th
eir 
Peers from Mount saint Ma
ry's College. The range of
 first 
semester GPA's for the tot
al freshmen sample in the 
study 
Was .33 to 4.00 with a mea
n 2.56 (SD=.79). For the 
University of Maryland stu
dents, first semester GPA 
mean 
9 3 
Was 2.72 (SD=.87) . M
ount Saint Mary's Coll
ege had a first 
semester GPA mean of 
2.41 (SD=.67). The di
fference 
between schools on fi







 semester GPA's 
than the freshmen sampl
e at Mount St. Mary's 
College. 
University of Marylan
d freshmen were signif
icantly higher 
on measures of academ
ic achievement than st
udents at Mount 
s . 
aint Mary's College. 
1:r..edictor Variables 
The predictor variabl
es attachment and tem
perament 
Were assessed by the 
Parental Bonding Instr
ument (Parker, 
Tupling & Brown, 1979




, Spiro & 
Nesselroade, 1982) re
spectively. Using the
 total sample 
of freshmen students, 
means and standard de
viations for 
the predictor variables
 are presented for eac
h subscale. 
(See Table 3 for a sum
mary of Scores for To
tal Sample). 
Normative data on the




e attachment was meas
ured by the 
two subscales of the 
Parental Bonding Instr
ument, care and 
overprotection. Attac
hment was defined by 
high scores on 
the subscale care and lo
w scores on the overp
rotection 
subscale. The possib
le range of scores for
 both 
Table 3 
Means and standard Deviations for Predictor and criter ion Variables 
for Total Sample (N=261) 
Normative* Normative* Sample Sample 
Variable (Range of Possible Scores) Mean SD Mean SD 
Revised Dimensions of Temperament Scale 
Activity Level - General (7-28) 19.1 4 . 1 19.10 4.24 
Activity Level - Sleep (4-16) 10.8 3 .7 11. 33 3.42 
Approach/Withdrawal (7-28) 21.1 3.5 19.01 3.80 
Flexibility/Rigidity (5-20) 15 . 5 2 . 7 14.62 2.67 
Mood (5-20) 24 . 9 3.8 24.17 4.04 
Rhythmicity - Sl eep (6-24) 13.6 3.9 13.15 3.58 
Rhythmicity - Eating (5-20) 12.7 3.7 12.20 3.59 
Rhythmicity - Daily Habits (5-20) 12.2 3.7 11. 51 2.85 
Distractibility (5-20) 12.0 3.0 10.98 2.85 
Persistence (3-12) 8.7 1.7 8.09 1.84 
ID 
~ 
Table 3 (cont.) 
Variable (Range of Possible Scores) 






student Adjustment College Questionnaire (1-9) 
Goal Attainment 
Personal Emotional Adjustment 
Social Adjustment 
Academic Adjustment 






























subscales, care and overprote
ction, is o ("Very Unlike") 
to 3 ( "Very Like") . 
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The range of obtained scores 
for the total sample on 
the subscale care was .18 to 
3.00 with a mean 2.24 and SD 
(- 67) • The mean score for the
 total sample indicated that 
students 1 perceptions of the re
lationship with parents was 
seen as warm, affectionate, a
nd caring. On the 
overprotection subscale, the 
range of scores was Oto 2.9 
(sn~.62). These scores reflect 
that the sample population 
did not perceive the early relatio
nship with parents to be 
one that was overbearing or o
verprotective but one that 
Was predominantly caring (See
 Table 3). 
Temperament, as a predictor v
ariable, was 
conceptualized by 10 dimensio
ns of behavioral style as 
measured by the DOTS-R by Win
dle and Lerner (1986). For 
each temperament dimension ex
cept distractibility, higher 
scores reflect higher levels 
for each attribute. However, 
a higher score on the distrac
tibility subscale indicates 
low distractibility. The sco
res obtained for the total 
sample on the temperament sub
scales were similar to the 
normative sample (See Table 3
 for Summary of Subscale 
Scores). For activity level-
general, the motor component 
in one's functioning, the mea
n score for the sample 
indicated that motor function
ing in daily activities was 
at a moderate level. Activit
y level-sleep or movement 
during sleep, was also at a m
oderate level for the sample. 
The scores for the freshman s
tudents in the sample 
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Population, on the subsc
ale approach/withdrawal, 
reflected 
a behavioral style that w
as more approach oriented
 when 
encountering a new situat
ion. That is, their beh
avioral 
response was to move tow
ard the experience rather
 than to 
withdraw or reflect befo
re getting involved. The
 mean 
score for the sample on t
he subscale flexibility/r
igidity 
indicated that these fres
hmen did adapt to or acco
mmodate 
their daily life style to
 the schedule set forth b
y the 
demands of college. The 
subscale mood measured th
e 
emotional response to a s
timulus, with a higher sc
ore 
indicating a more positiv
e mood or response. The 
high 




s. The temperament, rhyt
hmicity-
sleep measured regularity
 of sleeping behavior. T
he mean 
obtained by the sample p
opulation was not signifi
cantly 
different from the norma
tive sample. These scores
 suggest 
that these freshmen were fa
irly regular in their slee
ping 
Patterns while at college
. The temperament rhythm
icity-
eating indicated regular
ity in eating behavior. 
The 
scores obtained by the fr
eshmen sample indicated t
hat the 
eating patterns tended to
 be consistent on a daily
 basis. 
The subscale rhythmicity 
of daily habits assessed 
regularity in one's daily
 habits. The scores obta
ined by 
the freshmen suggested re
gularity in the daily hab
its 
(eating, sleeping, energy
 level) in regard to coll
ege 
living. For the subscale
 distractibility, a high 
score is 
indicative of greater att
ention or less distractib
ility. 
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The scores for this sample of college freshmen showed a 
high level of concentration or less distractibility. 
Lastly, the temperament subscale persistence measured 
involvement in an activity. The scores obtained suggested 
a moderate level of persistence or sustained involvement 
in college activities by the freshmen sample. 
Predictor Variables by School 
In comparing schools on the predictor variables of 
attachment and temperament, significant differences were 
found (See Table 4 and Appendix A, Table A-5). For 
attachment, a statistically significant difference between 
schools was calculated for the subscale care (t=-2.06, 
df=l,231, 2<.05). Mount Saint Mary's college students 
obtained a mean score of 2.32 (SD=.62) while University of 
Maryland students obtained a mean score of 2.14 (SD=.71), 
indicating that freshmen students from Mount Saint Mary's 
College perceived their parents to have been more caring 
during the early child-parent relationship. There was no 
statistical significance between schools on the subscale 
overprotection. Statistically significant differences 
were found between schools on several of the attributes of 
temperament. For the attribute approach/withdrawal, 
University of Maryland students appeared to be more 
approach oriented in addressing situations faced in a 
college environment (t=2.12, df=l,236, 2<.05). The 




hools on Predictor Var
iables 
University of Maryland Mo
unt Saint Mary's 
V_ariables Mean SD 
Mean SD 
Attachment Care 2.15 .7
1 2.32 .62 
Temperament 
Approach/Withdrawal 20.45 
4.00 19.44 3.63 
Rhythmicity-
Daily Habits 11.10 3




score of 20.45 (SD=4.0
) while Mount St. Mary
's College 
students had a mean scor
e of 19.44 (SD=3.62). 
The 
temperament dimension 
of rhythmicity of daily
 habits was 
significantly higher f
or Mount St. Mary's Co
llege students 
(t=-2.19, df=l,238, R<
.05) with a mean score 
of 12 
(SD=3.0). University o
f Maryland freshmen obt
ained a mean 
score of 11.1 (SD=3.0)
. Lastly, a statistica
l difference 
Was detected between s




 Scores for 
the students at the Un
iversity of Maryland su
ggested a 
greater ability to sta
y on task (Mean=l2.0, S
D=3.0) than 





The criterion variable a
djustment was measured by
 the 
student Adaptation to Coll
ege Questionnaire (SACQ) 
(Baker 




o & Heller, 1983). The c
onstruct 
of adjustment as the crit
erion variable was conce
ptualized 
as the academic adjustme
nt to the educational dem
ands 




emands within a resident
ial 
community; personal-emot





the perception of social su
pport provided by friends
 at 
College. 
The SACQ is composed of 
four subscales measuring 
Various aspects of adjust
ment to the demands of c
ollege 
life. The subscales are
 academic adjustment, soc
ial 
adjustment, personal-emo
tional adjustment and goa
l 
commitment/institutional
 attachment. A minimum s
core of 1 
With a maximum score of 
9 was possible on all sub
scales 
With a higher score refle
cting better adjustment. 
The 
mean scores of the sampl
e in this study were com
pared to 
the normative sample repor
ted by Baker and Siryk (1
986). 
Table 5 outlines the sum
mary of normative means a
nd sample 
means, and standard devi
ations obtained for the r
esearch 
sample on the SACQ. Bec
ause normative data were 
Calculated on the sum of
 item responses rather th
an on 
average scores used in th




Normative and Sample M
eans for the student Ad
aptation to 
£.0 llege Questionnaire S
ubscales 




(Possible Range of Scor






6.01 - 7.10 
6.01 - 7.01 
6.10 - 6.33 
Institutional Attachme










Were divided by the nu
mber of items of each s
cale in order 
to make the data from 
this sample and the nor
mative sample 
comparable. Baker and
 Siryk (1986) provided 
normative 
data from ten samples 
of first semester fresh
men from 
Private colleges. The
refore a normative rang
e was used 
With the lowest and hi
ghest sample means to c
ompare the 
data in this study wit
h the normative sample
. 
The academic adjustmen
t subscale assessed att
itude, 
motivation, satisfactio
n and success of effor
ts towards 
academic requirements. 
A score range from 2.0 
to 8.60 was 
obtained with mean of 
6.01 (SD=l.l). The mea
n score 
indicated that student
s were within an averag
e range of 
academic adjustment an
d compared favorably w
ith the 
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normative sample of freshman students. The social 
adjustment subscale tapped the involvement, satisfaction 
and the success of social relationships on campus as well 
as the adaptation with social relocation from home. 
Thetotal sample had a range of scores from 2.6 to 8.8 with 
a mean of 6.31 (SD=l.23). These scores indicated that on 
the average, the sample population adapted socially to the 
college experience and compared favorably to the normative 
sample. Personal-emotional adjustment reflected both the 
psychological and physical adjustment to the demands of 
college living. The range of scores for this subscale was 
a minimum score of 1.9 and a maximum of 9.0 with a mean of 
6.04 (SD=l.32). The mean score for the personal-emotional 
adjustment subscale indicated above average affective and 
physical adjustment to college living. Goal commitment/ 
institutional attachment measured attitude and 
satisfaction in college in general and in the specific 
institution of enrollment. For this subscale, the total 
sample had a range of scores from 2.2 to 9.0 with a mean 
of 7.01 (SD=l.3). The scores measuring college commitment 
and attachment reflected a positive level of satisfaction 
with being in college in general and in the specific 
choice of college, the research sample compared favorably 
to the normative sample. 
Perceived social support from friends assessed the 
extent to which an individual perceived that his/her needs 
were being met by friends. As a measure of adjustment, 
the range of scores obtained on the PSS-FR was 3 to 20 
with a mean score of 15.57 and a standard deviation of 
4.10. The results of these scores indicated that the 
10 3 
freshmen students in this sample perceived that their need 
for support, information and feedback was provided by 
friends at college thereby reflecting adjustment. 
Normative data were not available for comparison. 
Criterion Variables by School 
In comparing schools on criterion variables, no 
statistical significance was found. The data for first 
semester freshmen at both the University of Maryland and 
Mount Saint Mary's College indicated comparable levels of 
adjustment on all five components of adjustment. 
Relationship of Temperament to Attachment 
The purpose of the following analyses was to 
determine the relationship between temperament and the 
perceived quality of the early attachment relationship. 
Temperament was defined as the behavioral style of an 
individual measured by ten attributes: activity level-
general, activity level-sleep, approach/withdrawal, 
flexibility/rigidity, mood, rhythmicity-sleeping, 
rhythmicity-eating, rhythrnicity-daily habits, 
distractibility, and persistence. The construct 
attachment was defined by two dimensions, care and 
overprotection which are influential factors contributing 
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to the early atta
chment relationsh
ip. Care was def
ined as 
affect· ion, emotional w
armth, empathy and
 closeness while 
overprotection w
as defined as con
trol, overprotecti
on, 








ately for each of






for each of the t





in a step-wise fa
shion 












ill predict care. 
The first regress
ion for attachmen
t was conducted fo
r 
the dimension care.
 A positive dire
ction for the 
cr·t · 1 erion variable w
as indicative of 







 significant in 
Predicting care 
(F=21.48, df=J,25
7, 2=<.001) (See 
Table 
6
). These three v
ariables together
 accounted for 20%
 of 
the variance in car
e. A positive mo
od accounted for 
13% 
of the variance i




ccounted for an a
dditional four pe
rcent 




Summary of Step-Wise Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting 
Attachment by Temperament Dimensions 
Attachment Step Temperament Mult. R. RSq. F(Eqn) RSq. F(Change) Corr. 
Dimension Change 
Care 1 Mood .36 . 13 39.49 .13 39.49*** .36*** 
2 Distractibility .42 .17 27.12 .04 12.30*** .19*** 
3 Rhythmicity- .45 .20 21. 48 .03 8.59** .25** 
Eating 
Over- 1 Mood .25 .06 16.55 .06 16.55*** -.25*** 
protection 2 Flexibility .31 .10 13.93 .04 10.69* -.24* 
3 Rhythmicity- .36 .13 13.02 .03 10.23** -.19** 
Eating 
4 Persistence .38 .15 11.02 .01 4.47** -.15** 





Table 6 (cont.) 
Note. 1 The temperament dim









ly predict with any
 of the 
subscales on the PB
I. 
2 Correlation between




accounted for an ad
ditional three per 
cent of the varianc






 not predict at a s
tatistically 
significant level 
(See Appendix D, Ta








ch, positive mood, 
low 
distractibility and




n of attachment was
 
overprotection. As
 stated earlier, a 
separate hypothesis
 
Was formulated for 
overprotection. A 
negative direction 
for the criterion v
ariable was indicat
ive of low 
overprotection. P















01) (See Table 
6
)- These four variab
les together accounted
 for 15% of 
the variance in low o
verprotection. A pos
itive mood 
accounted for six per




ing for an 
additional four perce




d an additional 
three percent varianc
e (F=l0.23, df=4,256, 
p<.01) and 
Persistence added one





approach and low dist
ractibility did not pr
edict 
statistically for low
 overprotection as hyp
othesized. 
Relationship of Tempe
rament to Adjustment 
As outlined in Chapte
r Three, temperament w
as 
hypothesized to be in
fluential in predictin
g adjustment in 
College. The purpose
 of these analyses was
 to determine 




Temperament, as the ch
aracteristic 
style of an individua












ty, and persistence. 
The construct 
adjustment was define






















for each of the fi





 a step-wise manne
r 
(See Table 7 for a











































 (See Table 7). 
Together, these fi
ve variables accou
nted for 21% of the
 
Variance in academ




ty accounted for 1




5, ~<.001) • 
Table 7 
Summary of step-Wise Regression Predicting 
Adjustment by Temperament Dimensions 
-
Adjustment Step Temperament Mult. R RSq. F(Eqn) RSq. F(Change) Corr. 
Dimension Change 
Academic 1 Distract. .38 .14 42.91 .14 42.91*** .38*** 
2 Flexibility .41 .17 25.58 .02 7.22** .19** 
3 Activity .43 .18 19.40 .02 6.04* -.25* 
Level-General 
4 Rhyth. Daily .45 .20 16.22 .02 5.66* .16* 
Habits 
5 Persistence .46 .21 13.92 .01 3.94 .29** 
Social 1 Approach .45 .20 65.83 .20 65.83*** .45*** 
2 Mood .53 .28 50. 41 .08 28.10*** .44*** 
3 Flexibility .57 .33 41.59 .05 17.49*** .36*** 




Table 7 (cont.) 
Adjustment Step Temperament Mult. R RSg. F(Eqn) RSg. F(Change) Corr. 
Dimension Change 
Personal/ 1 Flexibility .35 .12 36.38 .12 36.38*** .35*** 
Emotional 2 Rhyth.-Eating .45 .20 32.07 .08 24.47*** .28*** 
3 Activity .47 .22 24.66 .02 8.07** -.24** 
Level-Sleep 
4 Distract. .49 .24 19 . 81 .01 4.31* .22* 
Goal 1 Mood .41 . 17 52.32 .17 52.32*** .41*** 
Attainment 2 Flexibility .49 .24 41. 63 .08 25.90*** .35*** 
3 Persistence .52 .27 31.09 .02 7.82** .16** 
4 Approach .53 .27 24.60 .01 4.02* .34* 
Perceived 1 Mood .44 .20 63.73 .20 63.73*** .44*** 
Social 2 Approach .48 .23 38.22 .03 10.39** .34** 
Support 3 Rhyth.-Eating .49 .24 27.32 .01 4.49* .20* 





Table 7 (cont.) 
Note. l The temperament dimension
 of Rhythmicity - Sleep 
did not significantly pr
edict with any of the 
attachment subscales on 
the SACQ. See Appendix E 
for correlations among ad
justment factors. 
Flexibility added an add
itional two percent of th
e 
variance (F=7.22, df=5,2
55, Q<.01) with persisten
ce 
accounting for only one 
percent of the additiona
l variance 
(F=3.94, df=5,255, Q<.05)





habits each added an add
itional two percent of th
e 
variance to academic adj
ustment (F=6.03, df=5,255
, Q<.05; 




eneral and academic adjus
tment is 
a negative one, such tha
t the higher the level of
 
activity, the lower the 
adjustment to academic de
mands. 
The temperament dimensio





ute to academic adJustmen
t as 
hypothesized. Therefore
, low distractibility, a 
more 
flexible behavioral styl
e, a moderate activity le
vel, 
Persistence and regulari
ty of daily habits were a
ssociated 




Hypothesis 4: The temperament dime
nsions of 
activity level-general, low distrac
tibility, 
flexibility, and positive mood will 
have a 
positive relationship to social adju
stment. 
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Social adjustment was conceptualized
 as the extent, 
involvement, success and satisfactio
n with social 
activities and social relationships
 in college. It also 
includes the adjustment to social re
location from home and 
family. As expected, flexibility an
d positive mood were 
statistically significant in predictin
g social adjustment. 
Although not hypothesized, the temp
erament dimensions of 
approach and persistence were also 
statistically 
significant in predicting social ad
justment for college 
freshmen. Collectively, approach, m
ood, flexibility, and 
Persistence accounted for 35% of the
 variance in social 
adjustment (F=33.92, df=4,256, ~<.00
1) (See Table 7). 
Approach accounted for 20% of the v
ariance (F=65.83, 
df=4,256, n<.001) while mood added 
an additional eight 
Percent of the variance (F=28.10, d
f=4,256, n<.001). 
Flexibility accounted for an additio
nal five percent 
(F~l7.49, df=4,256, n<.001) and pers
istence added two 
Percent (F=7.69, df=4,256, n<.01). 
High activity level-
general and low distractibility did
 not contribute in 
Predicting social adjustment in col
lege as anticipated. 
Therefore, the data indicated that 
freshmen who were 
approach oriented, positive in mood
, flexible in behavior 
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style, and persistent s





of college life. 
Hypothesis 5: Temper





and persistence will h





justment as a componen
t of 
adjustment in college
 measured both the psy
chological and 
Physiological reactio
ns to the college exp
erience. As 
such, it tapped the d
egree to which the stu
dent might 
experience stress alo
ng with somatic compl
aints. The 
temperament dimension
s of low distractibili
ty and 
flexibility were sign












ent to college life. 
These 
dimensions together a
ccounted for 22% of th




(See Table 7). Flexi
bility (F=36.38, df=4,
256, £<.001) 
Was responsible for 1












added two percent o





Q<.05) added only o
ne percent. Althou
gh both mood and 
Persistence were ex




ge freshmen, those 
variables did not p
rove to be statistic
ally significant. 
Flexibility, rhythm
icity in eating hab
its, low level of 
motor activity duri
ng sleep and low di
stractibility 
appeared to be more
 influential in det
ermining 
Personal-emotional 
adjustment to the p
hysiological and 
Psychological dema
nds of living at co
llege during the 
freshman year. 







 persistence will h
ave a 
positive relationsh







he relationship or 
bond between the 
student and the colle












nt was accounted fo
r 
by mood, flexibilit
y, persistence and 
approach (F=24.60, 
4,256, Q<.001) (See
 Table 7). A posit
ive mood accounted 
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for 17% of the varian
ce (F=52.32, df=4,256,
 Q<.001) with 
flexibility adding an
 additional eight perc
ent (F=25.90, 
df=4,256, Q< .001). P
ersistence (F=7.82, df
=4,256, Q<.01) 
added two percent whi
le approach (F=4.02, d
f=4,256, Q<.05) 
accounted for an addi
tional one percent of 
the variance in 
goal commitment. The
 expectation that a hi
gh activity 
level in general woul
d be predictive in det
ermining goal 
co . mmitment was not supp
orted. This may be pa
rtially 
explained by the high
 correlation of activi
ty level -
general with low dist
ractibility and persis
tence. In fact 
the unique contribution
 of activity level - g
eneral is 
reduced with the addi
tion of low distractib
ility and 
Persistence to the eq
uation (See Appendix D
, Table D-1 for 
correlations of predi
ctor and criterion var
iables). In 
Predicting a sense of
 belonging, commitmen
t or attachment 
to college as a whole
, a behavioral style t
hat included a 
Positive mood, flexib
ility in adaptation, p
ersistence and 
a tendency to approac




ament clusters of acti
vity 
level-general, flexib
ility, positive mood, 
low 
distractibility, appro
ach, and persistence w
ill 





For the purposes 
of this study, per
ceived social 
support was conce





 was defined as th
e 
extent to which a
n individual perc
eives that his or 
her 
needs for support












g, although not h
ypothesized, was 
significant. Moo
d, approach and rh
ythmicity-eating 
together accounte







(See Table 7). M
ood alone accounte






 three percent (F
=l0.39, df=J,257, 
Q<.01) 
















d in predicting 
Perceived social 
support from frien
ds. However, a 
Positive mood and

















e in the process o
f 
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exploring a novel si
tuation and as such 
more likely to 
make the adjustment 
to that particular en
vironment. The 
Purpose of the follow
ing analyses was to d
etermine the 




ent measured an indiv
idual's 




ed by two dimensions
, care and 
overprotection. Adj
ustment to college wa
s conceptualized 
by five components. 
The five components o
f adjustment to 
College were academi





onal attachment, and 
perceived social 
support from friends






g perceived social su
pport. Separate 
multiple regressions
 were also conducted 
for adjustment 
a nd perceived social
 support with the two
 components of 
attachment (care and
 overprotection) ente
red in a step-
Wise manner (See Tab
le 8 for a Summary of
 Multiple 
Regressions). 
Hypothesis 8: High 
care and low overpro
tection 
will relate positive






ess toward academic g
oals and 
Performance in colle




e effort put forth





.001) (See Table 8)
, 
accounting for nin





ion did not reach 
a 
statistically signif
icant level. The 
perception of a 
caring relationshi
p in early childho
od between parent 
and 
Child was related 





h care and low ov
erprotection 
Will relate positi





s uccess of social a
ctivities and socia
l relationships at 
College as well as
 the adaptation to
 the relocation fro
m 












t. care accounted 













ed both the 
Physical and psych
ological adjustmen
t to the stressors 
Table 8 
Summary of Step-Wise Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting 































.09 Care .30 
Care .34 .12 























Note. Overprotection did not significantly predict with academic, social, goal 













ed in college. Bot










counted for 14% of 
the variance while 
overprotection (F=
8.36, df=2,258, ~<.0
1 accounted for onl
y 
an additional three
 percent of the var
iance in personal-
emotional adjustmen
t to college (See T
able 8). The 
Perception of being
 cared for but not 
overprotected in 
early childhood, w
as related to adjust
ment. Of the two, 
care accounted for 
a far greater propo
rtion of the 
Variation. 
Hypothesis 11: Hig
h care and low over
protection 
will relate positiv













ect of adjustment (
(F=25.12, df=l,259, 
Q<.001) (See Table 
8), accounting for 



















ared that high leve
ls of care were 
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strongly associated with re
porting a sense of satisf
action 
with and adjustment to th
e demands of college. A
djustment 
to the social atmosphere
 of college, and adjustme
nt to the 
academic requirement of 
a college curriculum were
 
attributed to the level 
of care a student perceiv
ed in the 
early parent-child relati
onship. This trend was 
also 
evident in reporting a se
nse of commitment to the 
decision 
to pursue a college care




ons of a 
caring parent who was no
t overprotective during c
hildhood 
development was associate
d with reporting personal
 and 
emotional adjustment to 
the novel experiences of 
college 
life. 
Hypothesis 12: High care
 and low overprotection 
will relate positively to
 perceived social 
support. 
Perceived social support 
from friends as a measure
 of 
adjustment to college wa
s significantly predicted
 by care 
(F=34.07, df=l,259, p<.00
1) (See Table 8). Care a
ccounted 
for 12% of the variance 
in perceived social suppo
rt from 
friends. Thus, the perce
ption of a caring parent 
who was 
supportive in early child
hood was related to the p
erceived 
support first semester fr
eshmen students perceived
 they 
received from friends in
 a time of need. 
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Post Hoc Analyses 
While not the main focus of the
 study, it was 
interesting to investigate the 
influence of temperament on 
academic achievement in early a
dulthood. Specifically, 
the relationship of temperamen
t with high school GPA, SAT 
scores and first semester colle
ge GPA were statistically 
analyzed. As presented in Cha
pter II and III, it is 
difficult to predict the influe
nce of temperament on 
academic achievement of college
 students since the focus 
of the literature on this varia
ble has been on young 
children and not young adults. 
In examining the characteristic
s of the total sample, 
it was noted that differences e
xisted between gender and 
School on several demographic a
nd predictor variables. 
Because of these differences, a
dditional statistical 
analyses were conducted to dete
rmine their impact on 
Predicting adjustment for young
 adults in college. 
Within this section, post hoc a
nalyses will be 
organized as follows: 
(a) the relationship of temperam
ent 
and academic achievement (high 
school GPA, SAT scores, 
first semester GPA), (b) differ
ences by school and gender, 
and (c) summary. 
Relationship of Temperament and
 Academic Achievement 
The purpose of the following an
alyses was to 
determine the relationship betw
een temperament and 
academic achievement in this sa
mple of young adults. As 
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stated earlier, the investigation of 
the influence of 
temperament on academic achievement
 was strictly 
exploratory since past literature h
as focused on the 
relationship of temperament and acad
emic achievement of 
Young children. Temperament was de
fined as the behavioral 
stYle of an individual as measured by 
ten attributes: 






daily habits, distractibility, and p
ersistence. The 
dimensions of academic achievement 
for the present study 
were high school GPA, SAT scores, an
d first semester GPA 
in college. High school GPAs were o
nly available for the 
freshman students at the University 
of Maryland. Mount 
Saint Mary's college did not use hig
h school GPA as 
criterion for freshman admission. S
eparate multiple 
regressions were conducted for the t
hree measures of 
academic achievement with the ten v
ariables of temperament 
entered in a step-wise fashion (See 
Table 9 for Summary of 
Step-wise Multiple Regressions). 
H_igh School GPA 
The first regression for achievemen
t was conducted for 
high school GPA for University of M
aryland freshmen. 
Flexibility/rigidity, mood, and per
sistence were 
statistically significant in predictin
g high school GPA 
(F=S.40, df=l,ll 4 ~<.01) (See Table 
9). These three 
Table 9 
Summary of Step-Wise Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting 
High School GPA and First Semester GPA by Temperament Dimensions 
Measure Step Temperament Mult. R RSq. F(Eqn) RSq. F(Change) Corr . 
Dimension Change 
HSGPA 1 Flexibility .19 .04 4.29 .04 4.29* .19* 
2 Mood .29 .09 5.43 .05 6.37* -.18* 
3 Persistence .35 .13 5.40 .04 4.94* .18* 
First 1 Distractibility .18 .03 8.85 .03 8.85** .18* 
Semester 2 Rhythrnicity- .23 .05 7.00 .02 5.00* .13** 
GPA Sleep 
3 Activity Level- .26 .07 6.01 .01 3.89* .06* 
Sleep 
* 2 < .05 
** 2 < .01 









ions of Approach and 




PA and SAT was .58*** 
Correlation between fir





ounted for 12% of the v
ariance in 
high school grade poin
t averages. Flexibilit
y/rigidity 
accounted for 4% of th
e variance (F=4.30, df=
l,114, 
~<.OS). A positive moo
d accounted for 5% of t
he variance 
in high school GPA (F=
5.43, df=2,113, Q<.05).
 Persistence 
accounted for an addit
ional 4% (F=5.04, df=J,
122, Q<.05). 
A behavioral style tha
t is receptive and acco
mmodating to 
change as well as pers
istent in completion of
 tasks 
appeared to be most pr




The second dimension o
f achievement was Scho
lastic 
Aptitude Test scores. 
Data from the multiple 
regression 
analysis indicated tha
t temperament did not p
redict 





ic of achievement was 
first 
semester grade point a
verage in college. A 
separate 
multiple regression wa
s conducted for college
 GPA, 
entering the ten tempe









ster GPA (F=6.0l, df=J,2
57, 
Q<.OS) (See Table 9). 
These three variables t
ogether 
accounted for 7% of th
e variance in academic
 performance 
during the first seme
ster of the freshmen ye
ar. Low 
distractibility was re
sponsible for 3% of the
 variance in 
GPA. Rhythmicity-sleep accou
nted for an additional 
2% and 
activity level-sleep a
dded 2% variance. It 
is not 
surprising the one's a
bility to remain focuse
d on academic 
tasks would be reflect
ed in academic achievem
ent level. 
Nor is it surprising t
hat the rhythmicity of
 sleep 
Patterns would be infl
uential in academic ac
hievement. 
However, it is unclear




ring sleep would be po
sitive in predicting ac
ademic 
Performance during the
 first semester of col
lege• 
Differences by Gender 
and School 
As noted earlier, ther
e was a significant 
disproportion between 
the number of males and
 females 
represented in the stu
dent population in this
 study. 
Significant difference





















Were found on dem
ographic variables










nt and perceived 
social 
support) (See Ap
pendix A, Table A
-4 for gender 
differences) . F
or the variable a










male were lower 
(2.40) on first s
emester grade poi
nt 

























ported a greater 
level of adjustme
nt to 
the Physical and ps
ychological deman
ds of college tha
n 
females. 
As presented in t







ools on the follow
ing demographic 
Variables: numb




living in the area; 
distance from home an





nd between schools o
n several 
Predictor variables 
(See Appendix A, Tabl
e A-5 for school 
differences). Mount
 Saint Mary's College
 students were 
significantly higher
 on the care dimensio
n of attachment, 
Perceiving their par
ents to be more affec
tionate, empathic 
and caring than that
 reported by Univers
ity of Maryland 
students. Mount Saint
 Mary's College stude
nts reported 
more rhythmicity in 
their daily routines 
or habits than 
Maryland students. 









unt Saint Mary's Coll
ege students. 
There was no statist
ical difference betw
een schools on the 
criterion variable a
djustment, such that 
both schools 
compared favorably i
n relation to the rep
orted norms and 
in relation to each 
other on measures of 
adjustment to the 
demands of college l
ife. 
M..ultiple Regression 









les, the data were re
analyzed to 
include gender and s
chool as predictor v
ariables to 
determine their poss
ible impact on the hy
potheses set 
forth earlier. All 




 were redone in a ste
p-wise manner 
with gender and scho
ol included in the pr
edictor 
variables. Tables 10
, 11, and 12 present 
a summary of the 
multiple regression 
analyses with gender 
and school added 
as predictor variabl
es. 
In examining the rela
tionship between tem
perament and 
the perceived quality 
of the early attachme
nt 
relationship, school
 emerged as a predic
tor for the 
attachment component
 care. Although the 
addition of 
School increased the
 amount of variance i
n the multiple 
regression, school h
did not override the 
effect on the 
original temperament




The emergence of 
school in the equati
on reflected that stu
dents from Mount 
Saint Mary's College
 perceived the qualit
y of the early 
Parent-child relation
ship to be significan
tly more caring 
than the students at
 the University of M
aryland. Sending 
a Child/student to a
 small private schoo
l is a selection 
factor. Gender and 




In exploring the imp
act of gender and sch
ool on the 
relationship between
 temperament and adju
stment in 
College, school and
 gender emerged as p
redictor variables 
on two of the five c
omponents of adjustm
ent to college. 
School added to the 
predictability of so
cial adjustment in 
College. The temper






summary of Step-Wise Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting 
Attachment by Temperament Dimensions Gender and School 
Attachment Step Temperament Mult. R. RSq. F(Eqn) RSq. F(Change) Corr. 
Dimension Change 
care 1 Mood .36 .13 39.49 .13 39.49*** .36*** 
2 Distractibility .42 .17 27.12 .04 12.30*** .19*** 
3 School .45 .20 21. 79 .03 9.37** -.13** 
4 Rhythmicity- .48 .23 18.79 .02 8.01** .25** 
Eating 
Over- 1 Mood .25 .06 16.55 .06 16.55*** -.25*** 
protection 2 Flexibility .31 .10 13.93 .04 10.69* -.24* 
3 Rhythmicity- .36 .13 13.02 .03 10.23** -.22** 
Eating 
4 Persistence .38 .15 11.02 .01 4.47** -.15** 





Table 10 (cont .
) 









Habits did not s
ignificantly pre
dict with any o
f 
the subscales on
 the PBI. 
2 Correlation betw









o percent of the
 variance 
in social adjust




erent in a small
 private college
 like Mount 
Saint Mary's Co





 temperament is 
approach 
oriented, flexib
le in nature and
 positive in moo
d. 
Gender emerged a









ly adding three 
percent of 










n to the regress
ion 
equation. Mood 












ic in eating pat
terns, one with 
a low 
level of activit
y during sleep, 
focused and a po
sitive 
Table 11 
Summary of Step-Wise Regression Predicting 
Adjustment by Temperament Dimensions, SchooLand Gender 
Adjustment Step Temperament Mult. R RSq. F (Eqn) RSq. F(Change) Corr. 
Dimension Change 
Academic 1 Distract. .38 .14 42.91 .14 42.91*** .38*** 
2 Flexibility .41 .17 25.58 .02 7.22** .19** 
3 Activity .43 .18 19.40 .02 6.04* -.25* 
Level-General 
4 Rhyth. Daily .45 .20 16.22 .02 5.66* .16* 
Habits 
5 Persistence .46 .21 13.92 .01 3.94 .29** 
Social 1 Approach .45 .20 65.83 .20 65.83** .45*** 
2 Mood .53 .28 50.41 .08 28.10*** .44*** 
3 Flexibility .57 .33 41.59 .05 17.49*** .36*** 




Table 11 (cont.) 
Adjustment Step Temperament Mult. R RSq. 
Dimension 
5 School .60 .36 
Personal/ 1 Flexibility .35 .12 
Emotional 2 Rhyth.-Eating .45 .20 
3 Gender .47 .22 
4 Activity .50 . 25 
Level-Sleep 
5 Distract. .52 .27 
6 Mood .53 .28 
Goal 1 Mood .41 . 17 
Attainment 2 Flexibility .49 .24 
3 Persistence .52 .27 


























































4 Rhyth.-Eating .53 
RSq. F(Eqn) RSq. 
Change 
.20 63.73 .20 
.24 40.38 .03 
.27 31. 35 .03 















Summary of Step-Wise Multiple Regression Analyses Predicting 
Adjustment by Attachment, Gender and School 
Adjustment Step Attachment Mult. R RSq. F (Eqn) RSq. F(Change) Corr. 
Change 
Academic 1 Care .30 .09 25.80 .09 25.80*** .30*** 
Social 1 Care .32 .10 29.22 .10 29.22*** .32*** 
Personal/ 1 care .38 .14 42.55 .14 42.55*** .37*** 
Emotional 2 Overprotection .41 . 17 26.06 .03 8.36*** -.35*** 
3 Gender .43 .18 19.30 .02 4.97* .13* 
Goal Attainment 1 Care .30 .09 25.12 .09 25.12*** .30*** 
2 Gender .33 .11 16.30 .02 6.90** .15** 
Perceived 1 care .34 .12 34.08 .12 34.08*** .34** 
Social support 2 Gender .42 .18 28.18 .06 19.80*** .25*** 






 of personal emotion
al adjustment. 
Interestingly, male
s with that behavior
al profile 
Perceived themselve




 of college life. 
For the adjustment 
component, perceived
 social support and 
gender accounted fo
r an additional thre
e percent of the 
variance. Even wit
h gender as a predic
tor variable, 
temperament dimensi
ons of positive mood
, approach, and 
rhythmicity-eating 
remained significant
 in predicting 
Perceived social su
pport by friends, a 
component of 
adjustment to colleg
e life. What the da
ta analyses 
indicates is that f
emales with the temp
erament attributes 




g habits perceive g
reater social 
support from peers. 
In examining the im




 (care and low 
overprotection) and
 adjustment, only ge
nder emerged as an 
additional predicto
r variable for adjus
tment to college. 
Gender added slight






 perceived social 
support. The attach
ment component care
 continued to be 
the most predictive
 factor of adjustmen
t to the demands o f 
College life. Gend
er accounted for an 
additional 2% o f 
the variance in per
sonal-emotional adju
stment. For males , 
the perception of a 
warm and caring yet 










f leaving home and 
living away at 
college. Satisfact
ion and commitment 









for an additional o
ne percent of the v
ariance, did not 
override the predi
ctability of attachm
ent (care) Females 
Who perceived the e
arly parent-child re
lationship to be 
warm and caring we
re more committed an
d attached to 
college life. Fem
ale gender was more 
significant in 
tapping the degree 
of social support s
tudents perceived to
 
be Provided by frie
nds. Gender accoun
ted for an 
additional 6% of th
e variance in predi
cting perceived 
social support but 
again did not overr







between school and 
gender and those di
fferences found did
 
not modify the orig
inal hypotheses set
 forth in Chapter 
Irr nor did the differences 
significantly affec
t the 
findings of the ori
ginal data analyses
 (See Appendix D, 
Table D-2 and Table
 D-3 for correlation




To summarize, this 
study was conducted
 to investigate 








lly, the three 
research quest




ament and the 
perceived qual









ge, and (3) 
What is the re
lationship betw
een the perceiv




nt to college. 
In general the






























































































 the research 
Predominantly





es that the na































































ons on the re







t role in adju
stment 
throughout th
e l ife span, l
ittle research




es the impact on
 adult developme
nt. The 
Purpose of t his
















e first few week
s of living in a
 college 
dormitory is a 
natural transitio
n phase for youn
g adults 
a nd
 one that can be 
conceptualized a
s analogous to t
he 
demands the you
ng child must fa
ce in adjusting 
to a new 
school situation
. It is for thi
s reason that ad
justment 





d in this study.















st the theory th
at the perceptio
ns of the 


















 adults, a 
number of signf
icant relationsh
ips were found. 
The 
results of this 















of Temperament to 
Attachment 








in determining the 



















ns from a parent 
would 
be more likely to
 perceive the earl
y parent-child 
relationship as o
ne that was warm, 
nurturing and cari
ng 









 will be more like
ly to perceive 
relationships in a 
formable light. R
esults of the 
analysis found th





e was significant 
in 
Predicting one's 
perception of the 
quality of the pa
rent-
Child relationshi




ts a positive mood
 and is attentive 
during parent-chi
ld interaction wi
ll elicit and expe
rience 
Positive feedback
 from a parent. 
This positive and 
caring interactio
n between parent 










in turn is 
Perceived by th





city of eating h
as not been 
addressed spec





 make sense tha
t rhythmicity 
of eating would
 be a significa
nt factor in at
tachment. 
Infants who are









d the child's f
eeding 
Schedule . A p
redictable sche
dule allows the




























tton & Eyberg, 
198 2) where it wa














 the child 
thus affecting th












on from the pa
rent and 
thereby reinforce




the child. It is logical
































































t or child an





























































the parent. There 
is a level of trust
 and a sense of 
safety by the paren
t that allows the c
hild to experience 
new challenges. T
he inverse is also 
true in that the 
Child feels secure 
to explore new situ
ations knowing the 
Parent will be ava
ilable if necessary.
 An early childhoo
d 
example would be al
lowing the child to
 ride a bicycle for
 
the first time. G
iven that the paren
t knows the child m
ay 
fall several times,
 possibly getting h
urt, the parent is 
not intrusive in al
lowing the child to
 have the new 
experience. Likew
ise for young adults
, the college 
experience away fro
m home encourages t
he older child to 
experience a new en
vironment and chal
lenging situations. 
The results of this
 analysis clearly i
ndicate that 
temperament does pl
ay an important rol
e in how young 
adults perceived th
e quality of early 
parent-child 
relationship and st
ands in support of th
e theory that 
temperament mediate
s the social intera
ction process that 
Underlies the devel
opment and maintena
nce of the 
attachment bond bet
ween the infant and
 caretaker 
(Crockenberg, 1986;
 Rothbart & Derryberr
y, 1981). 
T....he Relationship o









to college. For th











mands of college life 
and goal 
commitment to college
. Perceived social su
pport from 
friends was judged as
 a component of social
 and emotional 
adjustment to college
. The findings of thi
s study do in 
fact support the liter
ature that sees tempe





ning. The following s
ection will 
discuss each of the f
ive components of adju










on with social 
activities and social
 relationships in coll
ege, it was 
hypothesized that tem
perament would be a si
gnificant 
Predictor. The resul
ts of the data analyse
s did indeed 
t· 
ind that the temperam
ent dimensions of posi
tive mood and 
approach orientation 
were correlated to soc
ial adjustment. 
Flexibility and persi
stence were also found
 to be 
Predictive of social 
adjustment. Looking a
t this cluster 
of temperament dimens
ions it appears logica
l that a young 
adult Who responds to
 the demands and frequ
ent changes in 
th
e social environment 
with flexibility and a
 positive 
mood, is one who woul
d easily adjust to the
 environment as 
~ell as one who would
 be sought after and a
ccepted by 
one•s peers. A behav




ence is also more lik
ely to make 
146 
the adjustment to the social re
location from home. This 
Young adult would be one who 
moves towards new social 
activities with persistent in
volvement. The results of 
this study support the theory
 set forth by Buss and Plomin 
(l9 as) that temperament sets the tone 
for initial 
interpersonal interactions an
d in turn structures the 
social environment in the way
 the individual presents 
oneself to others and that be
havioral style can determine 
the social configuration of the
 environment. 
Earlier research on social ad
justment of young 
Children by Martin et al. (19
83) found that teachers 
ranked first grade students h
igher in terms of social 
adjustment with peers and adu
lts when they were perceived 
by the teachers to be persist
ent and approach oriented. 
Self-ratings of temperament b
y adolescents (Hooker, 
Lenerz, East, Lerner, & Lerne
r, 1986) also reported 
approach, flexibility, positi
ve mood and persistence to 
correlate with self-perceived
 competency in the social 
arena. Klein's (1988) explor
ation of the quality of 
interpersonal relationships o
f college freshmen also found 
approach, flexibility, and po
sitive mood to be 
determinants of social adapta
tion to the college 
environment. It is interestin
g that social adjustment as 
measured by the perceptions o
f teachers in the rating of 
Ch' ild temperament parallel the p
erceptions of adolescents 
and Young adults as they rate
 their own temperament. In 
essence, the available eviden
ce from the literature and 
147 
th' 
ls study suggests that te
mperament impacts adapta
tion 
from infancy through coll
ege and that a behaviora
l 
Profile of positive mood
, flexibility, approach a
nd 
Persistence is conducive 
to the adaptation to the 
social 
demands in a school envir
onment. These findings h
ave 
significant implications 
for educators and mental
 health 
Professionals in planning
 curriculum and in treatm
ent 
Programs. Obviously not 
all individuals will inhe
rit a 
socially accommodating be
havioral profile such as 
the one 
discussed. Therefore, p
rofessionals need to help
 
structure and modify the en
vironment to enhance soci
al 
adjustment for the colleg
e student who encounters 
difficulty adjusting to t
he social demands of coll
ege. 
Although school did emerg
e in the post hoc analyse
s 
as a predictor of social 
adjustment, it was slight
 and did 
not alter the correlation
s of temperament dimensio
ns to 
so . 
cia1 adjustment. The res
ults of this study suppor
t the 
Premise that there exists
 a relationship between 
temperament and psychoso
cial functioning that span
s from 




Faced with major changes 
during the first semester
 of 
the freshman year, the adju
stment to the physical an
d 
Psychological demands of 
college living are an ess
ential 
component to college ada
ptation. rt was hypothes
ized that 
Personal-emotional adjust






l style was to 
approach new situa
tions and to respon











The results of the







nd low level of activ
ity during sleep w
ere significant 
temperament attri"b
utes d" t· 
t· l d h · l
 
pre icing emo iona
 an p ysica 
adjustment to coll
ege living for fres
hmen away from hom
e 
for the first time
. Emergence of the
se temperaments 
appears logical gi
ven that first sem
ester students take
 on 
the resp · b · · 
· · th . d .
 d . l 
onsi ility of orga
nizing eir aca em
ic an socia 
Schedules as well 
as the responsibil
ity of scheduling t
ime 
to Provide for the




nd diet). A student 
who is flexible to
 changes in 
Schedules and can 
maintain attention
 during change is l
ess 
likely to experien
ce stress during th
e early transition 
Period of first se
mester. Additiona
















rt the findings of 
th · 
is study. Researc
h on temperament a
s a moderator of 
st
ress found that hi
gh distractibility






difficult. . h 
· 1 . . 
ies in young c i dren (W
ertlieb, Weigel, Spring, 




 and low distractibility 
were 
found to be negatively c
orrelated with depression
 (Windle, 
Hooker, Lenerz, East, Le
rner, & Lerner, 1986). K
lein 
(
1988 ) in her work on temperamen
t and adaptation to chang
e 
found rigidity, negative 
mood and high distractib
ility 
associated with expressed
 feelings of depression, 
anxiety, 
a nd
 hostility by college fres
hmen in their new 
environment. The results





JUstment are supported by
 the literature on young 
Ch' 
ildren, adolescents and y
oung adults. Further, th
ese 
f. . 




 individuals from stress 
and 
maladjustment. 




· · f 
Justment found that gend
er was predictive o 
Personal-emotional adjust
ment. With the addition 
of 
gender in the regression
 equation, mood also emer
ged as a 
significant temperament v
ariable. The addition of
 mood as 
a dimension adds support 
to the findings outlined 
above. 
For gender, males reporte
d greater physical and 
Psychological adjustment
 to the demands of colleg
e living. 
However, gender added a 
relatively small proporti
on to the 
Variance accounted for p
ersonal-emotional adjustm
ent. The 
literature reviewed on te
mperament and adjustment 
did not 
reflect a sex differe
ntiation. Examination
 of the 





e possibilty of a gen
der bias. For 
example, the items ad
dress weight gain/loss
, anxiety and 
emot· ional expression. Fe
males are more likely 
to disclose 
thei r true feelings in thes
e areas thus reflectin
g 
negat· ive adjustment accord






Of these findings mak
e it difficult to inte
rpret the 
meaning of the statis
tical difference betwe
en gender. 
With the knowledge th
at self-regulation pla
ys a 
Sign'f' i icant role in adjustm
ent, post-secondary 
Profe · ssionals in student per
sonnel can offer new s
tudents 
guidance in how to sc
hedule and manage time
 to reduce the 
impact of the physica
l and psychological de
mands of 








conceptualized as an 
adjustment factor in reg
ard to the 
st
udent's commitment to
 pursue a college care
er and the 
sense 
· d f th · 
of belonging to a com
munity comprise o 
eir 
Peers. It was hypoth
esized that a student 
who was 
approach oriented, fle
xible yet persistent w
ould display 
greater commitment an
d attachment to colleg
e. It was also 
anticipated that low 
distractibility and a 
high activity 
level would be predic
tive. The data analys
es did in fact 
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fi
nd that a behaviora














ity did not prove
 to be significan
t. 
In looking at th
e temperament pr
ofile from a stat
istical 
Perspective, it 
is clear why acti

















oach and mood. 
Therefore, the v

















rament on goal co
mmitment 
for Young childre




























 and the results 




ament plays a ro
le in adjustment 
for 





















nt, as a componen




e's attitude and 
motivation toward
s academic require
ments and goals a
s well 
as satisfaction w








Was rated by the 

























Pos·t· 1 ive mood and appr
oach were also th
ought to be 
Predictive of aca
demic adjustment.











d their academic 
adjustment. Rhyt
hmicity 
of daily habits a
nd low activity l
evel were also fo
und to 
be important fact
ors of academic a
djustment. This 
behavioral profil





· t f 
ion and persisten
ce are basic requ
iremen s or 
acad . emic task comple
tion. In addition t
o attention and 
Persistence, if o
ne is flexible to




ey are more likely
 to accommodate and
 adapt to multiple
 
subject requiremen




hmicity of daily h
abits and activity 
level did appear t
o play an importan
t role in self-
Perceived attitude




tyle that is rhythm
ic 
a
nd not overly active 
in terms of motor f
unctioning is 
more likely to sch
edule time appropr
iately and be 





hat approach and p
ositive mood would 
be significant fac
tors in predicting 
self-rating of 
academic adjustmen
t. It appeared int
uitive that a 
Positive mood and 
approach orientatio
n would be 
ins
trumental in seekin
g academic help wh
en needed. These 
Va ' 
riables were not f
ound to be signific
ant, however, it 
mus
t be noted that both







 with rhythmicity 









y have absorbed the
 variance 
Shared by approach
 and mood. 














. In the literatur
e 
th
e terms academic a
chievement and acad
emic adjustment 
have been used int
erchangeably. The
refore, it was the 
154 
Purpose of this stud
y to take a separate
 look at 
temperament and actu
al academic performa
nce. The intent 
of this analysis wa
s simply exploratory
 and no hypotheses 
Were formulated. H
igh school grade poi
nt averages and 
first semester grade
 point averages were
 used as criterion 
for academic achieve
ment. 
As mentioned in Cha
pter III, high scho
ol grade point 
averages were only a
vailable for the fres
hman sample from 
th
e University of Mar
yland. Analysis of 
the data 
i n
d icated that flexibi
lity, mood and persi






ent. For academic a
chievement for 
first semester colle
ge grade point avera
ge for the total 
sample, low distrac
tibility, rhythmicit
y of sleep and 
act· · l.VJ.ty level of sleep








ry levels, the exis 
ing 
literature on childr
en and adolescents i
s supportive of 
both f · . J.ndings. 
Flexibility or adap
tability as a predic
tor for high 
school achievement m
akes sense in that h
igh school 
students must adapt to




n content areas 
Per day. Further, t
hey must accommodate
 to several 
different teaching s
tyles and personalit
ies. From this 
Perspective, it app




l achievement. As 
155 
With academic adjustm
ent, persistence is re
lated to task 
completion. Positive
 mood may relate in so
me way to 
interest in one's env
ironment including aca
demic subjects. 
One may speculate tha
t a positive mood as o
pposed to 
negativity may enhanc
e accessibility to in
ternal cognitive 
resources. The liter
ature on children and
 adolescents 
support the findings 
of a consistent relati
onship between 
adaptability or flexi
bility and academic a
chievement. 
st
udies by Chess and Th
omas (1977, 1984) foun
d 
adaptability (flexibi
lity) and approach to 
be most 
Prect · · ictive of achievement






also f 0 und to be the best pr
edictor of academic 
achievement for first
, second and third gr
aders (Pullis & 
Cactwe11, 1982), adap
tability was again fou
nd to predict 
reacting, vocabulary a
nd math for second thr
ough fifth 
graders. 
As noted earlier, the
 temperament dimensio
ns that 
emerged for high scho
ol achievement differe
d from the 
Prect· ictor variables for f
irst semester college 
ach' ievement. Low distra
ctibility, rhythmicity
 of sleep 
a nd
 activity level during
 sleep were most pred
ictive for 
fresh man students. The r




een temperament and c
ollege achievement is 




udents does support t
he correlation of low
 
distra t · b · · 
· f ce studi
' es 
cl ility with academ
ic per orrnan • 
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i
nd icate that low distra
ctibility is predictiv
e for 




cher assigned grades a
nd standardized 
ach' ievement tests (Lerne
r, Lerner & Zabski, 19
85; Martin, 
Drew, Gaddis I & Moseley, 1988) 
for elementary-aged 
students. Despite the lack of re





 achievement, the find
ings 
of this study are imp
ortant. The temperame
nt dimension of 
rhyth .. micity of sleep appea
rs to be an essential 
Phy · siological factor for
 performance. The rel
ationship 
between activity durin
g sleep and academic p
erformance is 
not clear. The corre
lation between these t
wo variables 




 sleep. Without furth
er research 
With this age group, the
 meaning of this relat
ionship is 
Purely speculative. 
one possibility is the
 limited amount 
Of ' 
items on the DOTS-R (





Pred' icting actual academi
c performance during t
he first 
semester of college. 
The relationship of te
mperament to perceived
 academic 
act· JUstment and actual acade
mic performance were e
xamined. 




h rhythmicity (daily h
abits) and 
moderate levels of mo
tor activity were foun
d to be the 










rformance in high s
chool was strongly 
related to a behav
ioral style that wa
s flexible, 
Persistent and pos
itive in mood. Aca
demic achievement in
 
College was best pr
edicted by low dist
ractibility, 
rhythmicity of slee
p and activity leve
l during sleep. It
 
is interesting that




 significant for 
actual academic per
formance in high sc
hool and for self-
ratings of academic




e in college was mo
re related to 
attention and regu
lation of sleep both
 of which are 
important physiolog




Pere · ~eived Social su
pport 
The last analysis o




t of adjustment, 
Perceived social su
pport from friends. 






ed social support 
from friends in col
lege. It was hypot
hesized that the 
temperament dimensi







elate to one's perc
eption of support 
from friends during
 this transition pe
riod in college. A
 
freshman who is act
ive, flexible to ch
ange, approaching, 
a n
d Positive in mood is
 more likely to att
ract peers into 
158 
a Positive social 
relationship and th
at relationship is 




Per · sistence as they a





t from friends. 









s in college during
 
the tra 't• 
. . 





ty level in genera
l 
did not 
· · · 1 ·
 · · t 
emerge as predictiv
e variab es, it is
 impor ant to 
note that these th
ree variables were




nsion of approach. 
Interestingly, 
rhythmicity of eat





s in college. Whe
n 
rhythmicity of eat
ing is perceived a
s internal self-
regulation, a mech
anism for meeting o




l support from frie
nds 
is Understandable.
 An individual th
at can provide for 
support for their 
individual needs is
 more likely to 
Pere · eive support from 
others in time of n
eed. 
Female gender emer
ged as a predictor
 variable for 
Pere · eivect social suppo
rt from friends. 
Although there is 
nor esearch to support




port from friends, 
the 
results are not su
rprising. 






















 can be stressf


























f the quality o









 by two 
ct· 
imensions "car




 as one's perce















that th e attachment 




























not 0 nly in ea
rly childhood b
ut also into ad
ulthood. It 




adjustment that both dimensions of attachment (care and 
low overprotection) emerged as significant predictors. 
Remembering that personal/ emotional adjustment involved 
Physical and psychological adjustment to the demands of 
college living, it appears logical that care and low 
overprotection would be significant. A~ individual who 
160 
had the confidence in the accessibility and responsiveness 
of a parent/primary caretaker from early childhood is more 
likely to be emotionally well-adjusted in adolescence and 
adulthood during situations of stress and conflict (Bowlby 
1969, 1982). The literature on attachment and 
psychological well-being supports the hypothesis 
formulated that the quality of parent attachment 
contributes to personal/emotional adjustment in college. 
The studies focusing on late adolescence found securely 
attached individuals to be more ego-re silient (Kobark & 
Sceery, 1988) and satisfied (Armsden & Greenberg, 1987) 
with themselves in college. The results of the 
relationship of attachment to personal/ emotional 
adjustment suggest that care alone, as a component of 
attachment, does not account for physiological and 
emotional adaptation to change. But that low 
overprotection during early childhood development which 
strengthens and facilitates self-confidence, self-
reliance and independence, is an essential component of 
attachment to enhance personal / emotional adjustment. 
Individuals who are confident and self - r eliant are more 
likely to attend to thei
r physical needs when str
essed 
(diet, sleep and exercise
). These individuals are
 also 
more likely to explore th
e environment for resourc
es to 
help with the psychologi
cal adjustment to new dem
ands. 
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In the post hoc analysis 
on attachment and adjustm
ent 









results were not surprisi
ng given that preliminary
 data 
analyses indicated a gen
der difference for female
s on the 
attachment subscale care
 and on the subscales per
ceived 
social support from frien
ds and for males with per
sonal-
emotional adjustment. R
esearch (Kenny, 1987) on 
attachment among first-ye
ar college students found
 similar 
differences. Females in
dicated they were more li
kely to 
seek out help from friend
s than did males. Males,
 on the 
other hand, reported tha
t they were more likely t
o 
Problem-solve on their ow
n. 
Overall, the implications
 for the relationship of 
attachment to adjustment 
are important for parents
, 
teachers and college stud
ent personnel workers. 
Limitations of this Study
 
Problems and limitations 
exist in any domain worth
 
researching. The limitat
ions are inherent in rese
arch and 
influenced by the variab





most salient limitations will be dis




Temperament presents difficulties in
 research in that 
the number and definitions of dimensio
ns of temperament 
d' iffer across research studies. The 
inconsistency of 
operational definitions for temperam
ent attributes limits 
the generalization of temperament as a
 construct. One can 
only generalize the findings to the 
specific temperament 
attributes examined with a specific
 instrument. External 
confounding variables such as enviro
nment, parenting 
stYle, cognitive capability and physi
ological 
characteristics are often difficult 
to control and can 
Cloud the interpretation of the data
. Behavioral 
manifestation of temperament attribu
tes vary across 
developmental stages and therefore m
ake it difficult to 
categorize temperament according to 
the development stage. 
Although the definition of attachme
nt is more unified 
across disciplines, many uncontrolle
d external variables 
limit the generalization of the find
ings. It is not clear 
~hat influence child-rearing styles
, parental attitudes 
a nd/or socioeconomic conditions mig
ht have on the early 
Parent-child relationship. In the 
present study, it is 
not Clear what the relationship is b
etween perceived care 
anct overprotection and actual paren
t-child interaction. 
Temperament may have
 influenced these per





 used in this study c
ould limit 
th
e generalization of 
the results in relatio
n to race. 
The sample population
 was predominantly Ca




With the current sam
ple is that it limits
 generalization 
to 0 ther young adult
s who are not attendi
ng college yet 
face a transition pe
riod of adjustment aw
ay from home, 
Perhaps into the wor
k force, armed servic
es or into a 
ma · 
rita1 partnership. M
any of the adjustment
 components 
defined in this stud




ollege young adult. 
An advantage of the 
sample was its compo
sition of 
freshman student from
 two distinct setting
. One portion 
of the sample was fro
m a large state univ
ersity in a major 
metropolitan area wh
ile the other portion 
was from a small 
Private college in a 
rural setting. Altho
ugh differences 




ere was no difference




re was not completely
 randomized. 
students were voluntee
rs who were externall
y reinforced 
for the' t· . 
. 










ts who did not vo
lunteer. 
On-campus living
 in residence ha
lls was a major c
riterion 




 study. This res
ults in a 
Selection factor




nd ings to first se
mester freshman s












s that rely on th
e ability 
a

















nt is also critic
al 
factor. Student
s were assessed b
etween six and ni
ne weeks 
Of the first sem
ester of college.
 Because of the
 size of 
th
e sample and the






initi t · 
· t · 
a ion and comple
tion of data coll
ection. I is 
difficult to det
ermine the impac
t that time may h
ave had 




In terms of theo
ry development, i







at there 1· s a nee
d f t · · 
h b d 
or con inuing rese
arc ase on the 
assumption that b
oth constructs are


















es the validity an
d the reliability 
of 
th
e impact of tempe
rament. Research 













Add· t · 1 ional research also
 needs to identify
 other unknown 
Variables that mi
ght account for ad
justment in young 
adults. 
While this study 
looked at first se
mester freshman 
students 
· · f t 
away from home fo
r the first time, 
u ure 
research would be
 useful to examine





time (f reshmen - seniors
). As it is import
ant with all 
research endeavor
s, continued effor




 young adults wou
ld best ensure 
9 enera1;zat1.'on of 
th f' ct ' 
..._ e in
 ings. Last, rese
arch might look 
at temperament in
 regard to selecti
on of college 
(geographic locati
on - rural vs. ur
ban and size - sm
all 
Vs. large) and how






This study sought to 




attachment and the in




. The results of the 
analyses 
demonstrated that in 
this sample that there
 is a 




y of the early parent
-child 
relationship as repor
ted by the adult child
. It was also 
found that temperamen
t influences the adjus
tment of first 
semester freshmen stu
dents away from home f
or the first 
time. In addition, the self-














 Eyberg (1982) 
Co ' 
nJecture that the the
ories of attachment an
d temperament 
cannot be isolated bu
t must be viewed in ho
w one theory 
influences the other 
during infancy and ear
ly childhood. 
Attachment theory nee
ds to incorporate the 
construct of 
" goodness of fit" in relation
 to parent-infant 
interactions and its 






as it relates to te
mperamental 
st
Yle needs to be m
ore clearly defined




tment to school fo
r 
Children and adole
scents based on be
havioral style is 
ditt· icult to interpret




s and teacher ratin
gs 
are the primary de
















nt in school are as
 important for 
Young children and
 adolescents as the




The theory of attac
hment was construc
ted on the basis 
of research with i
nfants and young c
hildren. Adolesce
nts 
as a Population of
 study have now bee




t across the 
developmental life
 span, attachment 




eds to consider 
attachment pattern
s in adult social 
relationships, 
Parenting and the 
implication of tho












e critical when 
addressing paren
ting style 
and Ch'l 1 drearing. We kn
ow from the exte
nsive research by
 
Ches sand Thomas (19
84) on children w
ith difficult 
temp erament, the imp
act of counseling









to take place, i






he way the infan
t 
responds to the 
demands of the en
vironment. Cons
ultation 
Ylith Parents on paren
ting style and ch
ildrearing practi
ces 
can 1 on Y be accomplis
hed by helping p
arents understand
 the 
importance of a 
"goodness of fit"










e is essential to
 maximize both at
tachment 















e Child if they 
have an understan
ding of how the c
hild 
interacts with a
nd responds to th
e environment. 
Teaching 
tech • niques used for 





d with low pers





d to teach a ch
ild who is 
ri · 9 1.ct, persistent 
and withdrawn. 


















ss and poor 
match Will prom
ote in frustratio












o meet the colle
ge students tem
peramental 
stYle, nor .1.·s .1.·t 
d h advocate ere. 











ices and living 
accomoctation. 
Individualizatio
n at that level 
could help 
th



















y relate to temp
erament. 
Th· 




Many of the beh
avioral problems






behaviors) are a manifesta




ol psychologist is in 
a unique 
Position not only to 
assess the child's tem
perament style 
but consult with the 
teacher to help under
stand the 
educational implicati









In high school, schoo
l psychologists along 
with guidance 
counselors can help t
he college bound stud
ent to select 
th
e College environment
 that would optimize 
adjustment 
given the individual 
behavioral style. 
Summary 
This research sought 
to clarify the relatio
nship 
between attachment an
d temperament theory 
and its 
influence on adult ad
justment. While the m
ajority of 
research on theory an
d implications for att
achment and 
temperament on adjust
ment have focused on 
young children 
a
nd adolescents, this stu
dy attempted to exami
ne the 
relationship of these
 two constructs on ad
justment of 
Young adults in college
. 





llections of the 




ood, and the relation
ship of 
attachment and temper
ament to initial adju
stment to 
college. The results
 showed that in this sa
mple of young 
adults the temperamen
t dimensions of positi
ve mood, low 
171 
distractibility an
d rhythmicity of e
ating were most 
Predictive of one




ity of eating and 
Persistence were m
ost predictive of a
 young adults's 






t. Post hoc analys
is indicated that 
the vari'able school 
was · 'f' t · 
· fl · lf 
signi ican in in 
uencing s~ -
Perceptions of mo
re care and nurtura
nce in the parent-
Child relationship
. While school ap
pears to be an 
env· 
ironmental variabl
e, independent of 
temperament 
attributes, the fa






utes are drawn to 
the school thereby
 
making school a se
lection factor. 




ege found that tem
perament was a 
sign·r· J. leant predictor for
 social, emotional
, and academic 
for goal attainmen
t and perceived act· Justment as well a
s 
soc· 









chool also emerged 
as a predictive 
Var· J.able for social a
djustment in the p
ost hoc analysis 
but contributed a 
small amount to th
e total variance 










micity of eating a
nd low level of 
act· · lVity during sleep
 were significantly
































ility, mood and 
Persistence were






city of sleep and
 
act· · l.Vity level of s





 first semester o














The results of t
he research iden
tified care as th
e 
most Pred1.'ct1.·ve 
t f tt h t t
 d' t t 
subcomponen o a






















The results of t





ts and adds suppo
rt to the 




var· l.ables which inf
luence the adapt
ation of a major 
life 






Table A-1 Characteristics of Total
 Sample 
Table A-2 Characteristics of Sample
 by School 
Table A-3 Academic Characteristics
 of Sample 
Table A-4 Gender Differences on D
emographic and Criterion 
Variables 
Table A-5 School Diffe
rences on Demographic, P
redictor 




( 1 ) §__ex 
( 2 ) Age 
( 3 ) Race 
( 4 ) Miles From Home 
( 5) p . _rior Friends On Camp
us 




















( 7 ) Relatives Living












































Table A-1 (cont.) 
N ~ 0 
(8) Home On Weekends Every Wee
kend 20 8 














N ~ 0 































over 250 27 
23 
41 28 















Table A- 2 (cont.) 
University of Maryland 
Mount Saint Mary's 
N 9-c 0 
N 9-c 0 
Relatives in Area 
Yes 53 46 
22 15 
No 63 54 
123 85 
Iiome on Weekends 
Every 17 1
5 3 2 
Every Other 25 2















1st Sem. GPA 
HSGPA 
SAT 
1st Sem. GPA 
Mount Saint Mary's SAT 
1st Sem. GPA 























§.ender Differences on Dem
ographic and Criterion Vari
ables 
Males Females 
N = 99 N = 161 
~riables Mean SD
 Mean SD t 
.llitrnogra12hic Variables 
Age 18.06 .55 17.88 
.44 -2.74** 
First Semester GPA 2.40 
.75 2.65 .80 2.2
2* 













 1.32 6.95 1
. 31 2.53* 
* £ <.05 
** 12 <.01 
*** 12 <.001 
180 
Table A-5 
~chool Differences on Demogr
aphic, Predictor Variables 
University of Maryland Mount 
Saint Mary's 
N = 116 N = 145 
Variables Mean SD M
ean SD t 
Qemogra12hic Variables 
Friends from 
High School 8.22 8.31 
4.74 7.55 2.99** 
SAT Scores 1080.67 




Withdrawal 20. 45 
Rhythmicity -




* E <.05 
** 12 <.01 

























ter to Freshman Stu









etter to Freshman S
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<301 ) 454-2026 
Dear Freshman : 
00000 






September 23, 1988 
1 82 
Welcome to the Univ
ersity of Maryland. 
As a new student to 
the University 
of ~a~yland you wil
l have many opportu
nities to be involved




V l ties_. One such
 opportunity is to
 participate in res
earch projects. 
0 lege frestnen have a
n honored and valuab
le role in research. 
As a doctoral cand
idate at the Univer
sity of Maryland, I 
would like to 
ext~nd to you an in
vitation to particip








t of young adults. 
Participation in 
fhis research would 
require approximatel
y thirty minutes of 
your time to complet
e 
our_ surveys. All
 of the infonnation
 collected in the 
study will be kept 
~on~1dential. Resu
lts will be reported 
as group data, so th
at no individual may 
e identified. 
I Will be accepti
ng volunteers from
 Cumberland, Ellic
ott and Denton 
~OJmunities on six 
different dates. P
lease select a date 
or location that wil
l 
most convenient for 
you. The dates and 
locations are liste 
below. Remember, 
You need only choose








October 25th or 26th
 
Noverrt>er 1st or 2nd 
November 7th or 9th 
TIME 
7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m
. 
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m
. 
7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m
. 
As a token of ap
preciation for you
r time and effort
, I will have 
refrestxnents availab
le and discotmt coup
ons for .Armands Pizz
eria. Additionally, 
When you turn in th
e completed surveys,
 your name will be 
entered into a drawin
g 
for two free movie ti
clcet:J and dinner fo
r two at .Armands Piz
zeria in College Park
 
or Washington, D.C. 
You will receive tw
o reminders of the 
locations, dates and
 times of the 
stUdy in the mail over
 the next few weeks. 
Also enclosed with t
he letter will be 
a Post card to be re
turned to me throug
h campus mail, reque
sting that the final 
results of the study
 be sent to y~u. A 
few days prior to th
e meeting, signs wil
l 
f~ Posted in your residence hall with the da
tes and times of the
 study. I would 
ike to thank you in 
advance for your coo
peration. I look for
ward to meeting you 
J>ersonauy in the ve
ry near future. Thank you, 
Carol H. Miller 
Doctoral Candidate 
CAPS Department 
P. s. MARK YOUR CALEN
DARS! YOUR PARTICIPA
TION rs IMPORTANT! 
Dear Freshman: 
00000 








H Welcome to 
Hount Sa int Mary
's f As a new stu
dent at the 
eount _you will ha
ve many opportuni
ties to be involve
d in new and 
r Xcit1ng activiti
es. One such op




n have an honored 
and valuable 
0 e in research. 
w As a doctor
al candidate at 




Uld like to exte
nd to you an inv
itation to partici





a JUstment of you
ng adults. Partic
ipation in this re
search would 
require approxiate
ly thirty minutes 
of your time to co
mplete four 
:urveys. All of 
the information co
lelcted in the stu
dy will be 
t~Pt co~fidentia
l. Results will 
be reported as gro
up data, so 
at no individual 
may be identified.
 
I Will be accept
ing volunteers on
 October 31st from
 7:00 
r•m. to 8:30 p.m
. at Mack Lounge, 
Pangborn Lounge an
d Sheridan 
<;>unge. As a toke
n of appreciation
 for your time an




ou turn in 
fhe completed sur
veys, your name w
ill be entered int
o a drawing 
or lunch f'or two 
at the Carriage H
ouse Restaurant. 
You will receive
 two reminders of
 the locations, d
ate and 
time or the stud
y in the mail ov
er the next few w
eeks. Also 
enclosed with the
 letter will be a




ng that final res
ults of the 
:tudy be sent to
 you. A few days pri~r to t
he meeting,. signs 
ill be posted in 
your residence ha
ll with the date a
nd time of 
the study. r would lik
e to thank you 
in advance for y
our 
~
00Peration. r look forwa
rd to meeting you
 personally in th
e 
ery near future. 
Thank you, 








 IS IMPORTANT! 
1 83 
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MARK YOUR CALENDARS 
FRESHMEN ADJUSTMENT ST
UDY 
COMING TO YOUR RESIDEN
CE HALL SOON! 
~;T~I:;ED BELOW ARE 
SIX DIFFERENT TIMES -




OCTOBER 25TH OR OCTOBE





NOVEMBER 1ST OR NOVEM
BER 2ND * 6:00PM - 8:00PM 
DENTON COMMUNITY* DEN
TON RECREATION ROOM 
NOVEMBER 7TH OR NOVEM
BER 9TH * 7:00PM - 8:30PM 
IMPORTANT 
--IT TAKES ONLY 30 MIN





 TO RESEARCH 
--You WILL GET DISCOUNT COU
PONS FOR ARMAND'S PIZZ
A AND BE 
ELIGIBLE TO WIN FREE 
DINNER AND MOVIE TICKE
TS FOR TWO 
**CHOOSE ONE DATE 
THAT IS MOST 
SCHEDULE** 









MARK YOUR CALENDARS 
FRESHMEN ADJUSTMENT ST
UDY 
COMING TO YOUR RESIDEN
CE HALL SOON! 
OCTOBER 31ST 





--IT TAKES ONLY 30 MI





 TO RESEARCH 
--You WILL BE ELIGIBL
E TO WIN FREE LUNCH FO

























OCTOBER 25TH OR OCTO
BER 26TH 




NOVEMBER 1ST OR NOVE
MBER 2ND 














--CHOOSE ONLY ONE DA
TE THAT IS MOST CONV
ENIENT TO YOUR 
SCHEDULE 
--You WILL GET DISCOUNT 
COUPONS FOR ARMAND'S
 PIZZA AND BE 
ELIGIBLE TO WIN FRE
E DINNER AND MOVIE T
ICKETS FOR TWO 
--OPPORTUNITY TO MA
KE VALUABLE CONTRIBU
TION TO RESEARCH 
--SNACKS AVAILABLE 
IT TAKES ONLY 30 MIN








































--You WILL BE ELIGIBL
E TO WIN FREE WNCH FO




 TO RESEARCH 
--SNACKS AVAILABLE 
IT TAKES ONLY 30 MINU







Student Data Packet 
C-1 Instructions for Completing S
tudent Data Packet 
c-2 Informed Consent Form 
C-3 Release Form 
C-4 Information Sheet 
C-5 Dimensions of Temperament Sca
le - Revised (DOTS-R) 
C-6 Perceived social Support from
 Friends (PSS-Fr) 
C-7 
C-8 
Parental Bonding Instrument (PBI) 




THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATIO
N 
Your packet includes an IN
FORMED CONSENT FORM, a REL
EASE 
FORM, and a BOOKLET containin
g four brief measures. 
PLEASE read the INFORMED 
CONSENT FORM and RELEASE 
FORM 
carefully befor.e signing. 
Also read the BOOKLET caref
ully 
making sure that you unde
rstand the instructions for 
each 
measure. If you have any qu
estions during the completion
 of 
this_ research packet, PLEASE
 ask the researcher . or rese
arch 
assistant and they will 
be glad to answer any of 
your 
questions. 
If You are interested in re
ceiving a copy of the resul
ts of 
~his study please comple
te the bottom portion of 
the 
instruction sheet. 
When you are finished, PLEAS
E put the signed INFORMED CO
NSENT 
FORM and the signed RELEASE 
FORM along with your request
 for 
the results of the study 
in the envelope. Hand in
 the 
BOOKLET and the envelope 
to the researcher or resea
rch 
assistant. 
REMEMBER ALL INFORMATION IS 
HELD IN STRICT CONFIDENCE 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY ARE REPO
RTED AS GROUP DATA 
NO INDIVIDUAL IS IDENTIFIED 
I am interested in receivin
g a copy of the results of 
this 
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Informed Consent Form 
!he study in which you are about to particip
ate asks you to complete several scales whic
h measure your 
adjustment to college, current friend and fa
mily relationships and personal characteris
tics. There are two 
short information forms and four scales to c
omplete. It is estimated that approximately
 thirty minutes will 
be required to complete these measures. 
All of the infonnation collected in this stu
dy will be kept confidential. All results will
 be reported as 
~oup data, so that no individual may be id
entified. You have the right to withdraw fro
m this study at any 
nme. 
Thank you for your participation. Carol Miller, M. A. 
CONSENT AGREEMENT 
l. I have freely volunteered to participate
 in this experiment 
2- I have been informed in advance of my 
tasks as a volunteer in in this study and the
 procedure to be 
followed. 
3. I have been given the opportunity to ask
 questions, and have had my questions ans
wered to my 
satisfaction. 
4. I am aware that I have the right to withd
raw consent and discontinue participation 
at any time, 
without prejudice. 
S. I understand that any information I pro
vide will be held in strict confidence report
ed as group data 
but that my responses will undergo statisti
cal analyses. 
6- My signature indicates that I understand




Date _________ _ 
Print Name __________
______ _ 
1 9 1 
Release Form 
I _____________ , giv
e permission to the Mount St. Mary's Records 
l'RINTNAME 
Office lo release my Scholastic Aptitude T
est (SAT) scores, my high school grade po
int 
average and ,ny first semester grade point a
verage to Carol Miller. I understand that th
is 
information will be used only for this study
 and will be kept confidential. 
_______ ____;_ _____ Si
gnature 
___________ Social Secu




e permission to the Mount St Mary's Record
s 
i'RINrNAME 
Office to release my Scholastic Aptitude T
est (SAT) scores, my high school grade poi
nt 
average and my first semester grade point a
verage to Carol Miller. I understand that thi
s 
infonnation will be used only for this study








I . Dare of Binh_· ____
______ _ 
month day 
Age: ____ _ 
year 
2. Sex : (circle one) F 
M 





ear: ________ _ 
6. About how many miles are y




7. D? you have friends on campus 1h
a1 you knew before you came 
10 school (e.g., childhood fri en
ds, 
fnends from high school? 
0 yes 0 no 
If yes, how many? ____ _
 
8. Have you begun 10 make n
ew friends since arriving at co
llege? 
0 yes 0 no 
9. Do you have relatives livin
g in the immediate area? 
0 yes 0 no 
If yes, how niany? ____ _
 
What is the redlarionship of ea
ch 10 you? _____ _ 
I 0. Do you go home on weeken
ds? 
0 every weekend D ev
ery other 0 holidays 
0 other 
l I . How long does it take you to
 get home by car? H
ours ___ _ Minutes __
_ _ 
I 2. Where do you live? State 
City 
1 93 
HOW TO ANSWER; On lhe following pages arc som
e starcmcnts abou1 how people lilcc you ~y beh
ave. Some of lhe 
Slalemcnis may be true of your own behavior and othel
's may not apply IO )'OU. For each statemcnl we wou
ld like you IO indica1e 
if the sta1ancn1 is usually arue of you, is more true than fa
lse of you, is more false than true of you, or is usual
ly false of you. 
11ICl'C are no "righ1" or Mwrong" answers because all people b
ehave in different ways. All you have IO do is answer w
ha1 is 1rue 
for you. 
On the line IO lhe lcf1 of each s1atemcn1 wrile a I if the
 statement is usually false for you, wrile a 2 if lhe sta
lement is more 
false than lrue for you, wri1e a 3 if lhe siau:men1 is more
 1rue than false for- you. or wrile a 4 if lhe s1a1emcnt 
is usually 1rue for 
you. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION 
I = usually FALSE 
2 = mor-e FALSE than 1rue 
3 = mor-e TRUE than false 
4 = usually TRUE 
1._ It lalces me a long lime 10 get used to a new thing
 in the home. 
2._ I can't stay still for long. 
3._ I laugh and smile at a lot of things. 
4._ I walce up at differcn1 limes. 
S._ Once I am involved in a iasJc, nolhing can distracl m
e from iL 
6._ I persist at a iasJc until it's finished. 
7._ I move around a loL 
8. __ I can malce myself a1 home anywhere. 
9._ I can always be disuacted by something else,
 no maucr what I may be doing. 
IO._ I stay with an activity for a long Lime. 
I l ._ If I have 10 stay in one place for a long 
Lime, I gel very rcsl.less. 
12-- I usually move iowards new ~bjccts shown IO 
me. 
l3._ It lalccs me a long time 10 adjust to new
 schedules. 
14._ I do not laugh or smile al many things. 
IS._ lfl am doing one thing, something else oc
curring won't get me 
l6._ I cat about lhe same amount for dinna w
hether I am home, visiting someone, or traveling
. 
17-_ My first reaction is IO rejoct something new or 
unfamiliar to me. 
l8._ Changes in plans malce me rcsl.lcss. 
19-_ I oficn stay still for long periods of time. 
2o._ Things going on around me can nor lake me away from whal I am do
ing. 
21._ I lake a nap, rest, or brealc al the same times e
very day. 
22._ Once I lalce something up, I stay with iL 
23-- Even when I am supposed to be still, I gel
 very fidgety aftcr a few minutes. 
24._ I am hard to disuact 
2S._ I usually get lhe same amount of sleep each nig
hL 
26._ On meeting a new person I lend to move iowards 
him or her. 
27._ I get hungry about the same time each da
y. 
28._ I smile of1en. 
29._ I never seem to Slop moving. 
30._ It talccs me no time at all 10 get used 10 new p
eople. 
31._ I usually cat the same amount each day. 
PLEASE GO ON TO NEXT PAGE 
I = usually FALSE 
2 = more FALSE than true 
32._ I move a great deal in my 
sleep. 
33. __ I seem to gel sleepy just a
bout the same time every nighL 
34 . __ I do not find that I laugh
 often. 
35. __ I move towards new situ
at.ions. 
3 = more TRUE than false 
4 = usually true 
36. __ When I am away from ho
me I st.ill wake up at the same tim
e each morning. 
37. __ I cat about the same amou
nt al brcalcfast from day to day. 
38. __ I move a lot in bed. 
39. __ I feel full of pep and en
ergy at the same time each day. 
40. __ I have bowel movements
 at about the same lime each day
. 
41-- No matte,- when I go to sle
ep, I wake up at the same lime th
e ne;,:t morning. 
42•-- In the morning, I am still in
 the same place as I was when I f
ell asleep. 
4 3._ I eat about the same amo
unt at supper from day to day. 
«. __ When things are out of place, it lakes me a lo
ng time to get used to it. 
4 5. __ I wake up at the same lime
 on weclcends and holidays as on
 other days of the wcclc. 
46. __ I don't move around muc
h at all in my sleep. 
47._ My appclite seems to stay 
the same day after day . 
48. __ My mood is generally cheerfu
l. 
49. __ I resist changes in routine.
 
5o. __ I laugh several limes a day. 
51 -- My first response to anyth
ing new is to move my head towa
rd it. 
52-- Generally I am happy. 
53._ The number of times I hav
e a bowel movement on any day 
varies from day to day. 
54 ._ I neve,- seem 10 be in the s
ame place for long. 




This quest.ionn:iirc lists vari
ous aui1udes and behaviors o
f parents. As you rememba-
your Mother/Father in your 
first 16 
Years would you please writ
c the lcucr thal best applies 
to you on the line ID the lcf1 
of the s1atcmen1. 
A = Very like 
B = Modc.ratcly like 
I._ Spoke IO me with a w
ann and friendly voice. 
2-- Did llOI help me as mu
ch as I needed. 
3._ Let me do those thing
s I liked doing . 
4 ._ Seemed cmo1ionally c
old 10 me. 
5._ Appeared 10 undcrsun
d my problems and worries.
 
6 ·- Was affcctiona1c 10 m
e. 
7._ Liked me 10 make my
 own decisions. 
8._ Did 001 want me to gr
ow up. 
9._ Tried IO conirol ever
ything. 
IO._ Invaded my privacy
. 
I I._ Enjoyed talking things
 over with me 
12·- Frcquenily smiled at m
e. 
13--Tended 10 baby me. 
14·- Did n0< seem 10 undc
rsund wha l I needed or wan1
cd. 
15._ Let me decide things 
for myself. 
16
·-Made me fed I wasn'
t wanl.Cd. 
17-- Could make me feel b
ell.Cr when I was upset 
l8._ Did n0< talk with m
e very much. 
19 T .ed 
. 
·- n IO make me depcnd
cnl on hcr/l11m. 
20-- Felt I could not look afl.Cr m
y self unless she/he was arou
nd. 
21._ Gave me as much freed
om as I wanl.Cd. 
22
·- Let me go ou1 as oftcn




24 D. . 
·- ad n0< praise me. 
25 _ Let me dress in any way I
 pleased. 
C = Modcratcly unlike 
D = Very unlike 
PLEASE TURN TO NEXT
 PAGE 
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. Directions: The stateme
nts which follow refer to fcc
lings and experiences whic
h occurto most people at on
e time or another 
m their relationships wilh FR
IENDS. For each sta1.emen1 th
ere an lhrce possible answe
rs: Y cs, No, Don '1 Know. Ple
ase write 
the answser which be.st ap
plies to you on I.he line to th
e left of !.he s1.a1.emen1. 
Remember Y = Yes, N = No, and DK =
 Don '1 Know 
I._ My friends give me 
the moral suppo,t I need. 
2-- Most olher people a
re closer to their friends tha
n I am. 
3._ My friends enjoy h
earing about whal I think. 
4._ CCIUin friends com
e to me when they have pro
blems or need advice. 
5._ I rely on my friend
s for emotional support. 
6 -- If I felt I.hat one or m
ore of my friends were ups
et with me, I'd just keep i
t to myself. 
7._ I foci !hat I'm on the
 fringe in my ciicle of frien
ds. 
8-- There is a friend I cou
ld go 10 if r were just feelin
g down, without feeling fu
nny about ii later. 
9._ My friends and rar
e very open about what we
 think about things. 
lO. _ My friends are sens
itive 10 my personal needs.
 
11._ My friends come to m
e for emotional support. 
12-- My friends are good
 at helping me solve problem
s. 
13-- I have a deep sharing
 relationship with a numbe
r of people. 
14-- My friends get good id
eas about how to do things 
or make things from me. 
15-- When l confide in f
riends, it makes me feel un
comfortable. 
16-_ My friends seek me ou
t for companionship. 
17._ l think I.hat my frien
ds feel that l'm good at help
ing !.hem solve problems. 
18-_ l don't have a relatio
nship with a friend Iha! is as
 intimal.C as people's relat
ionships with friends. 
19-- l've recently gouen
 a good idea aboul how to d
o somct.hing from a friend.
 
20._ l wish my friends wer
e much different 
PLEASE GO TO THE NEX
T PAGE 
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Below arc sevcral sta1cmcn
ts which will apply 10 you in
 grcaicr or lesser degree. A
l the top of each page is a sc
ale ranging 
from I 10 9 . wi1h I indica
ting lh:11 !he sr.a1emen1 ~A
pplies very closely 10 mc:M w
hile 9 indicares lha1 i1 .. D
ocsn·t apply to me 
31 all ... On the line to the lcf1
 of each sL'.ltcmcnt wri1c: th
e number in the scale whic
h bes1 rcprcscnts your jud
gment concerning 
how closely thcsr.arcmcn
tapplics to you ATTHEPR
ESENTTIME.i.c .• WITH
IN THE LAST FEW DA V
S.Since your judge. 
men1 may vary considerably
 from i1.c:m to i1cm. you sh
ould foci free to use any o
f !he numbers in the scale
. 
As an example:. if you fell
 Iha! a stalc:mcnt applied ver
y closely IO you. you could
 wri1e the .. 9" on 1he line 1
0 the Jc([ of the 
Slalemen1; if less closely. 
·7"; if nOI very closely, wJ
"; if nol at all. w I"; CIC . Please
 remember tha1 you can u
se any number al 
any poin1 in each scale. b
ul NO MORE THAN ON
E number in c:.ich scale:. 
9 8 7 
6 5 4 J 
2 
Applies very closely 10 me 
Docsn ·1 apply to me al all
 
Please be sure 10 complc
lc 1hc: entire ques1ionnairc
 Be just as frank and hone
s! as possible; your answ
ers will be accorded 
sirict professional confidenr
ialiry. 
I ._ I feel that I /i1 in w
ell as part of my college: e
nvironment. 
2. __ I have been feelin
g rcnsc or nervous lately. 
3. _ _ I have been keepi
ng up IO dale on my acade
mic work. 
4-_ I am meeting as ma
ny people, and maling as
 many friends. as I would
 like at college. 
5._ I know why l'm in c
ollege and wruit I want ou
t of iL 
6. _ _ I am finding acad
emic work at college diffi
cult. 
7-_ Lately I have been fe
eling blue and moody a lo
L 
8._ I am very involve
d wilh social activities in 
college. 
9 . __ I am adjusting we
ll to college. 
IO. __ I have not been func
tioning well during exami
nations. 
I I. __ I have felt tired mu
ch of !he time lately. 
l2. __ Being on my ow
n. taking responsibility fo
r myself, has not been ea
sy 
l3._ I am satisfied wi
th !he level at which I am 
performing academically
. 
14-_ I ruive had informa
l, personal contacts with my
 college professors. 
l 5._ I am pleased now ab
out my decision to go IO colle
ge. 
l 6 ._ I am pleased now
 about my decision IO atl.c
:nd !he this college in particu
lar. 
17-_ I'm not working as h
ard as I should al my cour
sework. 
l 8._ I have several close 
social ties at college. 
l 9._ My academic goals 
and purposes are well--0e/
ined. 
20._ I haven't been able 
rocontrol my emotions ve
ry well lately. 
21._ I'm not really smart
 enough for the academic 
work I .im expected IO b
e doing now. 
22 -- Lonesomeness for 
home is a source of dif/icul
ly for me now. 
23 ._ Getting a college
 degree is very important 
10 me. 
24 ._ My appetite has bee
n good lately. 
25. __ I ruiven •1 been very
 ef/icicnt in the use of study
 time lately. 
26. __ l enjoy living in 
a college dormitory. 
27. __ I enjoy writing pa
pers for courses. 
28. __ I h,wc been hav
ing a 101 of headaches la1.c
:ly. 
29. _ I really ruivcn ' t h
ad much motivation for study
ing larcly. 
30. _ _ I am satisfied wilh th
e extracurricular activities
 available at college. 
31 - _ I've given a lot of
 though! lately 10 whClhcr
 l should ask for help from
 the counseling ccnrer. or
 from a psycho--
therapist outside of colleg
e. 
PLEASE TURN TO NEX
T PAGE 
9 8 7 6 5
 4 J 2 
J 
Applies vay closely IO
 me Do
esn't apply IO me al a
ll 
32___ Lalcly I bav-e been
 having doubts regard
ing die valoc of a colleg
e education. 
33
'--- I am getting alon
g vay well with my roo
male(s) al lhc colJegc
 (Please omil if yoo d
o oot have a roommate
). 
34
'--- I 1Vish l were at ano
tha- college or uniYCt'S
ity rather than lhis one. 
35 r 
'--- YC pu1 on (or lo
st) IOO moch weight
 laleJy. 
36
·- I am satisfied wilh
 the number and variet
y of courses available 
here at college. 
37 
'--- I feel !hat I haYC
 enough social skills t
o get along well in the
 college sea.ing. 
38
·-I have been geuin
g angry IOO easily lat
.e.ly. 
39
'--- Recen11y I have
 had trouble concent
rating when I try IO sw
dy. 
40
·-I haven't been sle
eping very well. 
◄ I'--- I'm 11()( doing well enough
 academically for- the a
mount of worfc I put in
. 
4
~ I am having dufi
cuJry feeling at easie 
with o<ha people at co
llege. 
43
'--- I am satisfied wilh
 ~ quality or the caliber of courses a
vailable at lhis colleg
e. 
44
'--- I am attendin
g~ rcguJarly. 




1ocumes my u,ink.ing g
ets muddled up IOO 
y. 
46
'--- I am satisfied wilh 
the extent to which I am p
articipating in social a
ctivities at college. 
◄7 '---1 expect lo stay at this oolleg
e for a bachelor's degre
e. 
48
·- l havcn•r been m
ixing too wdl with th
e oppositc sex latcJy. 
49 l 
'--- WOrry a lot abo
ut my college expenses
. 
SO lam · · ·- enJOymg my
 academic worx at college . . 
51
'--- 1 have been feeling
 lonely a lo< at college
. 
5
2-..._ I am having a lot of
 trouble getting starte
d on homewod: assi
gnments. 
53
'--- I foe! I haYC goo
d con1rol over my lif
e silUalion at college. 
54
'--- I am satisfied wi
th my program of course
s (or this semesta-. 
55
'--- 1
 have been feeling in goo
d healLh lalely. 
56,___ r feel I am vay diffe
rent from o<ha sruden
ts al college. in ways I
 doo 't like. 
S, '--- On balance, I wo
uld rather be home lha
n here. 
58 
·-M~ o( the thin
gs r am interested in are not r




'--- lately I have b
oen giving a Jot of thoug
ht IO transfaring IO 
anotha college. 
60
·- L1tely I have been
 giving a lot of thoug
ht to dropping out o
f college al1.ogether
 and for good. 
61
'--- I find myself givin
g considerable thoug
ht to laking time off
 from college and fini
shing later. 
62. lam · 
· 
- very satis
fied with the profess
ors I have now ID my
 cow=. 
63
'--- I have some g
ood mends or acquaintances a
t the oollege wilh wh
om I can tal.lc about an
y problems I may ha
ve. 
64
'--- I am experiencing a
 lot of difficulty cop
ing with the stresses i
mposed upon me in c
ollege. 
65 lam . 
'--- qwte sat
isfied with my social l
ife at college. 
66
'--- rm quite satisfied
 with my academic s
i11.1atioo al college. 
67 
'---1 feel confident t
hat r will be able to deal in a s
atisuctory satisfact
ory manner with futu
re chailcnges here at 
college. 
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Student Adaptation to College Que
stionnaire 
Table D-1 - Abbreviation Key to P
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Table D-3 - Females 
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Table D-1 
Abbreviation Key for Predictor 
and Criterion Variables 
Revised Dimensions of Temperam
ent Survey 
ALG - Activity Level-General 
ALS - Activity Level-Sleep 
AW - Approach/Withdrawal 
FR - Flexibility/Rigidity 
MD - Mood 
RS - Rhythmicity-Sleep 
RE - Rhythmicity-Eating 
RDH - Rhythmicity-Daily Habits
 
DIS - Distractibility 
PER - Persistence 
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Table D-1 (cont.) 
Student Adaptation to Colleg
e Questionnaire 
ATT - Goal Commitment/ Insti
tutional Attachment 
PE - Personal/Emotional A
djustment 
soc - Social Adjustment 
AC - Academic Adjustment 
Parental Bonding Instrument 
CARE - Care 
OP - Overprotection 
Perceived Social support Sc
ale 
PSS -Perceived Social Supp
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~vt ~tsf 1 
Perceived Soehl Su'212ort and Student Ada~tatlon to Colle
ge Qu~Htonn~tre 
ALG ALS Al/ FR 
ALG 
ALS . 33••· -
Al/ . 29*** . 11 
FR .oo - . 03 . 3◄ *** 
HO . 14* - .02 . 38*** .11•• 
RS -. 28***-.19•• - . 11 - .16* 
RE - . 11• - . 25*** . 11 . 01 
ROH - . 05 - . 15* . 07 
DIS - . 20•• - . 28** . 12 
PER - . 17 - . 10 . 18** 
ATT .oo - . 05 . 35••· 
PE - .17** - . 27 . 11•• 
soc . 07 - . 02 . 45••· 
AC - . 21•··- . 13 . 16* 
CARE - . 03 - . 13 .09 
OP . 15• . 1s•• -. o5 
PSS . 03 -. 05 
*11 < . 05 
**2 <.01 
···~ <. 001 
-.08 
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110 RS RE ROH DIS 
PER ATT 
- . 07 
. 13* . 43••· -
. 03 ....... . 52*** 
. 02 .16* . 24*** . 14* 
. 07 . 2◄ *** . 1s• . II 
. 57••· 
.37** - . 06 .22•• .12 . 09 
. 13* 
.zs••• . 06 .32*** . 18* . 29*** . 23*** . 49 
. 43***-. 08 . 17* . 05 . 16
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. 41 *** . 06 . 27** . 16* .zo•• . 1
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PE soc AC CARE OP PSS 
. ◄3*** 
. 59••· . 37••· 
.39' .... .2s• 0 _33••· 
Table D-4 
~arson Correlatton Co
efftctent of Sctles 
hrenta 1 Bendt ng Instru
ment, pt mens ton;, of Te
nperoment Syrvey- Revt •ed 
Per ceived Soct al Suppo
rt ond Student Adaptot t
on to College Ouesttonn
atre 
Hales 
ALG ALS All FR HO 
RS RE ROH DIS 
ALG 
AL S .29** 
All .28** . 05 
FR -.22·• -. 21 • , 19• 
HD .16 - . 10 .45*•* .zz• 
RS - . 29** - . 13 - . 07 - . 06 - . 13 
RE . 09 - . 04 .33*** . 03 . 20• 
.36*** -
ROH . 06 - .08 . ta• - . 15 . 08 . ◄z-•• 
...... 
DIS -. 44**• - . 28** . 03 . 16 -. 12 
.37*** .08 . 16 
PER - . 21 • - . 12 . 06 . 04 .00 






. 02 -. 09 . 32*** . 26... 
. 45*** - . 05 . 09 
. 12 . 10 . 21 • 
- · 08 - . 22.. . 11 
.u -. 08 
- . 22• - . 17 
. OZ . 21• 
. 27** . 09 
. 05 . II -. 07 
CARE . 05 - . 22 
. 05 
.16 . 20* .2s•• .o5 
.20• . 00 .18 .21• 
OP 
PS S 
- . 02 . 14 
.ta• -.os 
*p < . 05 
··11 < . 01 
-. 24** - . 34*** - . 16 
-. 08 - . 26 - .09 -
. 15 .00 
.Js••• .01 .oo .1s• 
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PER ATT PE SOC AC C
AR£ OP PSS 
.39*** -
. 37*** . 37*** . 40*** . 2
6** -
- . 23 .. -. 15 -. 30*** 
-. 08 .43*** 
. 34*** . 16 
Appendix E 
Items and Item Means on Subsca
les 
E-1 Parental Bonding Instru
ment 
E-2 Revised Dimensions of 
Temperament Scale 
Activity Level - General 




Rhythmicity - Sleep 
Rhythmicity - Eating 
Rhythmicity - Daily Habits 
Distractability 
Persistence 


































Items on the Parental B
onding Subscales 
Item Content 
Spoke to me with a warm
 and friendly voice 
Did not help me as much
 as I needed 
Seemed emotionally cold
 to me 
Appeared to understand 
my problems and worries
 
Was affectionate to me 
Enjoyed talking things 
over with me 
Frequently smiled at me
 
Did not seem to underst
and what I needed 
Made me feel I wasn't w
anted 
Could make me feel bett
er when I was upset 
Did not talk with me ve
ry much 
Did not praise me 
Let me do those things 
I liked doing 
Liked me to make my own
 decisions 
Did not want me to grow
 up 
Tried to control everyt
hing I did 
Invaded my privacy 
Tended to baby me 
Let me decide things fo
r myself 
Tried to make me depend































Felt I could not look after my
self 
unless she/he was around 
Gave me as much freedom as I wa
nted 
Let me go out as often as I wan
ted 
Was overprotective of me 
Let me dress in any way I pleas
ed 
Note : Items on the PBI were ra
ted on a four point scale such 
that 4=Very Like, 
3=Moderately like, 2=Moderately









Items on the Subscales of the Revised Dimensions of Temperament Survey 









Item Content Item Mean 
can't stay still for long 2.72 
move around a bit 2 .7 5 
If I have to stay in one place for a long time, I get restles s 2.73 
I often stay still for long periods of time 3.00 
Even when I am supposed to be still, I get very fidgety after 
i few minutes 
never seem to stop moving 









move a great deal in my sleep 
move a lot in bed 
In the morning, I am still in the same place as I was when I 
fell asleep 
don't move around much at all in my sleep 








can make myself at home anywhere 
usually move towards new objects shown to me 
My first reaction is to reject something new or unfamili ar 
to me 
On meeting a new person I tend to move towards him or her 
It takes me no time at all to get used to new people 
I move towards new situations 













Table E-2 (cont.) 
Items on the Subscales o
f the R · do· · 

















It takes me a long time to
 get used to a new thing 
in the 
home 
It takes me a long time t
o adjust to new schedules
 
Changes in plans make me 
restless 
When things are out of pl
ace, it takes me a long ti
me 
to get used to it 
I resist changes in routin
e 
I laugh and smile at a lo
t of things 
I do not laugh or smile a
t many things 
I smi 1 e often 
I do not find that I laug
h often 
My mood is generally cheerf
ul 
I la ugh severa 1 ti mes a d
ay 
















 up at different times 
2. 23 
25 I
 usually get the same amo
unt of sleep each night 
2. 28 
33 
I seem to get sleepy just
 about the same time ever
y night 2.55 
36 
When I am away from home 
I still wake up at the sam
e time each 2.26 
time 
41 
No matter when I go to sl
eep, I wake up at the sam




Table E-2 (cont.) 
It em Number Item Content Item Mean 
45 I wake up at the same time on weekends and holidays as on 1.78 
other days of the week 
It ems on the Subscales of the Revised Dimensions of Temperament Survey 








I eat about the same amount for dinner whether I am home, 
visiting someone, or traveling 
usually eat the same amount each day 
eat about the same amount at breakfast from day to day 
eat about the same amount at supper from day to day 



















take a nap, rest, or break at the same times eve ry day 
often get hungry about the same time each day 
feel full of pep and energy at the same time each day 
have bowel movements at about the same time each da y 
The number of times I have a bowel movement on any day varies 
from day to day 
Once I am involved in a task, not hing can dis tract me from i t 
I can always be distracted by something else, no matter what I 




2 . 10 
2 . 18 
2 . 18 
2.4 6 
If I am doing one thing, something el se occurring won' t get me 2. 16 
Things going on around me can t ake me away from what I am doi ng 2. 17 
I am hard to distract 2.01 
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Table E-2 (cont.) 







persist at a task until it's finished 
stay with an activity for a long time 
Once I take something up, I stay with it 
Item Mean 
2.60 
2 . 75 
2.74 
Note: Items on the DOTS - R were rated on a four point scale such that l =us uall y false, 
2=more false than true, 3=more true than false, and 4=usually true. 
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Table E-3 
Items on the Subs






















I have been keepin
g up to date on m
y academic work 
I know why I'm in
 college and what
 I want out of it
 
I am finding acad
emic work at coll
ege difficult 




I am satisfied wi
th the level at w
hich I am performi
ng 
academically 
I'm not working a
s hard as I shoul
d at my coursewor
k 
My academic goals 
and purposes are 
well-defined 
I'm not really sm
art enough for the
 academic work I 
am 
expected to be do
ing now 
Item Mean 









 degree is very i
mportant to me 
8 . 11 
I haven't been ve
ry efficient in th
e use of study tim
e lately 3.47 




I really haven't 
had much motivatio
n for studying la
tely 4.49 
Lately I have bee






I am satisfied wi
th the number and






Recently I have h
ad trouble concen
trating when I try
 to study 4.04 
I'm not doing wel
l enough academic
ally for the amou
nt of 
work I put in 
5.49 
43 I am sa
tisfied with the 
quality or the ca
liber of courses 
available at this
 col l ege 
6.47 
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I am attending classes r
egularly 
I am enjoying my academ
ic work at college 
I am having a lot of tro









I am satisfied with my p
rogram of courses for th
is semester 6. 51 
5.53 
Most of the things I am
 interested in are not 
related to 
any of my coursework at 
college 
62 I am very s
atisfied with the profes
sors I have now 
in my courses 
66 I'm quite 
satisfied with my academ
ic situation at college 
Items on the Subscales 













I feel that I fit in we
ll as part of my college
 environment 
I am meeting as many pe
ople, and making as many
 fr iends , 
as I would like at colle
ge 
I am very involved with 
social activities in co
llege 
I am adjust i ng well to 
college 
I am satisfied with the
 level at which I am 
performing academically
 
I am pleased now about 
my decision to attend th
is college 
in particular 
I have several close so































e is a source of diff
iculty for me now 
I enjoy living in a c
ollege dormitory 
6.54 
7 . 11 
I am satisfied with 
the extracurricular a
ctivities available 
at co 11 ege 
6.44 
I am getting along v
ery well with my room
ate(s) at the college
 6.58 
I feel that I have en
ough social skills to
 get along well 
in the college settin
g 
I am having difficult
y feeling at ease wi
th other people 
at co 11 ege 
I am satisfied wi th 
the extent to which 
I am participating 
in social activities 
at college 
I haven't been mixing
 too well with the o
pposite sex lately 
I have been feeling 
lonely a lot at colle
ge 
I fee l I am very diff
erent from other stu
dents at college, 
in ways I don't like
 
On balance, I would 
rather be home that h
ere 
I have some good frie
nds or acqua intances
 at the college 
with whom I can talk
 about any problems 
I may have 
I am quite satisfied












Table E-3 (cont.) 
Items on the Subscales of the S
tudent Adaptation 
to College Questionnaire 
Personal-Emotional Adjustment 
Item Number Item Content 
I have been feeling tense or ne
rvous lately 
Lately I have been feeling blue
 and moody a lot 









12 Being on my own, taking r
esponsibility for myself, has n













I haven't been able to control 
my emotions very well lately 
My appetite has been good latel
y 
I have been having a lot of hea
daches lately 
I've given a lot of thought lat
ely to whether I should ask for
 
help from the counseling center
, or from a psychotherapist 
outside of college 
I've put on (or lost) too much 
weight lately 
have been getting angry too eas
ily lately 
haven't been sleeping very wel l
 
Sometimes my thinking gets mud
dled up too easily 
worry a lot about my college ex
penses 
have been feeling in good healt
h lately 
I am experiencing a lot of diff
iculty coping with the stresses
 













Table E-3 (cont.) 
Items on the Subscales of the Student Adaptation 
















Item Mea n 
feel that I fit in well as part of my college environment 6.80 
am meeting as many people, and making as many friends, 
as I would like at college 
I am pleased now about my decision to go to college 
I am pleased now about my decision to attend this college in 
particular 
I enjoy living in a college dormitory 
I wish I were at another college or university rather than 
this one 
5 . 81 
7 . 70 
6 .90 
7 . 11 
6 .41 
I am satisfied with the number and variety of courses available 6 .68 
here at co 11 ege 
I am having difficulty feeling at ease with other people 
at college 
expect to stay at this college for a bachelor' degree 
feel I am very different from other s tudents at college, 




On balance, I would rather be home than here 6. 53 
Lately I have been giving a lot of thought to transferring to 6.44 
another college 
Lately I have been giving a lot of thought to dropping out of 7. 99 
college altogether and for good 
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I find myself giving considerable thought to taking time 
off from college and finishing later 




Note: Items on the SACQ were rated on a nine point scale suc
h that l=Doesn't apply to me 











Items on the Subscales of the P
erceived Social Support Scale 
Item Content 
My friends give me the moral su
pport I need 
Most other people are closer to
 their friends than I am 
My friends enjoy hearing about 
what I think 
Certain friends come to me when
 they have problems or 
need advice 
I rely on my friends for emotio
nal support 
If I felt that one or more of m
y friends were upset with me, 
I'd just keep it to myself 
I feel that I'm on the fringe i
n my circle of friend 
There is a friend I could go to
 if were just feeling down, 

















My friends and I are very open 






My friends are sensitive to my 
personal needs 
My friends come to me for emot
ional support 
My friends are good at helping 
me solve problems 
I have a deep sharing relations
hip with a number of people 
My friends get good ideas abou
t how to do things or make thin
g 
from me 
When I confide in friends, it m
akes me feel uncomfortable 
My friends seek me out for com
panionship 
I think that my friends feel th
at I'm good at helping them 
solve problems 
I don't have a relationship wit
h a friend that is as intimate 













Table E-4 (cont.) 
Item Number Item Content Item Mean 
19 I've recently gotten a good idea about how to do something .81 
from a friend 
20 I wish my friends were much different .92 
Note: Items on the PSS-Fr were rate on a two point scale such that l=yes, O=no, 
and Don't Know=O. 
Appendix F 
Item-Total Statistics 
Revised Dimensions of Temperment Survey 
Table F-1 Activity Level - General 
Activity Level - Sleep 
Approach/Withdrawal 
Table F-2 Flexibility/Rigidity 
Mood 
Rhythmicity - Sleep 
Table F-3 Rhythmicity -Eating 
Rhythmicity - Daily Habits 
Distractibility 
Table F-4 Persistence 
22 0 
Table F-1 
Item-Total Statistics for the Dimensions of Temperament Surv
ey - Revised 
Act ivity Level - General 
Scale Scale Corrected 
Mean Variance Item- Squared Alpha 
Item If Item If Item Total Multiple
 If Item 
Number Item Content Deleted Deleted Correla
tion Correlation Deleted 
2 can't stay sti 11 16 .16 13. 00 .58 
.36 .75 
for long 
7 I move around a lot 16 . 13 13.34 
. 54 .33 .75 
11 If I have to stay in one 16.15 13 . 69 
. 51 .28 .76 
place for a long time, 
get restless 
19 often stay still for 15.88 13. 64 
.55 .32 .75 
long periods of time 
23 Even when I am supposed 16 . 51 14 .15 
.41 .21 . 77 
to be sti 11, I get very 
fidgety after a few minutes 
29 I never seem to stop 16.26 13.84 
.50 .26 .76 
moving 
54 I never seem to be in 16.19 13.86 
.50 . 27 . 76 
Activity Level - Sl eep 
32 I move a great deal in 8.61 6.3
2 . 77 .69 
.70 
my sleep 
38 I move a lot i n bed 8.61 
6. 42 .73 .66 
.73 
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Table F-1 (cont.) 
Scale Scale Corrected 
Mean Variance Item-






Number Item Content Deleted 
Deleted Correlation Correlation 
Deleted 
42 In the morning, am still 8 .44 
in the same place as I was 
when I fell asleep 
46 I don't move around much 8 .33 









I can make myself at 
home anywhere 
I usually move towards 
new objects shown to me 
My first reaction is to 
reject something new 
or unfamiliar to me 
On meeting a new person 
I tend to move towards 
him or her 






all to get used to new people 
I move towards new 17.05 
situations 







10 . 17 
10.85 
10. 68 
anything new is to move my head tow
ard it 
.44 .19 .86 
.64 .42 . 77 
.33 . 13 . 73 
.40 . 19 . 71 
.36 . 15 . 72 
. 42 . 21 . 71 
. 55 .33 .68 
.55 .31 . 6
8 




Items on the Subscales of the Revised Dimensions of Temperamen t Survey 
Flexibility/Rigidity 
Scale Scale Corrected 
Mean Variance Item-





Number Item Content Deleted Deleted Correlation C
orrelation Deleted 
1 It takes me a long time 11.41 5. 01 .33 
. 16 . 57 
to get used to a new thing 
in the home 
13 It takes me a long time 11 .66 5. 01 
.41 . 19 . 53 
to adjust to new schedules 
18 Changes in plans make me 11. 96 5. 18 
.30 . 11 . 59 
restless 
44 When things are out of 11.66 4.69 
.46 .22 . 50 
place, it takes me a long 
time to get used to it 
49 I resist changes i n 11.80 5.2 
.32 . 14 . 58 
routine 
!iQQQ 
3 laugh and sm i le at 20 . 64 12. 67 
. 68 . 46 .86 
a l ot of things 
14 I do not laugh or sm i le 20 . 56 12. 73 
. 59 .48 .87 
at ma ny things 
28 I smile often 20.72 11 .68 
. 76 . 59 .84 
223 
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Table F-2 (cont.) 
Scale Scale Corrected 
Mean Variance Item- Squa
red Alpha 
Item If It
em If Item Total Multipl
e If Item 
Number Item Content Del
eted Deleted Correlation Corr
elation Deleted 
34 I do not find that 20.67
 .12 . 52 . 59 .3
7 .87 
laugh often 
48 My mood is generally 20 .93 
11. 77 . 71 . 62 
.85 
cheerful 
50 laugh several times 20 . 66 
12 .35 .64 . 43 
.86 
a day 
52 Generally I am happy 20 .81 
11 .85 .69 .61 
.85 
Rhythmicity - Sleep 
4 I wake up at different 10 .92 9 .
75 . 33 . 12 
. 64 
times 
25 I usua 11 y get the same 10 .87 9
.30 .39 .17 
.62 
amount of sleep each night 
33 I seem to get sleepy just 10.60 1
0 .96 .31 . 12 
.65 
about the same time 
every night 
36 When I am away from home 10 .98 
9 . 02 . 48 .25 
. 59 
I st i 11 wake up at the 
same time each time 
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Table F-2 (cont.) 
Scale Scale Corrected 
Mean Vari ar,ce Item- Squared Alpha 
Item If Item If I tern Total Multiple If Item 
Number Item Content Deleted Deleted Correlation Correlation Deleted 
41 No matter when I go to 11 . 09 10 . OJ .50 .27 . 58 
sleep, I wake up at the 
same time the next morning 
45 I wake up at the same time 11 . 37 9 . 92 .35 .18 .63 
on weekends and holidays 
as on week days 
Table F-3 
Items on the Subscales of the Revised Dimensions of
 Temperament Survey 
Item 
Number Item Content 
Rhythmicity - Eating 
16 I eat about the same 
amount for dinner whether 
I am home, visiting 
someone, or traveling 
31 I usually eat the same 
amount each day 
37 I eat about the same 
amount at breakfast from 
day to day 
43 I eat about the same 
amount at supper from 
day to day 
47 My appetite seems to stay 
the same day after day 
Rhythmicity - Daily Hab i ts 
21 I take a nap, rest, or 
break at the same times 
every day 
Scale Scale Corrected 
Mean Variance Item-





Deleted Deleted Correlation Correlation Deleted
 
9.98 9.47 .33 .13 .6
9 
9.70 8.73 . 54 .34 
. 61 
9.83 9 .23 .29 .10 
.72 
9.57 8 . 55 .56 .38 
. 60 
9 . 72 8.29 . 59 .39 
. 59 
9.45 6.30 . 16 .
04 .58 
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Table F-3 (cont.) 
Scale 
Mean Variance Item-







Number Item Content Deleted Deleted Correlation Corre l ation Deleted 
27 often get hungry about 8.69 
the same time each day 
39 I feel full of pep and 9 .15 
energy at the same time each day 
40 I have bowel movements at 9 .41 
about the same ti me each day 
53 The number of times I have 9.33 
a bowel movement on any day 
varies from day to day 





Once I am i nvolved in a 8.80 
task, nothing can distract 
me from it 
I can always be distracted 8.52 
by something else, no 
matter what I may be doing 
If I am doing one thing, 8.82 
something else occurring 
won't get me 









can take me away from what I am doing 
24 I am hard to distract 8.97 5. 42 
.23 .09 .54 
.41 .19 . 43 
. 49 .26 .37 
.28 .15 . 50 
.58 .35 .68 
.42 .19 . 74 
.44 .23 .73 
.59 .35 .68 
.54 .30 . 70 
227 
Table F-4 
It ems on the Subsca les of t he ~evi sed Dimen s ion s of Temperament Survey 
Item 
Number Item Content 
Pers i stence 
6 I persist at a task until 
it ' s finished 
10 I stay with an activity 
for a long ti me 
22 Once I take something up, 
I stay with it 
Scale Scal e Corrected 
Mean Variance Item-





Deleted Deleted Correlation Correlation Deleted 
5. 49 1. 77 .42 . 18 . 61 
5. 34 1. 79 .45 . 22 .57 
5.24 1.42 . 52 .27 .48 
Note: Items on the DOTS-R were rated on a four po i nt sca l e such that l =usua ll y fal se , 
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